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SPLINTER CELL 
PAGE 38 
REVIEW: Xbox gets another 
killer app in the shape if this Tom 
Clancy stealth-‘em-up! 

eo {mas is 
wé coming 

aad 
ae §    thoughts are 

turning to 
(a / Christmas. It is 

W going to be the 
most important part 

of the year for Xbox — this is the 
period (unsurprisingly) when most 
consoles are sold and Microsoft is 

doing everything within its 
considerable power to make sure 

: that it doesn’t miss the boat. £160 

: for a console. Pretty good. £160 for 
a console and two superb SEGA 
games? (Jet Set Radio Future and 
SEGA GT 2002) Bloody marvellous. 
£200 for a console, the two SEGA 

games and Splinter Cell and Halo? 
Er, hello? Is there any other choice? 

Quite frankly the opposition is 
going to have to do something a 
bit drastic to catch up. It’s the 
equivalent of Sony giving you 

Virtua Fighter 4, MGS2, Tony 
Hawk's 4 and Gran Turismo (and a 

toaster) free with the PS2. And 

none of those games are as good 
as Splinter Cell or Halo. 

It's a sign that Microsoft really 
does mean business and at a time 
when Xbox has outsold GameCube 
two months running, it can only 
boost sales of the Xbox even 
further. Make no mistake: this 
Christmas is going to be huge. But 

: what does that mean for you? The 
more Xboxs in homes, the more it 
becomes an attractive prospect for 

developers, the more top games 
come exclusively to Xbox. And that 
will be okay with you, right? 

NICK JONES 
EDITOR 

BLINX 
PAGE 44 
REVIEW: Platforming is taken to a 
new level and sucked into a fourth 
dimension by Artoon! 
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RARE ON XBOX! 
PAGE 06 
FEATURE: And just what this means 
for you lucky folks! 

COLIN MCRAE 3 
PAGE 56 
REVIEW: It’s every bit as brilliant as we 
expected it to be, and our expectations 
were pretty damned high! 

  

QUICK FIX] 

  

PAGE 76 
NEWS: Incoming! The epic PS2 FPS is 
on a collision course with an Xbox 
console near you!
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GAMES THE REST 

UK REVIEWS 
Splinter Cell 

Blinx: The Time Sweeper 

Toxic Grind 

Ty The Tasmanian Tiger 

Tiger Woods PGA Tour 2003 

Colin McRae Rally 3 

Marvel Vs Capcom 2 

Lotus Challenge 

LOTR: Fellowship Of The Ring 

SEGA GT 2002 

Tennis Masters Series 

Big Mutha Truckers 

Phantom Crash 

Medal Of Honor: Frontline 

Dynasty Warriors 3 

Robotech: Battlecry 

NFL Fever 2003 

BlackStone: Magic And Steel 

Metal Dungeon 

Rally Fusion 

Micro Machines 

Jedi Knight Il Outcast 

PREVIEWS 
Shenmue II 

Galleon 

Broken Sword 3 

Battle Engine Aquila 

Brute Force 

Dark Angel 

NEXT MONTH 
Xbox Live 

Unreal Championship 

SOLUTIONS 
Quantum Redshift 

SEGA Soccer Slam 

WWE Raw 

SEGA GT 2002 

98 

102 

106 ee COLOUR CODES 
To make navigating XBM easier we've colour- 
coded each section for you, so you'll know 

exactly where you are at all times! 

  

    SAVE £6 DEAL 126 
Save yourself a pretty penny and get 

the best Xbox mag delivered direct to 

your doorstep every month! 

HOTLINE NUMBER: 
01454 642442 

   



FEATURE 

RARE ON XBOX 

  
SO FAR ONLY ONE GAME HAS BEEN OFFICIALLY ANNOUNCED FOR XBOX — KAMEO: ELEMENTS OF 
POWER. BUT WITH NEW ARTWORK OF JOANNA DARK BEING RELEASED AT THE SAME TIME AS THE 
MICROSOFT BUYS RARE’ ANNOUNCEMENT IT’S A CERTAINTY THAT PERFECT DARK ZERO WILL 
FOLLOW SHORTLY. XBM TAKES A LOOK AT WHAT MADE THE FIRST GAME SO GOOD, WHAT WOULD 

___ MAKE THE SEQUEL BETTER AND JUST WHY RARE HAS REDESIGNED THE LEAD CHARACTER... 

_ WHAT MADE PERFECT DARK SO GOOD... 
Perfect Dark never really received the attention that GoldenEye did but it was, for many reasons, a better game. Here 
are the highlights... We're expecting all these features (and more) to be included in Perfect Dark Zero... 

    

PD was known for the brilliant design of its And you thought that Halo was the first game to One of the many bonus features in the game. One Every secret agent has to have gadgets. The night 

weaponry. The laptop gun was fired like a regular have a brilliant co-op mode... Not so! In Perfect player would take the role of Joanna Dark, the vision for example or disguises that enabled her to 

machine gun but could also be set up as a sentry Dark one of you played Joanna, the other played other every enemy on the level — the objective for move around incognito. Best of all though was a 

gun. Our favourite, though, was the alien Farsight her ‘sister’. This mode was just as good as Halo's - Joanna to reach the level's end, for the other player pill, which slowed time down to make it easier to 

Gun, which could see and fire through walls. save for the vehicles. to stop her. Ingenious and extremely playable. despatch enemies. Max Payne eat your heart out! 

006 Gavi



  

WHAT FEATURES WILL BE IN PERFECT DARK ZERO? 
point to a plot involving time travel lose it? We fully expect all the 

What could be a better 

enhancement to any multiplayer 

game than this? Design your own 

levels, post them online and 

challenge people on your home turf, at alll this time round and this is a 

a son res he 
Zero? Does that mean that this is 

going to be a prequel to the N64 

game? Maybe... the latest rumours worked in Perfect Dark, then why 

  

Obvious, this one. With multiplayer 

a main concern for Rare, Perfect 

Dark Zero will definitely be online. 

By the time we see Perfect Dark 

Zero we fully expect Xbox Live to be 

at the heart of every big game 

released. Expect new levels and 

scenarios to download on Xbox Live. 

  

  

RARF ON XBOX 

     

    

   
   
      

  

    

             
    

  

         
    
        
          
    
    
       

to a time before the first game. great features from the original to 

Rumours abound that you won't 

actually be playing as Joanna Dark 

A bit of a no brainer, this one. If it 

  

The first thing you'll notice is that she looks a 
lot younger. Does this point to the fact that 
Zero will be a prequel? 

The first Joanna Dark is obviously designed 
to appeal to the same people that Lara Croft 
appealed to — does the new Jo retain the sex 
appeal while still looking younger? 

Big. Were these Manga stylings incorporated to 
help Jo appeal to the Japanese market? 
Probably not, but she now looks more like the 
rest of Rare’s characters — cartoony, friendly and 
like you're going to have fun playing with her! 

She's looking a whole lot slicker in her new 
bodysuit — and it’s still looking like some kind 
of futuristic spy clothing. 

    

   

No, not the fop-haired, jelly-hipped, rock ‘n’ roll The best FPS multiplayer game on console and still This enabled you to design a character from parts of Just like GoldenEye before it, Perfect Darks mission 

objectives became more and more complex the 

harder the difficulty setting. A great way to increase 

the replay value of the game and keep challenging 

superstar who kicked it on the can, but a space alien right up there with everything else since. Not only in-game bots. Originally planned that you could put 

and an occasional Joanna Dark sidekick. This guy was every mode completely customisable, but you your own face in via the Game Boy Camera, this was 

was responsible for bringing some light relief to could also choose from a massive number of game taken out over fears of a US media backlash over 

the proceedings. modes, weapons and specially designed arenas. guns. Could this feature return in the sequel? the player. 
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WORK IN PROGRESS 

KAMEO: ELEMENTS 
OF POWER      

     

      

XBM EXCLUSIVE! 

AND RARE’S NEXT SURPRISE IS... GOTTA CATCH ‘EM ALL! 
Ye all no doubt read about Rare _—you're looking for something a little bit 

  

     

  

     

   

leaving Nintendo for Microsoft, different Kameo could well be the IT’S 

and if you haven't, well, are you game you're looking for... LIKE 
blind or something? The most anticipated The story goes that young Kameo landscapes filled with 
titles such as Perfect Dark Zero are quite has had her six ancestors ripped away whale teh 
a way off yet, so what have we got to from her by the evil overlord Thorn. 
look forward to in the meantime? Kameo: — Our young adventurer has abilities of 
Elements Of Power is another one of the her own such as the ability to perform 
games that was due to hit GameCube weak magic spells and to talk to 

before the tides turned, and now it animals, but these assets alone won't 
al will be upgraded for the Xbox. If be enough to get her past the vile 

INFORMATION 
& PUBLISHER 

Microsoft 

DEVELOPER 
Rare 

) GENRE 
Action RPG 

) RELEASE DATE 
2003 
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monsters and natural barriers standing 
between her and Thorn’s hideout. 
Instead she can catch young monsters 
that she finds on her way, nurture them 
and befriend them to such an extent that 
they will help her on her quest. The 60 
available monsters in the game are split 
into six different classes. In fact, the entire 
world is based around the six elements; 

earth, wind, fire, ice, water and lightning. 
You can send your monsters into battle 
but you'll need to take their attributes 
into account. Judging your opponent 

TRIPPED OUT 
I have the power! 
Young Kameo has a small contraption that 
can be used to capture the monsters 

around her. Upon initiating the contraption 

Kameo will find herself in a corridor of 
trippy colours, at which point the c 

ENTS OF 
incorrectly will see your monster falling 
like a lead balloon, like in Pokémon 
(albeit on a more complex scale). 

Once you have your monster army it's 
important to look after them. Correct 
nurturing will see them evolve and learn 
new abilities vital to overcoming some of 
the natural obstacles, such as sheer cliff 
faces and raging rivers. 

Something that you've probably 
noticed are the graphical touches such as 
the fur-rendering techniques but what 
you can't see are the voices. Anyone 

KAMEO: ELEMENTS OF POWER _ 

~ ‘Se 

y 
Ae, 

familiar with Rare titles such as Banjo or 
Conker knows what to expect in terms of 
humour and voiceovers. Rare’s typically 
British sense of humour has not been 
lost in the transition to Microsoft and the 
sarcasm and blatant piss-taking is 
accompanied by great British accents. 

Kameo is certainly looking like it's 
going to be an amazing game but in 
true Rare fashion we probably 
won't hear any more about 
the game until E3 03. Roll 
on May... 
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FEATURE 

RARE ON XBOX 

  

RARE’S GREATEST HITS 
You need proof that Rare developing for Xbox is the best thing to happen ever? 
A history of Rare’s long and glorious past is what's needed then... 

e’ve heard what the oro NOT oR soze7s gogo im 
Wy corns are saying. i { OWNED BY SO L/S PFU SPE 

‘Rare won't be any ste |...‘ NINTENDO, : 
good without Nintendo's : : 
characters!’ Ha! Rubbish, we 

say... Rare’s back catalogue is 
one of the best in the business 
even without Donkey Kong and, 
well actually that’s it. The only big 
Nintendo-owned franchise that 
Rare has been involved with is i cal 
that big ape. And just to prove 
our point, look what else it’s 

made over the last fifteen years... 

BY atid eal 

CONKER’S BAD FUR DAY DINOSAUR PLANET  



  

TIME 10 PLAY THE GAME © 
Time to get RAW® with the top WWE" Superstars as 

you've never seen them before. Awesome reality 

comes crashing down around you with more thrills % 

and more spills in true WWE" siyle. Waich the 

audience scaiier as you make your move any way 

you want, wherever you want with WWE'™ RAW®'s 

/ unique and strategic fighting sysiem 

This is RAW® - will you be? 
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QUICK FIX 
Microsoft courts Japanese developers . . 12 

DOA Xtreme Beach Volleyball ........ 13 

Mbox SEGA bundle 624.6. ss eee: 13 

Lig Gun balla 3a sot og 13 
Panzer Dragoon Orta ............... 16 

BONOES SANE ek ee os A 18 

Surround Sound and the Xbox ........ 20 

GOSSIP, GAMES, EVENTS, LAUNCHES, RUMOURS AND RELEASE DATES... 

MICROSOFT COURTS BIG 
APANESE DEVELOPERS... 

XBM 
NEWS IN 
60 SECONDS... 
XBM travels to Japan to find 

much enthusiasm for Xbox 

from developers in spite of the 

poor sales of the console, 

Tecmo reveals that a new 
Dead or Alive game is in the 

works, codenamed Chronos, 

we've got our hands on some 

new Panzer Dragoon Orta 

shots — mmm, mmm, lovely!, 

Serious Sam makes a surprise 

entry into the Xbox fold and 

we've got the exclusive shots! 

Microsoft announces a 
MMORPG (god, we hate that 

anacronym) for Xbox Live 

developed by the people who 

invented it in the first place 

and a new Xbox pack is 

announced: £160 for an Xbox, 

JSR Future and SEGA GT 2002! 

012 Joam 

MICROSOFT REFUSES TO GIVE UP ON JAPAN AND SHOWS OFF BRILLIANT NEW NIPPON-DEVELOPED GAMES! 
~~ 

box may be struggling in Japan but 
XK: hasn't stopped Microsoft from 

courting the cream of Japanese 
developers to bring you exclusive games 
like Kakuto Chojin, DOA Xtreme Volleyball 
and Ninja Gaiden to Xbox. But hold on to 

your seats: there is also exciting news that 
a new DOA game is in the works for Xbox. 

Tecmo revealed exclusively to XBM that 
the top-secret project, codenamed 
Chronos, was well underway. It was 

described by Mitsuru Tsutsumi (Deputy 
Manager of Tecmo) as, “a bringing together 
of all the Dead or Alive games.” He 
wouldn't be drawn on any specifics but 
from this statement we can ascertain that a 
DOA anthology of sorts is on the way. 

The game will feature at least a part of 
every game since the series’ inception. As a 
franchise, DOA has gained huge 
momentum and popularity over the past 
few years, due to its incredible fight 

dynamics and spectacular good looks, and 
Microsoft's console has impressed Tecmo 
enough for it to commit to developing for it 
well into the future. 

We also had chance to play Xtreme 
Beach Volleyball and Kakuto Chojin, both 
highly anticipated titles for next year — you 
can find out more about DOA on the 
opposite page. 

Although the Xbox is an American 
console, it doesn’t mean that Microsoft has  



   

  

     

  

   

       

        

   

    

    
    

    

    

     

    

   

DEAD OR ALIVE: 
XTREME BEACH VOLLEYBALL 

MAIN MAN: Tomonobu Itagaki. 

eZ 

program memory are all in the san 
location. Give and take on the tear 
enhanced and we all really felt like 
created the game together, as a te. 
memory capacity of the Xbox was 
than we ever expected’ 

As Artoon finalises its code of £ 
The Time Sweeper another top Jz 

developer is polishing off what it 
will be a groundbreaking new fig 
game. Kakuto Chojin began life a 
technical demo that focused on 
expressing human muscle mover 
and actions, and features some ¢ 
most impressive action animatio 
lighting effects we have seen so 
the Xbox. We will have to wait u 
an optimistic estimate, February, 
coming of this innovative new b 
up. Even if the installed hardwar 
Japan isn’t all it could be, suppo 
developers shows no sign of wa 
this point in time. @ 

development of Ninja Gaiden. It also 
revealed that Ninja Gaiden’s story will be 
completely original and will not be a 
continuation of the previous games. 

Artoon, the makers of Blinx, decided to 

make a game that could only work on the 

Xbox — Blinx’s time controls are only 

possible on a machine with a hard drive. 

The developers of Microsoft's big Xmas 
game are all from SEGA and previously 

worked on the highly regarded Sonic The 

Hedgehog series. They compared their 

experiences on Xbox with those they had 
on the Dreamcast: ‘Development on the 
Xbox was more than we ever expected. 
When we were working on the 

Dreamcast, there would be a lot of 

shuffling between members of the team 

about the music, or the graphics, or 

some element taking up too much 
space. But on the Xbox, there was no 
such fighting as its structure means 
that the sound, graphics and 

forgotten that the vast majority of 
innovative, exciting games come from 

Japan. Microsoft has offices in Japan from 

which the company works hard to keep 
afloat firm relationships with a variety of 
Japanese developers. One of the leading 

lights in its Japanese portfolio is Tecmo, 

which has had strong bonds with 
Microsoft ever since it developed DOA3 
for Xbox last year. 

Now close to completing the 
breastacular Xbox exclusive, Dead of Alive 

Xtreme Beach Volleyball, Team Ninja 
revealed that it is two years into the 

      

“Development on 

the Xbox was more 

  

   

NEWs ,z<60* 

XTRA 

XBOX EVEN 
MORE OF A 
BARGAIN! 
A further special offer for Xmas from 
Microsoft will make the Xbox look 

to put on your 
The SEGA 

ke the only cc    
present reques 
Christmas Pack 

two Triple A SEGA 

the same price as 

  

    

      
Xbox alone. 

  

you can now get the cc JS 

SEGA GT 2002 and Jet Set Radio 

Future — all for £159! 

MASTERY 
ONLINE 

  

is of people to play 

  

simultaneously in the same online 

world. The addition of t 

    

Australian developer of Norid 

Technology, Micro Forté, adds 

e developer to 

an Xbox line-up which is gaining 

another impres    

  

in strength with eact 

partnership and acquisition. 

  

RIGHTS TO 
THE DEAD 
It looks like there is going to be a 

cat fight in the peripherals world as 

House Of The Dead 3 ¢ 

launch on Xbox and two peripherals 

companies claim to be launching 

the first compatible light gun. Mad 

Catz is launching its bright green 

gun, simply titled ‘Blaster 

Joytech is revamping its Sharp 

Shooter Pro and launching Sharp 

Shooter Pro 2. However, it looks like 

the price differential could be the 

decider, with the Blaster coming in 

at £30, and the SSP2 provisionally 

priced £14.99. 

5 set to    

whil while
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PERI DEVELO NTERVIEW 

THE NEXT BIG TITLE IN FIGHTING GAMES FOR THE XBOX IS OUT IN JANUARY; OR IT IS IN JAPAN. WE WILL HAVE TO WAIT 
UNTIL AT THE EARLIEST, FEBRUARY, FOR THE ARRIVAL OF THIS INNOVATIVE NEW BEAT-’EM-UP XBM TRAVELLED TO THE 
OFFICES OF DREAM PUBLISHING IN TOKYO TO MEET WITH THE BIG NAME LINE-UP BEHIND KAKUTO CHOJIN: ISHII-SAN, THE 
PRODUCER HAS ALSO WORKED ON TOBAL, TEKKEN AND VIRTUA FIGHTER; NAKATA-SAN, THE DIRECTOR WHO PREVIOUSLY 
WORKED ON BOSHIDO BLADE, TEKKEN AND VIRTUA FIGHTER, AND THE CHARACTER MODELLER OCHIAI-SAN, WHO HELPED 
TO CREATE THE BOUNCER AND FINAL FANTASY... 

MBM: This game originates from a 
technical demo - is it the same 

one that was available on the PS2 
at launch? 

DP: In the PS2 case, we created a 

technical demo based on The 

Bouncer. But this time, we created a 

technical demo strictly for Xbox to 
demonstrate how well the Xbox can 

express human muscle movements, 

skin, lighting effects and action. 

XBM: Is the fighting style simple, 
like DOA, or technical like Tekken? 
DP: At the beginning, we wanted to 
make the game with simple controls, 
so that it was a light, fun fighting 
game, but as we progressed with 
development we added more 
complex controls, manoeuvring and 
some really classy combos. 

Compared to Dead or Alive, we 
think that in many ways Kakuto 
Chojin is simpler in terms of 
manoeuvrability and controllability, 
but it can do many other things such 
as allow the characters to run, which 
was not available in DOA, and to 
move around freely. In most other 
fighting games the only non-attack 
move available is to block, but Kakuto 

Chojin allows the player to find the 
optimum position for the character to 
take in fighting. Although you can’t do 
a direct comparison, Kakuto Chojin 
offers more depth than other games. 

XBM: How many different 
characters are there? 
DP: There are 12 contestants in all. 
Each contestant in the tournament 
comes not only with a choice of 
costumes from the outset, but they 
each have two playing styles. You 
have to win the tournament in the 
‘normal setting before you get the 
opportunity to play through again in 
the character's ‘Chojin’ style, which 
endows them with superhuman 
strengths and abilities. Not only are 
you getting replay value, then, from 
the two-player and multiplayer 

facilities, but you're given extra in 
one-player as each character has 
another, different-style to unlock. 

XBM: What made you choose these 
dark character designs? 

DP: We were not looking for cheerful, 

fun characters. We wanted to portray 
half-crazed characters that represent 
the darker side of human nature and 
all of its imbalances — characters with 
a threatening presence. These 
characters' primary nature is exposed 
in a very raw manner, with the 
showing of muscles and exposure of 
skin and tattoos. 

Characters in fighting games are 
very important, each player needs to 
identify characters they really want to 
control and play as. Kakuto Chojin 
features a range of characters, with 
diverse looks and styles, but they all 
have the same worldview, which we 

feel is an essential element of the 
game. Although each one is unique 
and has their own look and style, they 
have a unified image which defines 
them as fighters very much from the 
same dark, edgy background. 

XBM: Does the Al learn from your 
actions in the game? 
DP: It doesn’t necessarily learn, but it 
makes decisions depending on the 
circumstances that it is placed in. 
There is a general thought routine 
throughout the game that is applied 
for each character. 

MBM: Can you counter a grapple? 
DP: Yes — you can escape a grapple, 
but there is also an additional step 
where you can counter with another 
grappling motion. It is not as simple 
as Tobal was. 

MBM: The music is fairly haunting 
- was there a real effort to do 
something original with 
the soundtrack? 
DP: We were constantly thinking 
about to what extent we could 

express the continued tension and 
energy of the game plus the powerful 
explosions of violence. This is the very 
first fighting game to have subdued, 
quiet introduction music until the first 
attack is launched. When the first 

punch or kick lands, the music 
catches the tempo, which gives the 
sensation that the action has begun. 
We also did a lot to incorporate voices 
into the musical score. 

XBM: Will Kakuto Chojin have 
Xbox Live capabilities? 
DP: Currently the game is not Xbox 
Live compatible, but if there is a 
strong demand from users, we will 
consider it. 

XBM: What new aspect does 
Kakuto Chojin bring to the 
fighting game? 
DP: Kakuto Chojin adds a new 

element to the world of fighting 
games with its Battle Royale mode. 
Yes, it is similar to the Royal Rumble 
sections of WWE games, in that it is 
created for four players, but it is 
distinct from these elements of 
WWE as, even in the pre-preview 
code, there is virtually no slow-down 
and the gameplay actually retains its 
fun value. 

There is also a new one-player 
mode called ‘Survival’, in which 
gamers can go up against three CPU 
characters at once to see how long 
they will survive. You can actually 
battle through up to 99 characters in 
this mode. 

We are also very proud of the 
control system: instead of having 
punch and kick buttons, Kakuto 
Chojin gives you upper, middle and 
lower attack buttons, meaning that 

players can enjoy fights based on 
their own cat-like instincts. You also 
have freedom not only to dodge and 
block attacks but also to run around 
and get behind your opponents, 
freeing up your character to use the 
whole 3D arena.  
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PANZER DRAG 
MILKING A DRAGON... 

PIR sels ee ae SEGA 

NS ee ks oes oN a ae SEGA 

Players 

Le aT StS a ee January 2003 

WW: Panzer Dragoon Orta 
W::: knocked back into 

January SEGA is taking every 
opportunity to tease and make you 
want this stunning shoot-‘em-up all 
the more. Look at these screens and 
imagine what it would be like to own 
this game. Close your eyes and let 
the SEGA vibe run through your body. 

Now wipe the tears from your 
pitiful face and listen up because this 
time these new images come with 
brand-new information. Orta is going 
to be split into ten stages in total and 
although for the most part this will 
be linear we are promised multiple 
routes through each one. This, of 
course, all depends on your skill 

when playing the game and how you 
make use of the varied dragon forms. 

The most impressive feature of the 
main character Orta is her pet dragon 
and its ability to morph mid game. 
You can select the normal all-round 
dragon or select from either the 
heavy attack and high mobility forms. 
This, along with the stunning levels  



and enemies, helps to keep the game 
a bit more varied than your usual 
shoot-‘em-up. 

The developer should not need to 
worry about the gameplay getting 
stale. There are a lot of Panzer fans 

and we're guessing that there are 
going to be a lot more after this game 
is released. Old fans of the series, 

however, are going to be pleased to 
hear of the fact that the original 
Dragoon game is going to be a secret 
bonus! This shows a great 
commitment from SEGA to the gamer 
and it’s also been confirmed that 
House Of The Dead 3 is going to 
include the original game. Talk about 
value for money. 

NEWS 

WING NUT: A single 

push of a button 

can transform your 
dragon and its 
fighting abilities. 

NIGHTMARE CREATURES: The design of the enemies in 

Panzer Dragoon varies from cool to downright bizarre. 

ORTA IN THE SKY WITH DRAGONS: Look closely and you 

can see an outline of a poodle, or is that just us? 

FIGHTING FANTASY: Panzer Dragoon’s blend of cyberpunk 

and fantasy art is truely unique.  



  

GOSSIP, GAMES, EVENTS, LAUNCHES, RUMOURS AND RELEASE DATES... 

THERE'S NOTHING 
SERIOUS ABOUT 
THIS GAME! 
Publisher: 

Developer: ........ 

Y:: have to admire games like 
VY veers Sam. They tell it like it 

is. There is a large bulk of 
people out there that play first-person 
shooters simply because they like 
killing creatures, blowing stuff up and 
generally being all macho. It’s a great 
way to get stress out of the system 
and, as any gamer will tell you, it is 
immensely satisfying. 

This is exactly the kind of mentality 
this game appeals to. There is some 
form of story sprinkled over the top 
but the whole point of Serious Sam 
is to get through as many shells as is 
physically possible in as short a space 
of time as possible. Whilst combating 
some of the most ridiculous and over 
the top creatures you've ever seen. 
Now you might think this is just the 

developer being lazy but far from it 
in fact, as a lot of time and 

consideration has gone into this 
slaughter fest. 

The game isn’t even a straight 
port — amazing! Instead you get a 

compilation of both PC games with 
some extra elements thrown in to 
bind it all together. Read our 
cathartic review next month.  



  
FORGET THE PAST...THIS IS THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE 
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GOSSIP, GAMES, EVENTS, LAUNCHES, RUMOURS AND RELEASE DATES... expert 

s we've recently 

discovered for 

ourselves, surround 

sound can vastly improve 

your gaming experience. 

Xbox is the first game 

platform to be designed from 

the ground up to deliver HOOKING UP YOUR XBOX TO 8:5 gameplay, and as a result 

YOUR HOME CINEMA SYSTEM ©." processing hardware ever 

seen in a games console. 
Almost every Xbox game is 

created specifically for use 

One of the best ways to experience surround sound is with Even gamers on a strict budget can enjoy their games in stunning on a home cinema system. 

the new ‘Home Cinema In-a-Box’ products, which include a surround sound by using very low-cost integrated 5.1 systems, often Look for the Dolby Digital 
Dolby Digital receiver, five main speakers, a subwoofer, and all called ‘Personal Surround Systems.’ These systems generally pack logo on the back of your 
the wiring necessary to connect up the system. These around 10 to 20 watts for all 5 main channels, come with a small plastic Xbox games to determine 

products deliver between 50 and 100 watts of power to each subwoofer, and retail for around £150. Most of these systems feature 

of the main speakers and often cost around £300. As a result Dolby Digital and Dolby Pro Logic, but very few have the newer Dolby 

these systems are extremely powerful, and can make some Digital and Dolby Pro Logic Il combination. most of your system. 
serious sound. These systems won't cause the neighbours to complain, but for While some PlayStation2 

The subwoofers in these systems often pack quite a punch, small rooms, personal surround systems often impress with quite real- and GameCube games 

as they are perfectly matched to the system and often can to-life sound coming from very 

handle quite a bit of power. This allows many of these compact speakers. For gamers that ; z 

systems to create bass that can shake have never experienced Dolby Digital in interactive 5.1 channel 

the walls around your Xbox, and really games before, these can be a great technology called Dolby Pro 

deliver a massive game experience. way to get started. ] Logic II, only the Xbox 

SHAKE THE ROOM: A kit like SAVE YOUR PENNIES: Even a | currently has the capability to 

this will soon have your budget set-up like this will . create real-time 5.1 channel 

gacereiumic., peed Behe See Dolby Digital during gameplay. 

Once you get the system home, you will immediately notice that you have a lot of speakers to find 
PEAKER c r-UP room for. Depending on your room, this might require a bit of thought. Fortunately, finding the best 

place for your speakers is fun and easy if you follow a few basic rules about speaker placement. 

RULE1: © 
Put the Left and Right speakers as far apart as possible. This 

will increase the width of your sound field, and really make it Ideal Room 

sound like you are playing games in a cinema. Setup for 

ORES: Dolby 5.1 
Place the Centre speaker on top of, or directly below, your 

television set. The Centre speaker locks sound to the screen 

and is often used for speech and first-person player character 

sound effects. The Centre speaker should be placed so that 

sound seems to appear from your television screen. 

The subwoofer can be placed almost anywhere in the room, 

as people cannot easily tell where bass is coming from. You 

THE BEST SOLUTION FOR MOST GAMERS FOR GAMERS ON A BUDGET 

which games will make the 

support a less powerful 

    
May want to try putting the subwoofer in several different 

places in your room, as each location will cause the 

subwoofer to sound different from your gaming position.     
RULE 4: 
The Left Surround and Right Surround speakers are slightly 

trickier to place, as they have to be behind you. These 

speakers are the most important to place properly as they are 

responsible for creating the surround sound experience. Make 

sure that the Left Surround speaker is behind you on your left 

side, and the Right Surround speaker is behind you on your 

right side. Ideally, the surround speakers should be the same 

distance apart as the Left and Right speakers in the front. 

020 Se=7



  

      

  

   CONNECTING 
THE XBOX 

nce you have the speakers wired up to 
© the receiver and positioned correctly, you : 

will need to hook up your Xbox. You will —= ty Composite Video 
notice that your receiver has lots of different wi Analog Audio 
inputs in the back. These inputs allow you to use 
your receiver as a switch box. If you hook up 
everything properly, and you have a good 
enough receiver, you will be able to switch 
between your Xbox, VCR, TV broadcasts, other 
game consoles, and everything else with ease. 

The Xbox does not come standard with a 
digital audio output. You will need to buy 
Microsoft's Xbox Advanced SCART Cable, which 
has a digital audio output. Next, you will need to 
adjust the audio settings in the Xbox dashboard 
so that Dolby Digital is enabled. Compatible 
cables are also available from third-party 
manufacturers, but beware as many do not have 

the necessary digital audio (S/PDIF) output. 
For your Xbox to be connected properly, you 

will need at least one free optical digital input on 
your receiver. Use an optical digital audio cable 
to connect the digital audio output from your 
Xbox to the optical digital input on your receiver. 
Don't bother connecting the two-channel 
analogue outputs from your Xbox, as you will 
always want to hear the digital audio, and 
not the analogue. 

For those of you with Dolby yi 

Only bo Surround Pro Logic systems, 

Types of Cables 

  

      

  

       

   

                

   
        
        
   

        

    

Component Video (RGB) 

DOLBY 5.1 
RECEIVER 

  

although these systems will not eal- 
offer the quality audio as a Dolby creates v \b XBOX ADVANCED 

Digital system, the analogue 5 1 Do y HARDWARE PACK 
outputs on your standard Xbox “ame 2 ing *HOTY pack atso available 

A/V cable are completely Digital dur 
compatible with existing Pro 
Logic systems. gameplay Ye Dep 

Oo. 

Receiver Setup 
* Change Input on Receiver to 

Switch Between Game Consoles 

THE PROFESSIONAL: If you’re serious about 

your sound system then you may want to 

get hold of an Advanced Hardware Pack 

from the States. Sadly, they’re not 

available in the UK yet. 

Related Links 

  

www.dolby.com 

www.videologic.co.uk 

www.yamaha.co.uk 

www.aego2.acoustic-energy.co.uk 
Www.creative.com 

20240 021 
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NOVEMBER 2002 

007 Nightfire EA 
Batman: Dark Tomorrow Kemco 
Blackstone: Magic And Steel Xicat 

Blinx: The Time Sweeper Microsoft 
Dynasty Warriors 3 THQ 

Fellowship Of The Ring Vivendi 
Harry Potter And The Chamber Of Secrets EA 

       POTTER 
£2 Publisher: EA 
“*' Developer: in-house 

Genre: Adventure 

(4 The hype starts here: get 
your Potter fix from the 

movie, the books, the 

lunchbox, the duvet cover 

and now... the 

videogame! 

    

  

   
   
    

   

    
   
   
   

     
    

    

Kakuto Chojin Microsoft 

Legends Of Wrestling 2 Acclaim 
Lotus Challenge Virgin 
Marvel Vs Capcom 2 Capcom 

Mech Assault Microsoft 
Medal Of Honor Frontline EA 

Metal Dungeon Xicat 
Micro Machines Infogrames 

Minority Report Activision 
Morrowind: The Elder Scrolls 1! Ubi Soft 
Moto GP Online THQ 

NFL Fever 2003 Microsoft 

Phantom Crash Phantagram 

Rally Fusion: Race Of Champions Activision 
Robotech TDK 

Rocky Rage 
SEGA GT2002 SEGA 

Shaun Palmer's Pro Snowboarder Activision 

Splinter Cell Ubi Soft 
Star Wars: Jedi Knight II Outcast Activision     
Superman Infogrames 

    

    

     
  

DECEMBER 2002 

Duality Phantagram 
Jurassic Park: Project Genesis Vivendi 

TDK 

MERCEDEZ- 
BENZ 
WORLD 
RACING 
Publisher: TDK 

#@ Developer: Synetic 

»* Genre: Racing 

Huge environments and a 
twist on the driving 

genre: mission 

objectives! 

Mercedes-Benz World Racing       

   

  

    

   

    

    
    

   
   

          

   

   

    Outlaw Golf TDK 

Rolling Rage 

Shenmue II SEGA 
Starsky And Hutch Empire 
Strident Shadowfront Phantagram 
Seablade TDK 
Serious Sam Take2 
Starsky And Hutch Empire 
Strident Shadowfront Phantagram 
Tiger Woods 2003 EA 

ToeJam & Earl SEGA 

¥ TOEJAM 
& EARL 
Publisher: Microsoft 

, Developer: T)&E Productions 
Genre: Platform 

This bizarre 3D Hip-Hop 

adventure will come as 

welcome relief from games 

that take themselves 

too seriously. 

       Ultimate: Blade Of Darkness Codemasters 

    

      

RELEASE SCHEDULE 
THE MONTH YOU'VE ALL BEEN WAITING FOR! WE HOPE YOU'VE GOT PLENTY OF MONEY 
SAVED UP BECAUSE THERE ARE A LOT OF QUALITY TITLES SCREAMING FOR YOUR ATTENTION... 

JANUARY 2003 

Panzer Dragoon Orta SEGA 

Return To Castle Wolfenstein Activision 

Risk Infogrames 

FEBRUARY 2003 

Armada 2: Exodus Metroid 

BMX XXX Acclaim 
Microsoft Deed © Or Alive Xtreme Beach Volieybell 

Dungeons & Dragons Heroes 

     
. DOA: 

Publisher: Microsoft 
Developer: Tecmo 
Genre: Sports 

We've heard that the 
Japanese release comes 
free with tissues. 

Infogrames    

   

    

   
a") SUPERMAN 

Publisher: Infogrames 
Developer: In-house 
Genre: Adventure 

’ Is it a bird? Is it a plane? Is 

it a shameless attempt to 

cash in on the Spider- 

Man videogames? Of 

course not! 

     

         Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon Ubi Soft 
Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 4 Activision 
Total Immersion Racing Empire 
Toxic Grind THQ 
TransWorld Snowboarding Infogrames 
Ty The Tasmanian Tiger EA 
Unreal Championship Infogrames 

X Men: Next Dimension Activision 

DECEMBER 2002 

Alter Echo THQ 

ATV Quad Racing 2 Acclaim 

Big Mutha Truckers Empire 
Bloodrayne Vivendi 
Evil Dead: A Fistful Of Broomstick THQ 
Gothic Xicat 

OBI 

    
   
   
   
    
     

    

    
      

  

Warhammer 40,000 THQ 

Whacked Microsoft 
xi Ubi Soft 
Yager THQ 

JANUARY 2003 

Battle Engine Aquila Infogrames 
Brute Force Microsoft 
Dark Angel Vivendi 

Falcone: Into The Maelstrom Virgin 
Frogger Classic Konami 
House Of The Dead 3 SEGA 
Indiana Jones And The Emperor's Tomb _ Activision 

INDIANA 
ONES 
ND THE 

EMPEROR’S 
TOMB 
Publisher: Activision 

Developer: The Collective 
Genre: Adventure 

4 Find fortune and glory 
with the original 

tomb raider! 

   

     

  

    

   

    

Malice 
Monopoly Party 
Operation Flashpoint 

    Vivendi 

Infogrames 

Codemasters 

Freaky Flyers Midway 

Furious Karting Infogrames 

Futurama SCi 
Kung Fu Chaos Microsoft 
Midtown Madness 3 Microsoft 
Mortal Kombat Midway 
Racing Evoluzione Infogrames 
Star Wars: Knights Of The Old Republic —_ Activision 

Steel Battalion Capcom 

TOCA Race Driver Codemasters 
Vexx Acclaim 

MARCH 2003 

Coaster Works Xicat 

Defender Midway 
Deus Ex 2: Invisible War Eidos 

Dino Crisis 3 Capcom 

Dronez Metro 3D 

Evolution Snocross Konami 

Haven: Call Of The King Midway 
Kingdom Under Fire 2 Phantagram 
Lamborghini Rage 

Metal Gear Solid 2 Substance Konami 

Rainbow Six: Raven Shield Ubi Soft 
Rollercoaster Tycoon 2 Infogrames 
Sniper: Path Of Vengeance Xicat 
SWAT: Global Strike Team Vivendi 

Top Angler Xicat 
The Great Escape SCi 

    

    Twin Caliber 
xill 
Yager 

Zapper 

    

   

THE GREAT 
ESCAPE 
Publisher: SCi 
Developer: In-house 
Genre: Adventure 

t about the perfect way 

to spend Christmas Day 

afternoon on the game 

that Prisoner of War 

should have been! 

Rage 

Ubi Soft 
THQ 

Infogrames



REST OF 2003 
Amped: Freestyle Snowboarding 2 ....... Microsoft 
RRUINTIINNS iain. oto otalo is aid rae na nian einia shes TDK 

BACT NEE he a vila ca sean csenssieewe EA 

MG) Ere oc etemeeh ana wclalnevelsic ocx Microsoft 
imei ral WO oo cases onic 5 canes vets EA 

Bullet-proof Monk ............+++0+00+ Empire 
OND) sci ccatcecen cube aetawaines Acclaim 
PROGUNIIN oss cicccccncws cecsaeensess EA 

Ate a A me as ee ye ER SA cDV 

Broken Sword 3: : The Sleeping Dragon ... BAM! 

CUED 5 civcinecceesicenviccase Ubi Soft 
CONROE Ss Si ES), Soci souidne Vivendi 
Crank Te WORGGl oii ccccc cweciceccsss' Midway 
CON II iia o nl wicoe cca’ ks wlainlerera's-o 02 THQ 

Crimson Skies: High Road To Revenge .... ‘Microsoft 
Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon ......... Ubi Soft 

IED oid conic calvctccs Seles EA 

NT isis ikke aes bcos beewenes Activision 
NN a saicpin sch dvscacecaceensees Infogrames 
id cs cccdenck eisyscicissvaks Phantagram 
WONG ice cchiciscuaacadsuistseaheeus Microsoft 
AP CY esis dic cicccic cee ec oss ec esews Ubi Soft 

Past And The PmiOue ois 5, <si0.010 ciciencans Vivendi 
Patel GING: 555 oe oes ae oe eee Microsoft 
ONIN « SiencNctebddaemesdiceeab ine Midway 
Fishing Live OOM o6iisic coho edciceccscicis Microsoft 
Freedom: Battle For Liberty Island ....... EA 

Four Horsemen Of The Apocalypse ...... 3D0 

GONOON asc ies ices oe eeeesc Interplay 
GHOSE RINGUN ce dsceccunee cee caesicess Empire 
GINO os cis 0s clean oe ee cee Activision 
Com ON is bia ieee eee ec cmaieiclcine SCi 

to fi ge ac Meg AEF ST CAA ad egg Microsoft 
aR Pere te tty NRT = rE Re gee Koch 

NE iain cons ox onininigns nsis basioenecou'e 3D0 

Kameo: Elements Of Power ............ Microsoft 
ah a ame ae STE aN PRNST AER Petraglia Vivendi 

LOOROICAMMOR si. sicisceicce ss te Sewccees Ubi Soft 
ENTE cio ob ced scat ons as cece copeet Take2 

Mission tenpossible 2i.65.0)0 ccc cnc cccecs Infogrames 
MONG ee co re eee ene eins Konami 
AE SMAI: os vino Seccctnncccore spe nce THQ 

Nightmare Creatures 3............0-00. Ubi Soft 
NI 6 5 iitictciskcs ki Microsoft 
NEL BM 20-05 o5. os sce. 5ss coc csene Midway 
IE ancien cnnccumsdsascdcdenienbes's Argonaut 
CU TAUEEE : 5 ciniciesicccccccs ycsews TDK 

Pec RN IR 2 eco c cc ccc cece sn neue EA 

POtheCHMNNG? 5 so hes osinccieccessadey Microsoft 
Phantasy Star Online? .o..050 06sec cece SEGA 

Project Gotham Racing 2............... Microsoft 
PUNE ooo Conia necetices Cacia Microsoft 
Rainbow Six: Raven Shield ............. Ubi Soft 
Rayman 3: Hoodilums World ............ Ubi Soft 
ON oss oiciak doting cee se nees tases Virgin 
Same Aa ON oo hon ok occ cuesee Activision 
Shaun Murray's Pro Wakeboarder ....... Activision 

BUR ici a datas calen seeencee ce Metro 3D 

SUED coin Sostctines cin nensccbices Phantagram 
Shoot To Kill: Colombian Crackdown ..... Codemasters 
Sere SURGEON coin cc cce sce ccc ces os TOK 

Soldier Of Fortune 2: Double Helix ...... Activision 
SOpl Cee Biss Gaels cesklos ces EA 

SROCG REON . Soc ccesuccenasGcacsce tose Infogrames 
By WGI ok ans oo eee dank oe acne de Sawe TDK 

Dake GEGMINY ond. 5 coscccccceseses Take2 

SN oe cet Vivendi 
SONNE o oicis'cicic cc coecieeiennoocs cup eec Microsoft 
Tao Fong: Fist OF Lotus: .5.000.0 cecessci Microsoft 
WRENS cs cwle ccc aera ve boise nhios ax Rage 

Thunderstrike: Operation Delta ......... Eidos 

WOM oon aces eee ee eons: Microsoft 
True Crime: Streets OF LA .............. Activision 
True Fantasy Live Online ............00. Microsoft 

MOON is 5 oc od Lecce ke cacceet Microsoft 
WONG ein os sce cccoca sees emma ccsese CDV 

Warhammer 40,000 ...............+4-- THQ 

WIIMIGIIEEE: «Sine oc eae. ohascslaesece Ubi Soft 
po ee ae THQ 

X Men: Wolverine’s Revenge ............ Activision 

MNS Sirciosick ewidelaton cen eat opiisiseslar Activision 

© 
© 

TOP 10 MOST WANTED 
THE RARE ANNOUNCEMENT LAST MONTH EXCITED A LO 
OF PEOPLE — US INCLUDED! IT’S NO SURPRISE THEN THAT 
KAMEO HAS SLIPPED INTO OUR MOST WANTED ALONG 
WITH A COUPLE OF OTHER NEW ENTRIES. 
NEW 
POSITION 

LAST 
POSITION GAME TITLE 

‘|HALO 2 
Nothing new has surfaced since the trailer at XO2 but that 
hasn't stopped us from closing our eyelids and fantasising of 
what happiness is sure to come. 

(erererrrrrrrerrrecrrer 

FABLE 
: | With the name finally confirmed the game that was formerly 

known as Project Ego is still looking like it will be one of the 
best things to happen to the Xbox. 

; PROJECT GOTHAM RACING 2 
: | Were still playing the first game quite a bit and if this sequel 
:] even comes close to the original article were going to be 

: | racing for a long time! 

{DEAD OR ALIVE VOLLEYBALL 
Now that we've had the pleasure of seeing this game in 

+] action the mere possibility of getting our hands on a 

‘| controller is enough to make us happy. 

KAMEO: ELEMENTS OF POWER 
: | We were the first to break the news and now it’s official, we 
+] can’t wait to get our paws on the first Xbox instalment from 

:| the boys at Rare. 

tee teeee 

-|NINJA GAIDEN 
: Super fast and ultra violent slasher Ninja Gaiden has done 

nothing but impress us. It may not be a subtle game but then 

:| who wants subtlety? 

{DEUS EX 2: THE INVISIBLE WAR 
:| Invisible is just about right as this game is remaining 
‘| incredibly covert at the moment. We should have loads more 
+ | on this epic for you next issue. 

Looks stylish, plays like a dream and is guaranteed to capture 

- | the hearts of many gamers everywhere. It certainly already 

*| has ours. 

METAL GEAR SOLID 2 SUBSTANCE 
: | We thought that the release of Splinter Cell would squash all 

‘| our anticipation surrounding this game. It hasn't — we still 

: | want you Snake! 

eee teens 

-|PANZER DRAGOON ORTA 
: | Every time we see a new level of this game we're taken 

+ | aback by the beauty of it all. Check out the new screens in 
: | this issue of the game in action.      



  
ACTIVISION. 

  
NINTENDO 

GAMECUBE 

  

activision.com 
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  REMEMBER WHERE THE GAME ENDS 
2 

 



THE HOTTEST RELEASES HEADING TOWARDS YOUR XBOX! 

PREVIEWS 
1 

FIRST LOOK! — 
H 

x 

x 

2 

x 

LIFTING CRATES, MOVING CUPS AND PLAYING PACHINKO? s2* 
SOUNDS GREAT. NO, REALLY... 

Alt 

  

  

  

      

  

      

  

    
       
      

      

  

  

     



SHENMUE II sp 

  
to be solved here. Add to that a 
sophisticated Virtua Fighter-style combat 
system that evolves as you use moves 
more often (along with a superbly 

developed specifically for the series, Ryo 
can wander around the highly detailed 3- 
D environments as he pleases and 
interact with pretty much anything or do 

[%) Shenmue introduces a more 

martial arts-based combat system 

into what is a rather simple ‘man 

wanders the earth’ adventure game. 

7 
uch like Marmite, Shenmue was IT S 

M one of those games that you Li 
either absolutely loved or 

loathed with a passion —- some argued 
that it was the first example of a 
videogame emulating life, while others 
thought that if they wanted to play with 
toy figures, feed cats and buy cans of 
Coke... well, they'd do it for real. Not 
surprisingly, the first game had a huge 
fan base across the globe, but while the 
sequel was successfully released in 
Europe and Japan, it never reached the 
US on the Dreamcast. Why? Because 
some bloke in America called Bill had 
already snaffled the rights for the game 
away for his own upcoming games 
console, that’s why... what other reason 
could there be, eh? 

Considering the first game left so 
many people wanting to see what 
happened next, the release of Shenmue 
[1 on the Xbox can only be a good thing 
(if only for the ever-strengthening sales 
figures). For those of you who've been 
living under several large rocks for the 
past five years, the Shenmue saga tells 
the story of Ryo Hazuki — a young man 
with revenge on his mind. In the original 
game, everything kicked off with suitable 
tragedy; Ryo's father was beaten to a 
pulp before his eyes, the bloke 
responsible escaped to Hong Kong with 
the fabled Phoenix Mirror and (worst of 
all) all the Coke machines wanted Exact 
Change Only. Nooooo! 

And so, enter Episode two... or rather, 
Episodes two to five all squished down 
into one neat little package (because, as 
Yu Suzuki himself has once said, the 
Shenmue saga is intended to cover in 
excess of ten chapters). Heading off to 
Hong Kong in pursuit of the evil Lan Di, 
Ryo finds himself in an unfamiliar land 
filled with danger and intrigue — ooh, 
gripping. What this means in real terms is 
that Shenmue I/ is remarkably similar to 

   
   

   

   

whatever he wants. Practically anything’s 
possible, from working down the docks 
to earn a bit of cash, playing classic SEGA 
games in the arcade or buying random 
items from shops... although you might 
want to remember that there’s a mystery 

  

paced story line that draws you in the 
more you play) and you get 
something rather special indeed. It’s 
not hard to see why the game has so 
many admirers... let's just hope they all 
buy an Xbox because of it, eh? 

       SATURDAY 
NIGHT AT THE 
MOVIES 
Last time on Shenmue... 

  

    

  

     
    

   

  

For anyone who hasn't experienced the 

delights of the original, you might be 

apprehensive about picking up the 

sequel simply because you don’t know 

the story. Don’t panic though — you 

won't be missing out on a thing. Why? 

Because the thoughtful people at SEGA 

have decided to include Shenmue: The 

Movie on a bonus DVD for those of you | 

who want to catch up on the events 

from the first game. Originally produced 

for Japanese audiences, this extra disc 

features a 90-minute movie made up of 

cut-scenes and additional footage from 

the first game... so it’s pretty much like 

a soap opera recap to get you up to 

speed on the story (only much, much 

longer). Nevertheless, it’s a nice addition 

and something that'll hopefully 

encourage first-time Shenmue players to 

pick up the sequel. 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
      

    
    DON’T PUSH ME: ignore 

them and they'll go away. 
Worst advice ever...    

the original game; using the FREE (Full 
Reactive Eyes Entertainment) system 
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GALLEON: ISLANDS 
J OF MYSTERY 
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ben, 
Sif a   

“Albright ~~ . a SS % = All right 
ma 

ae 

rT 
EXCLUSIVE PICS! 4 

GALLE 
WILD TIMES INA 4, BOAT FULL OF LADIES! 

et on the high seas in a world with a special significance to the Captain. 

& populated by swashbucklers and INFORMATION The story unfolds with epic legends and 

skeletons, Galleon puts you at the PUBLISHER myths, invincible armies of skeletons and 

helm of the mighty clipper, Endeavour. As Interplay shipwrecks galore. 

Captain Rhama Sabier, the game begins ) DEVELOPER The development team is lead by Toby 

when you are summoned to the port Confounding Factor Gard, the man who, like it or not, created 

town of Akbah by a famous healer. But & GENRE one of the most iconic gaming characters 

things don’t go altogether as planned Adventure ever: Lara Croft. The main character, 

when a mysterious boat is discovered 3) oad DATE Rhama, is another perfectly honed 
December 

  

  

      

  

DSO 
character (although minus the sizable 
norks). Chiselled good looks and a thirst 

for adventure are helped along by the 

agility he is afforded in the game; as well 

as the standard run, jump and swim, 

Rhama has a few previously unseen 
skills, including the ability to fight in the 

style of a Shao-lin master, backflip off 
ledges to land on a pinpointed area and 
climb almost any surface. Each type of 

surface Rhama encounters, like grass, 

rock and sand has different friction levels, 

 



MYSTERY 
so on low friction surfaces characters will 
start to slip and slide. The result is that 
you need to judge each surface’s 
properties while you are moving around 
the world at high speeds. As well as this, 
strong winds can affect your movement, 
even blowing you off high ledges, while 
water currents also affect you as you 

swim and wade through water. 
Like Lara, Rhama is on the search for 

artefacts which have hidden mystical 
powers, with the aim of preventing them 

BY THE GODS! A good deal 
of the action takes place 

above and below deck 

on the good ship 
Endeavour. 

from falling into the wrong hands. On his 
voyage, Rhama can recruit new crew 
members onto the Endeavour, each of 
whom bring new skills to the expedition 
which help the voyagers to overcome 
challenges and defeat enemies. Having 
got over the superstitious fears sailors 
have about women being on board, 
many of Rhama’s new recruits are foxy 
looking young ladies with special powers. 

The game features six original worlds, 
each on a separate island and featuring 

GALLEON : ISLANDS OF MYSTERY . 

IT’S 
LIKE 

It’s an action adventure, with 

puzzle solving, set on the high 

seas, with chicks in it. You do 

the math 

There are several underwater 

levels, this being a water-based game. 

expansive indoor and outdoor locations. 
Each location has its own theme and 
presents Rhama with a new challenge. 

We can’t help but compare the look 
of this game, with its lanky characters 

and swashbuckling story, to the 
unfortunate Road To El Dorado on the 
PlayStation. However, with the power of 
Xbox we have every faith that the 
developers, with the experience of 
working on Tomb Raider, will produce 
something far more playable. 

THE MAIN FRAME 
Characters who make the difference... 

Rhama is the central 

character. He is strong (note 

the jaw line), sincere, moral 

and is a hero of mythical 

proportions, revered by his 

fellow man. Rhama also has 

the ability to move faster and 

with more agility than any 

other human, which is handy. 

Faith is the daughter of a 

famous healer who has learnt 

some of the ancient arts from 

her father. She is headstrong 

and sometimes reckless 

endangering the mission at 

times — but her healing 

powers and ability to unlock 

magically sealed doors make 

her invaluable to the team. 

For years, Mihoko was 

enslaved by an evil sorcerer 

and forced to use her 

incredible Kung Fu abilities 

to kill for him. She is 

legendary in her homeland 

as an unbeatable warrior, 

and has incredible speed, 

agility and strength.  



PREVIEVW 

BROKEN 
SWORD 3 

FIRST LOOK! 

BROKEN SWORD 3 
THE FAMOUS DUO ARE BACK TO SAVE THE WORLD FROM ANCIENT MYTHS AGAIN! 

fter the success of Broken Sword 
A 1 and 2, Revolution waited a long INFORMATION 

time to bring out the next part of PUBLISHER 

the trilogy. After publishing Smoking Criterion Software 

Mirror in 1997, Revolution decided to DEVELOPER 

wait until the next-generation technology Revolution 

was available to realise the final chapter GENRE 

of the adventures of Tobias and Nico. Adventure 

RELEASE DATE 
Winter 2003 

  
ry 

HARD SELL 
“BS:TSD IS ON TRACK, AND 
LOOKING AMAZING. I'M VERY 
EXCITED ABOUT SHOWING THE 
GAME FOR THE FIRST TIME” 

If you are unfamiliar with the titles, 
Broken Sword games are beautifully 
plotted adventures that work on the 
premise of a historical myth affecting the 
two modern-day heroes. The first game 
dealt with the reappearance of the 
Knights Templar, who disappeared in the 
pursuit of the Holy Grail in the 15th 

5 \UST WORK OUT: The 

Buns Of Steel video had 
been a great success. 

Century. The second game dealt with the 
Mayan prophecy which states that the 
world will end in 2012 (don’t worry folks, 
there’s plenty more where that came 
from), and the third instalment utilises 

the idea that the shifting geometric plates 
of the earth contain power, which can be 

channelled and used for evil ends. 

 



BROKEN SWORD 3 . 

INTERVIEW 
L, MD REVOLUTION 

    

XBM: What changes have you 
made in terms of the style of 
the game in order to aid 
transition of the series over to 
the Xbox? 
CHARLES: We were always 
restricted by the format of the 
2D point and click adventure — 

Powerful seismic events are shaking the an object, you get them to walk up to it 
world and it's not down to global and four circles, representing the four 
warming. Something much more sinister buttons, appear in the bottom corner of 
. *. 3 : Th lead ch ers pla . is emerging. An Ancient Conspiracy, the outa ‘will they wont hey? | __the screen. Each circle represents an 
Secrets of the Templars, and a fiendish relationship while shrouded in action: look, take, open and one specific and waited for technology to 
source of pure Evil is responsible... aoiplac athe to the object itself. catch up sufficiently to allow us 

From the Congo to the calm of the Although the makers have retained to create a fully 3D world with the visual quality that 

English West Country, from underground s. elements of the original games, such as is required for an advent: 5 5 ee naa yee s, advantage of being able to move the camera, which 
pyramids in Ethiopia to gothic castles — er the hand-drawn, cartoon style and the makes the game more cinematic. More importantly 
time is running out for the Earth and only e? ; strong plot lines, you now have direct however, the gameplay opportunities that open up in 
our heroes can save it... Ave \ control of the characters. The graphics we a 3D environment are immense, so the gameplay will 

The game features the same two = , have seen are looking quite stunning so be much richer 2 ’ S e Our first ever release, Lure of the Temptress, heroes, adventurer George Stobbart and — far, with some incredibly well mapped featured technology kaosm as ‘Micsal tease? ie 
French journalist Nicole Collard. But there 5 areas, beautiful lighting effects and highly shook up the way adventure games were played by 
are several significant changes: it’s now in detailed characters making Broken introducing more non-linear elements with regards to 
full 3D, and is no longer a point and click Sword's new instalment look even more the NPCs. The Sleeping Dragon will feature similar 
epic. Instead of directing the character at engrossing then the last two. pele hive — eles ok 

and certain events will occur randomly. 
The game will also feature the best-looking visuals 

of the series. We've gone through a lot of iterations 
since the original design document, and we're 

really pleased with the results. Initially we went 
down the cartoon style, but have moved away this 

in favour of a more adult-orientated look. Our 
objective has always been to create believable 

rather than realistic visuals. 
All in, The Sleeping Dragon will be more epic 

than any of the previous titles. Not just in 
terms of size, but in terms of look and feel. 

Our objective is no less than to redefine and re- 
invent the genre — a bold claim but we believe 
that we will do it. 

    
   
   

      

   

   
    
   
   

  

   

   
   

    

   
    

  

   

    

   
   

  

   

    

   

  

   
   
   
   

          

   
   

  

   

  

   
   
   
   
   

  

XBM: What is it, do you think, that made the last 
two titles so successful? 
CHARLES: We've always focussed hard on our plots and 
characterisation, none more so than with the Broken 
Sword games. | believe that part of the success comes 
from the way in which we respect the narrative rules 
that have been developed in film. 

The weaving of established myths or legends, such 
as the Knights Templars or the Mayan Prophecies, 
with contemporary fiction, creates a game world 
which is fantastic yet plausible. Testament to the 
strength of the effectiveness of this fusion is the fact 
that many players who have completed the Broken 
Sword games have subsequently developed a 
profound interest in the subject matter. 

The interplay between characters is vital. George 
and Nico have always enjoyed a competitive 
relationship, and it's this friction that defines their 

By ee : characters. Also, the way we leave each character in 
pian “ons ie = proud pprtones fom . cliffhanger situations gives players an enormous 

airplane blonde! incentive to press on — provided, of course, that they 
. care about the characters! 

The Broken Sword games have always been 
unusual adventures as the character you play can die. 
Other adventures allow players to roam around with 
minimal tension, so there's rarely a sense of urgency 
or drama. | believe without excitement it's impossible 
to create a compelling story. 

There's great pressure on us to maintain our 
narrative standards and that's pretty scary sometimes. 
We know that there is a high expectation. The amount 
of research that has gone into The Sleeping Dragon's 
back-story is equivalent to a major TV drama or film. 
All in all | really do think that this will be a better 

TOUGH GUY, HUH?: George has some game experience then any of our previous games. 
great action scenes and moving out 

of the ‘point and click’ realm has 

really helped with his versatility. 

208m 031 

  



BATTLE ENGINE 
AQUILA 

EXCLUSIVE PICS! 

BAT ILE 
ENGINE AQUILA 
IF EVER THERE WERE A PREQUEL MADE TO 
WATERWORLD THIS IS WHAT IT WOULD BE... 

n uplifting vision of the future, 
Be Engine shows a world 

ravaged by global warming. Two 
factions have emerged in the aftermath 
and they're both battling to gain control 
of the last remaining pieces of dry land. 

The story is pretty much irrelevant 
however, as this arcade shooter is all 

about massive conflicts involving a 
ridiculous number of units. And you're 
stuck in the middle of it all with your 
transforming robot Aquila. The missions 
are pretty much as you might expect but 
what makes this game stand out is the 
scale of the battles that go on around the 
main objectives. 

PUBLISHER 
Infogrames 

DEVELOPER 
Lost Toys 

) GENRE 
Shoot-’em-up 

(= RELEASE DATE 
17 January 

    

  

Enter a battle and you have planes, 
tanks, foot soldiers, huge warships 
and mechs running around all over 
the place. It’s difficult to know where 
to start, who to kill and who to 
protect! The developer has obviously 
seen this as the main selling point 
because you can also play some of 
the epic battles against a friend in a 
split-screen mode. 

It's exactly this kind of mode we can 
imagine playing the most. Don’t get us 
wrong, the one-player game is great 
fun to play but leading an army 
against a friend is very appealing. We'll 
have the review on Battle Engine for 
you next issue. 

GAME ENGINE 
An excellent run around, good 
for getting from A to B and 
perfect for mass destruction... 
The ship you control in this game is a 

Battle Engine known as Aquila — hence 

the game name. It’s basically a huge 

spider-like mech that has the ability to 

change into a ship. Both make use of 

different weapons and you'll need to use 

the walker and flight modes to get through 

most of the missions in the game. 

O  



FIRST PLAY! 

INFORMATION 
) PUBLISHER 

Microsoft 

DEVELOPER 
Digital Anvil 

(=) GENRE 
Shoot-em-up 

) RELEASE DATE 

[: strange that this game should be 
| ee Brute Force. When you first 

play the game you soon realise that, 
although the action is plentiful, tactics 
and discretion is the best way to get 
through a level. Which is why the game 
works so well in its much-hyped four- 
player co-op mode. 

The levels have been designed very 
much with this in mind and if you don’t 
make use of the team you aren't going 

to be getting very far in the game! This 
can, of course, be done in one-player as 
well by handing out some basic orders 
or simply taking control of the 
individual characters yourself. The four 
team members consist of an assault 

trooper, alien, scout and the almost 

obligatory sniper. 
One great feature of Brute Force is 

that it doesn’t matter whether or not 
you begin the game in co-op or on 

BRUTE FORCE 

YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE 
TO WAIT TILL NEXT YEAR 
FOR THIS ONE BUT IT’S 
GOING TO BE WORTH IT... 

your own. In Halo you are restricted 
on the way in which you can 
approach the levels but in this game 
any player can jump in or leave when 
they feel like it. The screen splits 
accordingly and the gameplay goes 
on uninterrupted. Oh, and just in case 
you're not the kind of person who 
likes to play nice the option is also 
there to start up a good old-fashioned 
friend-slaying deathmatch! 

IT’S 
LIKE 

Visuals to rival Halo with 
some fantastic team based co- 

operative gameplay.  



  

     

    
   

DARK ANGEL 

     
EXCLUSIVE! 

DEVELOPER 
Fox Interactive 

WHERE WOULD GAMES DEVELOPERS eas 

BE WITHOUT TV SERIES’ TO LICENSE? Beat-em-up 

     

     

an attractive girl and her adventures that 

is doing quite well on Sky One. Sound 
familiar? Well it's no surprise then that, 

just like the TV series, this game is trying 
to cash in on the Buffy phenomenon. 

After Buffy did well on the telly a 
videogame followed and the same is 
happening here. Hopefully because this 
game is following in hallowed footsteps 
this should mean you're going to get a 
very playable game. After a mess around 
with some early code it’s obvious that 

  

     — 

TY eee 
—_ - ; 

: : : RELEASE DATE 
or those that don’t know, Dark there is good potential here. Sure it may January 

Angel is a teenage-aimed TV series just be a scrolling beat-’em-up but it is a ee 

created by James Cameron about good laugh to play and some of the 
animations are very impressive. 

The main character from the show 
(Max) is a military trained and genetically 
altered human and the combat 
represents that. The Matrix-style slow 

motion special moves in particular look 

pretty spectacular. Hopefully the game 

won't try to emulate Buffy too much — 

you never know, this game may even 

come out on time! Whatever the case, 
fans of the series are going to be pleased 
with the authenticity of it all. 

- 

INFO Ee 
Dark Angel TV series star 

Jessica Alba came in in a very 

respectable fourth place in a Top 

10 Sci-Fi Babes poll conducted in 

the summer of 2002 for her role 

in the show. 

  

   
  

  

  

SEXY SNEAKY 
Make sure you're the only 
one who gets to appreciate 
her looks... 
One feature this does have that Buffy 

was lacking is an element of stealth. 

There are several points in Dark Angel 

where it is very advisable to stay well out 

of the way of anyone who might not like 

to make your acquaintance. Sadly, there 

are quite a few of these types around. 

O
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The amount of money and enemies you make will vary ‘ 

depending on how you drive the truck. Welcome to Hick State County. 

BIG MUTHA TRUCKERS 
Chief Medical Officers’ Warning 

Trucking mayhem Deliverance style. Earn money using whatever means necessary, 

~*< screw your family and truck everyone else. 

Are you a Big Mutha Trucker? 

PlayStation. Pa www.bigmuthatruckers.com “ “eutechnyx EMPIRE 

Big Mutha Truckers © 2002 Eutechnyx Limited. Published by Empire Interactive Europe Limited. Er 

2 ~ and PlayStation 
Microsoft, Xbox and the Xbox logo are either registered trademarks or trademarks   

re and Big Mutha Truckers are registered trademarks, is a trademark of Empire Interactive Europe Limited. All rights reserved. 

istered tr Sony Computer Ente 
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inment Inc.    

  

Microsoft Corporation in the US and/or other countries and are used with permission of Microsoft. All rights reserved



  

  

  

MICROSOFT 
has said that by the 

time Christmas is 

upon us there will 

be over 175 Xbox 

games on the shelf 

for you to choose from to play on 

your lovely console. This figure does 

not surprise us. Just look at the huge 

number of games reviewed this 

issue. The worrying thing is we ; 

didn’t even have enough space to fit / 

all the games this month into the 

magazine you're holding now! This * 
is kind of a double-edged sword < 

because more games means a 

a
l
y
,
 

  

higher percentage of both quality A 

titles and, sadly, also average Softly, softly... the best game on Xbox since Halo! " 
cannon fodder. But we can accept a = 

few sub standard products if it 

means we get to play games like 

Colin McRae, Blinx, SEGA GT and 

Tiger Woods...oh and something you 

may have heard of called Splinter 

Cell. it's only the game everyone has 

been talking about every day for the 

past year! Now it’s finally here has it 

really been worth the wait? Well we 

think there couldn't be a finer title to 

lead the more than impressive line- 

up on Xbox this Xmas. 

MIKE RICHARDSON     
THE GREAT 
XBMSCORES... > 

Stunningly original, games don’t 

get any better than this! 

Brilliant game lacking only in 

ultimate ambition. 

Excellent piece of work needing 

the odd refinement. 

Good, fans of the genre should 

overlook the rough edges. 

Above-average game but no real 

depth or detail. 

Average at best, anything here is 

surely flawed. 

  

Crap game with scrappy graphics j 

and no originality. ] 
/ 5 

Painful to play, heaped with bugs TIME SWEEPER 

and no gameplay. , 

Diabolical game that only offers ps lie a dae 3 % 

pleasing cover art. J / / i 

It boots up! A game to avoid at 

absolutely all costs. G
O
O
C
O
E
C
E
O
O
E
O
E
O
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REVIEWS INTRODUCTION #9 
  

SPLINTER CELL BIG MUTHA TRUCKERS .. 
BLINX: THE TIME SWEEPER a0 PHANTOM CRASH .... 

TOXIC GRIND “ : MEDAL OF HONOR 

TY THE TASMANIAN TIGER .. ca. DYNASTY WARRIORS 3 ............ 

TIGER WOODS 2003 : ROBOTECH: BATTLEC 
SPLINTER LEG 

COLIN MCRAE RALLY 3 . . : NFL FEVER 2003 When a game like Splinter Cell comes into the office it’s difficult not to be 

  

BLACKSTONE MAGIC AND STEEL bv itall. euler “i 
METAL DUNGEON ae on —s all. Unfortunately, one of us took it a little bit more seriously 

RALLY FUSION ... 
MICRO MACHINES 

TENNIS MASTERS SERIES ...........69 __JEDI KNIGHT 2:JEDI OUTCAST Front Door 

Trying to get ahead of the 

game Nick Jones arrives 

on location early to find 

hostiles already present 

This did give him the 

Opportunity to retrieve 

the keypad number but 
he would need to time 

his insertion into the evil 
corporation carefully. 

   

  

   
   
   

     

  

     

     
   
   

      

   

       

     

Main Lobby 

   

    

Rushing in between patrols Jones makes use of the key code 

to waltz in through the front door into the waiting lift beyond 

Using the crutches as a climbing tool he manages to clamber 

up into the lift shaft before alerting suspicion from the goons. 

  

Office Level 

After negotiating several metres of air conditioning 

systems our agent wannabe arrives on the 

uppermost level just a step away from the main 

office area. Unfortunately, it appears as though 

this isn’t going to be as easy as he thought. 

  
  

So far so good. The only obstacle in 
his way now is the kitchen — 

populated, sadly, by the enemy scum. 

Using stealth tactics learned from 

Splinter Cell Jones not only slips by the 

guards unnoticed but also picks up a 

refreshing coffee along the way. 

The XBM Desks 

With just eight minutes to go he 

makes it in to discover that the 

mission is a success in record time. 
The rest of the team, of course, 

made it in hours ago using far more 

basic techniques, but he knew they 

didn't have the satisfaction agent 

Jones had.   26am 037



   

   

      

REVIEW 

TOM CLANCY’S 
SPLINTER CELL 
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Downloadable content | 

Ei] 
www-splintercell.com 

_) RELEASE DATE : 
22 November a 

WHERE THERE 
Is LIGHT THERE 
is ALSO 
SHADOW...



TOM CLANCY'S SPLINTER CELL ® _ 

INFO Eby 
(4 The amazing shadow and 
lighting in Tom Clancy's Splinter 
Cells thanks to the Unreal engine 
and extended use of vertex | 

shaders, pixel shaders, volumetric 

lighting, texture rendering and 

shadow mapping. Hey, at least 

now you know! 

  

    

Since the game is the idea of author Tom Clancy you wouldn't 
: expect anything less than a tense political thriller. In-between 

; levels you're kept up to date via a news station called FNW... 

At the beginning of the game the Georgian president is killed in a car bomb attack and a man called 

Nikoladze rises in his place. You're sent into Georgia to investigate the disappearance of two 

undercover agents sent in to spy on the president. 

| GEORGIAN PRESIDENTIAL PALACE 
may 1S OUR SHIE BACCO INOUSTRY SET    

After discovering that the agents were killed for getting too close to Nikoladze you're sent to the 

local defence ministry to get more information. Meanwhile the news is reporting that the new 

president becoming a serious military world player. 

FEEL THE BURN: The opening level ow apt a name. This game is just 
is a great show of what the game lik ; fi at 

can do visually. It’s like the Ike an annoying splinter tha 
developer saying: “Check us out!” burrows inside you and sits just 

underneath the surface of the skin. 

You'll spend ages picking away at it 
ay a trying to remove the culprit and then, 

even after you know it's gone, you find Neighbouring Azerbijan is invaded by Georgian special forces and Nikoladze vanishes into thin air. 
yourself coming back to it unsure as to Nato intervention removes most of the problem but a few cells remain and you're given the job of 

aA r) ip whether or not you were initially infiltrating one such group on an oil rig. 

‘! ; successful. The masterpiece that is — 
: Splinter Cell gets under your skin and 

: : stays there for a very long time. 
After all the hype this game has 

received you might be expecting some 
kind of anti climax. Trust us when we 
say this does not come. From the 
moment we took the game from the 
packaging like over-excited children on 
Christmas day, to the point when our Whilst on the oil rig you find out that the Georgians have a man inside the CIA. Unfortunately, they 

eyes began to sting through too many also have several other men in the US and terrorist attacks begin all over the country! The only link is 
the CIA and you're asked to pay a visit. 

KOREA REFUSES ad    o-~.-. 
¢ 

AZERBALJAN BAKU » 

‘ 

r oe." 
=a a bow a “GARABARH ATERSALIAN . : 

NEN MASSE FROM CAUCASUS, MIDDLE EAST. NOBEL PRIZES | 6 ipeT PRESENCE IN CAUCASUS EXPANDING MIKE TYSON RELEASEL 
  

  

hours of play no drawbacks could be 
found. This Tom Clancy title may as well 
have ‘super cool’ written all over it — 
Sam Fisher is one badass agent. 

By the time you hit the end of the 
first mission you start to laugh at any 
effort made by 007. Chuckle at the lack 
of style offered by Agent 47. Cry with 
tears at the sheer silliness of Max Payne. 
And snigger (let's get this out of the Ty, - . ME ves cinco | 

. ie American public scared of more attac! e hunt for Nikoladze becomes even more 

may now) at the attempts of Solid important. The CIA mole does not know his whereabouts but you are pointed in the direction of the 

Snake. Okay, so it has to be mentioned. infamous Langley and a division known as Kalinatek. 
Yes this is a little bit like Metal Gear 

Solid 2 only with a decent story and a 
more refined control system. If we 
could have a penny for the number of 

1 _OBENTON, MARYLANO 
EGYPTIAN POLICE UNCOVER RUSSIAN WEAPONS SMUGGLING 

  

  

WEBCAST RECORDED 3.02 Aut 
ARITIES REA REDBEAR ¥ PICK-LOCK AND LOAD 

ns why thi n in 
One of re i this — excels beyo d others It's at Kalinatek that you discover the possibility that China may be backing Nikoladze. Your next stop 
A lot of games like this use lock pick kits to ; i is the Chinese Embassy in Yangon and this is where the story starts to get interesting. But then you'll 
heighten tension and add variety to the ; have to find out the rest for yourself... 
gameplay, but few give you the chance to 

actually work the cylinder. Instead of watching a 
progress bar, this cut away of the lock appears 
and you have to use the Left Analogue Stick to 
line up the pins. The pad rumbles when you're 
getting it right. Simple but very effective. 

  

NOVEMBER Tithe, Foes NOVEMBER 11th, 2004 THE INFORMATION CRISIS 

CHINESE EMBASSY 
RCENARIES INCONCLUSIVE PRESIDENT BOWERS’ AP 

nn wee 
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TOM CLANCY’S 
SPLINTER CELL 

(LEVEL. 1) 

FIRE WALKER 
A nice easy first mission behind 
enemy lines for Mr Fisher that lets 
you get used to the controls... 
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TRAINEO 
KILLE 
The controls in Splinter Cell are 
actually fairly simple to get used 
to, but there is still plenty for you 
to remembe 

The @ button brings up your inventory. 
From here you can select your choice of 

weapon or item to use. Including your array of 
cool cameras. 

Tap the © button when you're next to 
a wall and Max will cling to it for his 

life. You can then shuffle along to peak 
round corners. 

Using night vision and thermal vision 
is essential in this game. Both can 

be turned on or off instantly with a press 
of the D-pad. 

When you've got the rifle to your 
shoulder the @ button activates the 

zoom and the Left Trigger holds your breath to 
steady the aim.



2 ASK NICELY 
(&) If you manage to sneak up 

onan enemy undetected you 

are sometimes given the option 

TOM CLANCY’S SPLINTER CELL ® 

            
        LIGHTS OUT 

3 () Everywhere Sam goes his 

~ 

of interrogating them. It's funny goggles go with him! They're 
how people seem so much the most important tool in the 
more eager to talk with a gun     

1 
DETAILED 
FILES 
[) A lot of the information you 
need to get through the game 

comes from computers dotted 

around the level. if you can't find 

the door code the odds are 

that it’s on one of these 

© If this slice of thrilling world 
politics isn't enough for you Tom 

Clancy has two other games on 

the way to the Xbox. The epic 

Ghost Recon and the close 

quarters, dynamic hostage rescue 
simulator Raven Shield. 

pointed at their head 

  

times we have heard this game being 
labelled an ‘MGS2 beater’. Well, let's just 
say we'd be able to buy an unhealthy 
amount of fizzy cola bottles. Both are 
good games and both have plus points 
— simple as that. 

The first obvious plus of Splinter Cell 
is the use of shadow and light sources. 
This not only looks ridiculously amazing 
but it also plays a very important role 
with the gameplay. The darkness is your 
friend and on most occasions you're 
well advised to take out as many lights 
as possible. A meter in the bottom 
corner of the screen tells you just how 
much light there is in your current area. 

DISTR-ACTION: A variety of objects can be 
picked up and thrown - perfect for 

confusing any gullible guards. 

The idea being the darker the area, the 
less likely you are to be seen. This 
means you are going to spend a lot of 
time using the complimentary night 
vision. Which does take the edge off of 
some of the gorgeous textures and 
moody lighting effects but also looks 
fantastic in its own right. 

The use of soft focus in this game is 
superb and the night vision is the best 
example of that. Switch it on and a hazy 
blur mixes in with any strong light 
sources burning a silhouette around any 
distant figures — giving you a warm 
fuzzy feeling inside. Realism is, as 

always with Clancy games, a key factor 

STRANGERS AT NIGHT: If it’s dark enough 
you can get away without being seen - 

even if you’re close enough to touch! 

        

        

   

            

   

  

game as they allow you to see 

in the dark and detect thermal 

signatures. Darkness truly is 

your friend. 

~ 

and we can bet the night vision in this 
title isn’t too far from the real deal. 

The game actually marks a departure 
from the norm for Clancy as it is the first 
stealth-'em-up game of his that isn’t 
based around team gameplay. In 
Splinter Cell you play a lone agent sent 
in to tackle ‘sensitive’ problems. There 
are no other special forces guys around 
to fall back on in Rainbow Six fashion 
should something go wrong. That's not 
to say that tactics aren’t needed. You 

need to use your noggin to get through 
the missions in this game. 

To start with it can all be a little 
confusing. Getting used to the controls, 

SHADOW DANCER: We know the 
Xbox is good but this is just like 

showing off!



@ BODY COUNT Killing the enemy is fun but playing with them is what makes the job worthwhile 
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A] Luckily the rain If Sam has both hands and every single one was 

doesn’t affect your grip, you can 
even hang from one hand using the 

other free to operate a pistol! 

This dumb goon is the very first hostile you 
come up against in the game and if you're 
cautious enough you can sneak up right 
behind him without too much trouble. 

the gadgets and all the actions you can 
perform does take a while. There were 
several times when we got stuck only 
to remember some gadget we had. At 

your disposal you eventually have a 
lock pick, fibre optic cable, pistol, laser 
mike, frag grenades, smoke grenades, 
rappelling kit, night vision and thermal 
vision. In addition to all of this you also 
carry the seriously cool FS2000 
suppressed rifle that can be equipped 
with a sticky camera, diversion camera, 
zoomed scope, airfoil round and 
electric shock round. The cool factor 
goes way off the scale —- James Bond 
never had it this good! 

Add to all of this the moves you can 
perform and it’s amazing that the game 
doesn't feel at all fiddly to control! Every 
action in the game is smooth and you 
never doubt the fact that you are 

controlling Sam Fisher. The animations 
in particular put every other game of its 
type we have seen to shame. Each 
character model looks the business 
already but watch them move and 
fluidity of it all really begins to shine. 
Not a hand, leg or even so much as a 
small toe seems out of place. It makes a 
change to see a character climb a ladder 
and actually touch the rungs. 

Let's face it though, this shouldn't 
come as any shocking surprise. The 

LJ " » ie   

      
        

    

    

INFO 7 
There are over 300 sets of iin 

animations on the lead character 

tied up he'll put his bizarre looking created by hand. Normally youd 
‘ Ste . expect motion capture to be night vision on and off by nodding ye hisses egeicoar een 
= 1 . 

his head! = 10 give Sam a distinct style. 

A tap of the action button then allows you __...human shield! Hang around long enough 
to grab him. From here you can usually and another goon shows his face. You can 

interrogate a target, knock him out cold or _ take care of him the same way or make 
better yet make use of them asa... _ him choose: die or shoot your friend? 

development team has been working 
on this for a long time and this is: more 
than apparent with the fine-tuning that 
has taken place on each mission. The 
refined level design takes full advantage 
of the gadgets and the abilities of your SECOND O 

character whilst striking a good balance Arr LAg at lives The lighting effects alone warrant a purchase of this fine looking 

so that you get your ass kicked on 
plenty of occasions. 

If there's one problem we do have 
with Splinter Cell it is that the level 
design can feel a little bit too linear. 
Sure there are plenty of ways to 

approach each section of each mission 
but you never really feel tempted to 

game. No other game is better. 

@ SOUNDS ® 
The music is atmospheric enough to make you feel your heart beat 

and the sound effects are superb. 

GAMEPLAY 
The development team has clearly spent a long time thinking through 

that you cou! y > the finer details of the game and it shows. 

amt of 

stray too far off the suggested route. ; © LONGTERM B 

The levels, gorgeous as they are, , \ tactics eat It may only be one-player but even after weeks of playing you keep 

definitely don’t allow as much exploring re om noticing new features or new ways to play 
as you first might think. 

Having said that, this is the kind of Why we‘ buy it Why we’ leave it g 

game you do want to go through over © Lighting effects © Can fee! too linear 
and over simply because it is a delight aa 
to play around with. Besides which, Pipe : 
promises were made at XO2 that 

Splinter Cell would be one of the first ; 0 Be 
games to take advantage of othe meckty OF ere vera 
downloadable content via Xbox Live. and solid fun gameplay, 

This means more missions on top of 

the healthy selection on offer. Amusing 
really as we can’t see why any sane 
gamer would need more persuasion. 
This is a true work of art — get down to 
the shops before it ‘cells’ out. MIKE 

  
  



The World's first A.I racing game 

Total Immersion Racing has revolutionary 
Artificial Intelligence. A.J. Tude means that the other 
drivers on the track remember your actions, they bear 
grudges, they have egos and they even get angry. 

when they get angry, you'll know about it... 
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TOTAL IMMERSION RACING 

PUT YOUR FOOT DOWN. DEMAND INTELLIGENT RACING 

www.totalimmersionracing.com 
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Microsoft 

Artoon Co Ltd 

Adventure 

£44.99 

reating a platformer is a fine art, 

ae by Nintendo — considered 
by many to be the only exponent of 

truly brilliant platformers. But there have 
been some challengers and if you can 
cast your mind back as far as 1991 and 
recall the advent of Sonic The Hedgehog 
on SEGA's MegaDrive, you'll remember 
that it made a huge dent in the 
comparatively slow-moving world of 
Mario on the SNES. 

Now fast forward to the founding of 
Artoon, the development studio 

responsible for Blinx. Formed in 1999, 
Artoon was started by Yoji Ishii and 
Naoto Ohshima: the very people who 
revolutionised gaming and the fortunes 
of the MegaDrive by giving birth to Sonic 

conicuwad sie and his compardres. And here they are 

www.artoon.co.jp    

     

stunning speed, glorious graphics again, pushing the boundaries of what 
and intense gameplay. Running at r 

three times the speed of the Super we have come to expect from games: 

Mario Brothers on the SNES, Sonic 
turned quite a few of the Nintendo firstly EU SG much jaded BENS with a 

faithful onto the joys of SEGA. dose of innovation: secondly, by using 

MEGAORIVE (1991) Fu that much underused species of gaming 
: character, the common or garden alley 

cat; and thirdly, by giving him a cleaning 
appliance as a weapon. 

Featuring what must be the biggest 
leading role in a game for a cat since Rat 
Attack (which we don't want to talk 
about), Blinx is an operative in the Time 
Factory, where a massive workforce of 

biped cats work to create and control 
Bs ovicany yee time. In charge of the ebb and flow of THE TIMESWEEPER [cno) oe: @ wauparer time glitches and that no time cheats like 

ee eee Marty McFly or rogue packs of dwarves 
ATS AND VACUUM CLEANERS? INTERVIEW cen iiutk around-with i passage: But 
OT AN OBVIOUS COMBINATION... | ’ SF Spe an eye 
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1 TIME 
HOPPING 
[) These green guys bounce 

about until they see you, and 

then tum into spiked balls and 

toll at you. You can only kill 

them when they'e in normal 

space hopper mode. 

      

The landscapes and levels are 

inspired by real life places such as 

Venice and the Antarctic, and the 

artistry of MC Escher (he of the 
endless staircases), 

   

SANDS OF TIME: The time caves in the 
second world have some lovely graphics 

and lighting effects, making it look as if 
it’s set in a glowing underwater world. 

POT LUCK: Fire at these targets and it’s 

pot luck whether you turn up gold, a 
crystal, or bombs, so be ready to run! 

  

WHISKERS 
3 AND PYJAMAS 

() Thats right, a videogame 

Starring a cat. XBM would like to 
point out that it's about time. Cats 

  

are everything a gamer should 

be: lazy, sullen, unhelpful and 

capable of hocking up 

. huge hairballs. 

= 

* 

= 

. a 
. 

AND BLOW , 
[) To operate the vacuum, you 4 

point it at whatever you want to 

pick up and then hold the Right 

Trigger. This leaves you 

vulnerable as it involves 

standing still for a while, 

unable to defend yourself 

things don’t always go as planned: a 
gang of rascally pigs on flying motorcycles 
have invaded world B1Q64, freezing, 

speeding up and generally mucking 
around with time so that they can loot 
and steal from its inhabitants. The rest of 
the factory operatives, after staring for a 
while in startled wonderment in the way 
that only cats can, decide that the world 
is lost to them and prepare to shut it 
down: but when Blinx sees that the pig- 
bandits have kidnapped a girl with 
pigtails on sticks, he leaps into the world 
to save her, and it, from the dangers of 
stray time crystals and the monsters they 
become if they aren’t collected by an 
operative with a special time-sucking 
vacuum cleaner. 

As with most back stories, this time 
control malarkey is an excuse to 
showcase the unusual gameplay: the 
most essential element of which is the 
fact that Blinx has the ability to control 
time. He can do with time what most of 
us can only do with video recorders, fast- 
forwarding, rewinding, pausing, recording 
and slowing down the passage of time. 
When you are confronted with three or 
four time monsters at once, you can 
pause or slow down time, making 

everything on screen apart from Blinx 
himself stop or slow down, so you can 
run around shooting the enemy while 
they either stand stock still or move so 
slowly that you can dance round them in 
circles. There are endless uses for the 
time controls: you can stop the flow of 
water and walk upstream through fast 
flowing waterfalls, record yourself 
pressing a button so that you can 
simultaneously press two at once, and 
stop blades from swinging so you can 
pass through unscathed. But although 
some time controls are useful some of 
them seem virtually redundant: for 
example, fast forward speeds up time 
and seems to apply to none of the 
puzzles you are presented with. Although 
they are an interesting innovation in 
terms of gameplay, they are used only for 
a fairly standard group of puzzles, and, as 
a concept, have been underused. 

Blinx doesn’t come with an endless 
supply of these controls: he has to earn 
them by collecting time crystals which 
either lie scattered around the levels, or 
have to be acquired by killing the time 
monsters you have come to defeat. But 
by ‘collect’, we don’t just mean the 
random accumulation of shiny things



~ 

BLINX: THE TIME SWEEPER ® 

©) Theories do exist as to how 
time travel would be possible. The 

most common involve building a 
craft that can travel the speed of i Predictab 
light to create an effect known as py Ps 

ieee = 

ly, Blinx has a boss level at the end of each level. 
  

  ‘time dilation’. Unfortunately, this      

    

hopper: he looks scary, but he’s really a bit of a under the surface of this grimy looking water, 

pussycat. Just keep moving around the square you _ leaping up and biting chunks out of you very 

are fighting in, and he'll chase you, trying to squash _ suddenly. You need to get in the water to attract 

you and shooting things at you. It only takes afew —_ him to you, but leap onto one of the islands to 

__ hits to finish him off, but he’s fairly quick, so you = =—s shoot him down. He can take quite a few hits, and 

_ should use a pause or two. one bite from him eliminates a retry for you. 

fequires travelling at 450,000,000 = es seal as 2 ee AEE 

miles per hour! a 

Yellow Space Hopper |i) QI KillerFish 1 
Hi The first level boss is this giant yellow space This is a fairly taxing one. This fish swims around 

7 7 
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IT’S ALL GONE YELLOW When you have a time control on, the screen goes the colour of 

that time control: in this case, it’s yellow, which corresponds with the slowdown. 

g
g
 

    
  

  

with the aim of gathering more and . 

more crystals and time controls. Like the : Red Space Ho r Er Giant Frog Fish Ey : 

hy c oe butterfly collector, there is an art to P ore 0s He a
:
 

a
 
a
 

  

   
      

Blinx’s accumulation. You can only hold This boss is similar to the first level boss, but : This big frogfish thing pops up at the end of Level 

four crystals at one time: if you collect, has a different technique. He leaps around - 2. He is surprisingly easy to defeat as youcan 

say, three purples and one of another his hexagonal domain, landing on whatever stand on a platform which he can’t get to, and : 

Oo i Li N E colour, you are rewarded with a rewind, hexagon is coloured red. It's fairly easy to then shoot at him, although he is able to consume ,_ 
| dodge his attacks due to this, but he also _ what you shoot at him and grow bigger as a 
_ fires things at you from his wands. result, so be carefull! 

a 

the control which corresponds to the 
That's one cute cat! purple crystals. If you get four of one 
This fine feline species greets colour, you get two of that control. 
you when you access the One of the major flaws of Blinx is the 
shop. Here, you can buy collection of these things. There are many 
new, more powerful points where lacking a time control 
vacuums at remarkably high makes it impossible to complete a level, 
prices, as well as upgrades and as there is only a finite amount of 
and some horribly overpriced crystals on most levels, if you pick up 
items of clothing. four which don’t add up to a combo, you 

get a ‘bad crystal combo’. It’s too easy, in 

the melee of battle as well as just in 
passing, to accidentally pick up crystals 
which mess up your combos. If you end 
up unable to get through the level 
because your crystal combos are 
unworkable, you have no option but to 
press the ‘restart level’ button before you 
actually get through the game. This trial 
and error play can lead to frustration, 
especially with the tight time constraints 
applied to each level. The camera angles, 
too, do nothing to assist your collection 

  

and fighting, often getting stuck in walls 
or behind objects which prevent you 
from seeing approaching danger. 

The graphics have a slightly grainy, 
gritty look to them, but in no way skimp 
on solidity or details. Blinx himself is a



BLINX: THE 
TIME SWEEPER 

J Contrary to popular belief, 
cats, as a general rule, don't like 

vacuums. And cats are better 
than dogs. 

  

(LEVEL 1) 

TIME TO GO! 
This is basically a training level, but you have too make sure you keep your eye on the 
clock as you only have ten minutes to get through it. 

(LEVEL 1) i Se LEVEL?) 7] LEVEL 1) 
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NOT BIG’ 
ON MOVES 
The main things you will need to 
become adept at using are the 
time controls and the vacuum... 

Blinx can suck things up with his vacuum 
Fy cleaner. To do this, hold down the @ 

button. With more powerful machines his 
power of suction increases dramatically. 

2 To fire a missile at an enemy, you have 

to be standing within a reasonable 

distance of them, then just tap &. Most 
enemies need more than one shot. 

Press @, to pull up the time controls 

selection bar, then hold down © and 

scroll through with the left D-pad or stick to 
select the control you want to use. 

4 When you release @, the control 
starts up and the screen changes 

colour in accordance with which the 
control in use.  



     

  

giant hopper on Level 5 leaps from place 

to place, trying to crush you. 

The bosses aren't particularly 
challenging or unusual. For example, this 

BLINX: THE TIME SWEEPER 

  

by selling time tofotfier worlds. 

    

    

and for all that pigs can fly. 

aN 

  

@ SUCKING HARDER 
The bigger the blockage... 
After the second world, you will 
notice that some of your paths 
through the levels are blocked by 
the presence of these big 16 
tonne weights, and your original 
vacuum doesn’t have the suction 
power to remove them. You'll 
need to collect enough gold to 
buy the next vacuum up from the 
nice catlady at the shop. She'll 
wink at you if you do. 

honed-to-perfection platform character, 
giving way neither to total cuteness, or to 
ice cold cool in a way which is 
reminiscent of the attitude which gave 
Sonic his edge, and thankfully in no way 
similar to that dowdy, dungaree 
bedecked dullard so beloved to the 
Nintendo massive. 

The time monsters you encounter are 
formed from the stray time crystals 
produced by glitches in time, and since 

the world you are trying to save is 
peppered with such glitches by the 

invasion of flying pigs, then its up to you 
to kill every one. Each level has a set 
amount of monsters, and the 
completion of each level rests on killing 
every single monster within the set ten- 
minute time span — something that gets 
very tricky as you move into the last half 
of the game. The monsters seem to be 
designed with a children’s toy/circus 
performer theme in mind, and, feature 
space hoppers, hot air balloons, and 

oddly shaped, bearded gymnasts 
balancing on giant rubber balls. Each 

monster has a different mode of attack 

which you quickly become familiar with, 

  

    

      

            
        
    

  

       

    
so that, theoretically at least, they should 
be easy to defeat. But you are put at a 
great disadvantage by the fact that your 
vacuum isn’t always the most accurate of 
weapons. It is fairly limiting in that it will 
lock onto the nearest enemy, regardless 
of whether the shot will have any effect 
or not, and if you are too far away from 
an assailant, the vacuum will fire your 
carefully collected missiles into thin air. 
The inaccuracy of your weapon, added 

to the fact that the monsters can defeat 
you simply by touching you, can make 
the fighting very frustrating: especially in 
a situation where you have three or four 
monsters on your case at once. 

Although Blinx has its flaws, it is 
innovative and unusual enough to make 
it a worthy purchase for Xbox gamers — 
especially those who are longing for a 
decent platformer on the Xbox. Blinx 
adds something new to a genre which 
for a long time has been waiting for a 
new direction. The gauntlet has been 
laid down: gamers will now be looking 
for something different from the 
traditional, predictable platformer. 

NERYS 

  

The Tom-Tom Gang are a group 
of dastardly pigs who have overrun B1Q46 

to steal swag. These guys are proving once 

or 

     INFO Wwrd ETS 
{© Blinx came runner-up in the 

‘most Original Game’ Awards at £3 
2002, coming a close second to 
Microsoft's Psychonauts. 3 4 

@ ALTERNATIVELY 
GEE SET RRND PETERS 

Instant pick up and play appeal 
from an innovative and beautiful 

  

miles asar ob 

      

ww), 

    

These green space hoppers 
are fairly dim-witted, but quite fast when they 

decide to launch an attack. 

XBM RATINGS 
we 

Cartoony and beautifully detailed levels with well-designed creatures 

and monsters . 

@ SOUNDS eS 
The music sound like a souped-up version of the Sonic soundtrack: 

its poetry! 

GAMEPLAY PrP 
Intriguing, dynamic, and certainly innovative, it's playability is detracted 

from by having to play levels over and over again to get them right. 

@ LONGTERM ee 
The fact that you have to repeat levels over many times to 

complete the game gives it more longevity. 

Why we’ buy it 

@ Time control is a bonus 
© The presence of the cat 
© Beautiful environments 
© Fun and addictive gameplay 

Overall 

Whywedleaveit 
© Endless repetition of levels 
@ Trial and error collection 
© Camera angles 
© Poor rewards for secrets 
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Leen TUUR WEAPONS ARE 

oe 0 wee ee AND DEVOTION. 

Beemerwun VERY OWN LIGHTSABER. 

STAR. WARS JED | OUTCAST 
Phe legacyumet Gitar Warg™ liives' on in Jedi Outcast. 

As fallen Jedi Kyle Katarn, you must wield your enhanced 

fightSa@uer and arS@um, @, Weaponry and invoke the 

Perce.YOU Cannot eStCaue your destiny, to know the light, 

you must see the dark. 

Epic singie and multi-player first-person aerion. a 
n       
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TOXIC GRIND 

DEVELOPER 
HISTORY 
©) Blue Shift has taken a 

popular genre and attempted to. 

add a quirky edge before, with 

the PSone racer Running Wild. 

Instead of featuring cars or even 

cute karts, it had animals running 

on foot around strange locations 

Not a classic 

PSONE (1998) 

  

become sick of in recent years — reality 

television shows and extreme sports games, 
so perhaps THQ’s combination of the two was 
doomed to failure from the start! 

Toxic Grind finds you in the year 2097, where 
BMXing has been banned and riders are disposed 
of live on TV in a reality gameshow where 
contestants are injected with toxins before 

appearing, meaning viewers are guaranteed to 
see both action and death. As Jason Hayes, you 
must quite literally ride for your life — so far, so 
The Running Man. 

Whilst the initial idea might sound original, the 
Tony Hawk’s and Mat Hoffman titles have 
basically been including mission-based objectives 
in their games for the past couple of years, so 
this is not the fresh idea that it may seem. Sure it 
is fun dodging the various obstacles put in your 
way but what you really want from a game of 
this sort is a feeling of speed and a sense that 
every move may be your last. Whilst Toxic Grind 
looks great on the surface, it never manages to 
convey any real sense of movement; you might 
as well be riding around the local park rather 
than trying to stay alive! 

Thanks to the time travelling plot (the host of 
the TV show travels to get the best riders to make 
the show a winner) there are some interesting 
locations here which give the designers the 
chance to add some imagination but, 

unfortunately, Toxic Grind is a victory for style over 
content and must be placed in the damning 
category of ‘tragically average’. KENDALL 

Te: are two things that most of us have 

t-hended 
calwhip 

80 x 64 

SECOND OPINION 

  

This may not have a futuristic 
story line, but it does have some 
element of playability! 

  

  
XBM RATINGS 

@ LOOKS 
Toxic Grind certainly looks the business, one of the smoothest looking 

extreme sports games yet. 

@ SOUNDS 
Exactly as you'd expect, although this does have characters giving 

emotive voiceovers before levels. 

@ GAMEPLAY 
Boom! This is where the poison kicks in — it's just not very exciting. 

@ LONG TERM 
Unlike the Activision titles, which keep you coming back for more, this 

is a very short-lived experience 

Why we‘d buy it 

© Good visuals 
@ interesting concept 
© Varied riders 
© Plenty of tricks 

Overall 

Why we? leave it 

© Dull 

© Monotonous 
© No sense of danger 
© No feeling of speed 

   



ce 1984, but they've 

low-key affairs 

boarding and 

Barbie cation anyone?) 
The big game they've 

to date is the decided! 

Sunny Garcia Surfing. 

PS2 (2002) 

  

TY Ti 
  

TY ME KANGAROO 
DOWN SPORT! 

TASMANIAN TIGER 
pat, fighting games are a treat and sports 
spectaculars are exactly that. But platform 

games have been a bit limp so far to say the least: 
they've been graphically average, limp in gameplay 
and stale in originality. 

Enter Ty The Tasmanian Tiger. It's an extinct 
Australian cat armed with dual boomerangs and a 
dodgy accent (it could be Australian — or a poor 
impersonation; we're not sure.) He’s got a world to 
save, his parents to rescue and an awful lot more on 

top of this. 
As platform games go it’s got the lot: obscure 

cartoon character, level warps, token collection, long 
range attack, short attack, jump (with glide) and a boss 
that’s kidnapped critters that you've got to save (five 
per level). 

We're sure that somewhere there's a rule (in the 

big book of gaming rules?) that says ‘100 items to 
collect per level’ But no, Ty is a rule-breaker; this 
game contains a whopping great 300 generic tokens 
for you to pick up. Three times as boring? 

It’s not that the game is horrifically bad; it’s just that 
we've seen every single bit of it countless times 
before. Usually it’s got some B-list Loony Tunes or 
Disney character backing it up which at least gives it 
some reason to exist. To be a good platform game 
these days you've got to have an angle of some sort. 
Mario's got his urinate-o-matic backpack, Oddworld 
has got gamespeak and the ability to possess enemies 
and Ico gets rid of virtually everything except the 
platforms. Ty simply has collecting tokens, hopping 
from ledge to ledge and twirling your boomerang. Go 
for Blinx instead. MARK 

T he Xbox may have first-person shooters down 

SECOND OPINION 

   
Vivendi 

Very similar in scope, but much 
better in gameplay. Get this or go 
for Blinx, 

    

XBM RATINGS 
@ LOOKS eee 

Visually pleasing on the eye, but there’s nothing spectacular. There 

are some nice facial animations on Ty though. 

@ SOUNDS ereee 
There's plenty of speech, but we grew up on Neighbours and it 

doesn't sound Australian to us. The music is instantly forgettable. 

@ GAMEPLAY vr Pee 
Middle-of-the-road platform action that does no wrong but does 

nothing original or exciting either. 

© LONG TERM rerree 
It’s big enough to keep you going, but it’s pretty easy all the way 

through and there’s no reason to retum.y. 

Why we‘ buy it 

© Easy to get into 
© Lots of levels 
© Colourful visuals 
© Good animation 

Overall 

Whywedleaveit Pp 
© Unoriginal gameplay 
© Far too many tokens 
© Bland characters 
© Generally boring 
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REVMIEVV. 

TIGER WOODS 
PGA-TOUR 2003 

    

    

PRINCEVILLE 1st DAN - $a5950u 
PAR 4 HCP 6 

5it 1 FOR DOUGH 

     

       
          

      

      

EA Sports 

‘ 3 INTHE 
‘\ "BB Theres no power bar in 

Tiger Woods PGA — instead you 
~., have to judge power by the 

ss distance of your backswing. 
Just like real golf. 

2) ce CADDY TIP Black 
no wind meter, no swing =. 133 yards wsss FAIRWAY 2 é or | age 4 CALM 98%-99% 

TIGER WOODS 
PGA TOUR 2003 

th 'M TIGER WOODS. 
NO, 'M TIGER 
WOODS. NO, I'M 
TIGER WOODS! 

olf divides people into two 
G categories: Those who think of it 

as a walk in the country ruined 
and those who see it as a Zen sport, a 

game of mind and body working in 
harmony. Ahem. 

Pretensions aside, we like the game. 
It's fun. It makes for good videogames 
as well. We liked Outlaw Golf so it 
should come as no surprise to hear 
that we love Tiger Woods. It is, by far 

    

and away, the most comprehensive golf 
EED OFF: The famous 17th at Sawgrass - can be terrifying if the wind picks up. experience ever committed to silicon.



150 VARDS 
59 VARDS TO PIN 

Gamebreaker moments 
can bring out the best in you. 

So why is this the best golf game 
ever made? Simple, it’s the 
combination of a believable level of 
realism, of subtlety, of the sheer 
number of tournaments and play 
modes and the real courses. Most 
welcome are St Andrews and Royal 
Birkdale but you also get a number of 
US courses including Sawgrass and 
Pebble Beach plus a host of mythical 
ones. There's also a brilliant system of 
building your player stats — earn 

money from winning tournaments, 
hitting greens in regulation and 
winning ‘tournament balls’ (achieving 
certain milestones) and then this can 

be spent on improving your golfer. 
This makes Tiger Woods PGA 2003 
extremely addictive. 

Control of the golfer’s swing, and 
here’s the important part of any golf 
game that’s trying to be authentic, is 
done by moving one of the analogue 
sticks back then forward in a smooth 
action. This mimics a real golf swing 
perfectly. Draw and fade can be 
applied by subtly changing the swing, 
again just like real golf, and spin can 
be applied to the ball mid-flight, 
which enables you to have some 
degree of control over any of your 
badly hit shots. 

Wet weather affects how 
the ball reacts to the course.   And with this being an EA game 

there’s the expected razzmatazz — 

thankfully this doesn’t go too over the 
top. At certain key moments of a 
round (a putt for the lead for 
example) you'll get a ‘gamebreaker 
moment’ — the heartbeat pounds, the 
pad vibrates and well, it doesn’t 
actually affect the game, it just adds a 
little bit of tension to the proceedings. 
Oh, and we have to mention this as 
well — hit the ball especially well and 
you'll be treated to some Matrix-style 
camera work and a burst of flame as 
you hit the ball. Look, it’s just a bit of 
fun all right? 

Everything else is pretty much spot- 
on: the ball physics, the way that the 
rain affects greens, the swing meter 
(there’s no power bar here - you have 
to judge by how far the golfer swings 
back) and the look of the players is 
frighteningly real. The only gripe that 
we'd have is that there’s no 3D grass, 
making the judgment of your lie very 
difficult at times. 

If you haven't got it by now, Tiger 
Woods 2003 is about as good as it 
gets — it's easy to pick up and play, it’s 
addictive, it’s chock full of bonuses to 
unlock. It is by far and away the best 
golf game we've played. Fore! NICK 

CRAZY GOLF 

SHOT CLOCH 
w21 

INFO ES 
Tiger Woods is the first golfer 

to have held all four majors (The 

Open, the PGA, US Masters and 

US Open) at the same time and 

has won almost $33 million in his 
six-year professional career. 

  

PGA 2003 XBM RATINGS 
@ LOOKS ee 

Fantastic real player likenesses but the lack of 3D grass is 

disappointing. 

@ SOUNDS ere 
Once you tum off the nasty anti-golf soundtrack you can hear the 

lovely atmospheric sound effects. 

@ GAMEPLAY * 
Solid golfing controls with a surprising amount of subtlety. The money- 

for-stats system will keep you hooked. 

Loads of real courses and golfers, loads of tournaments and mini 

games. Great to play with mates. 

Why we'd buy it Whywedleaveit 
© Great-looking players © No 3D grass 

DAN aly © A ton of real courses © Awful soundtrack 
© Weather 
© Tension-building ‘gamebreaker’ moments 

Overall 
OUTLAW GOLF 
TDK Mediactive 

The dark, comic side of golf. 
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    COLIN McRAE 
RALLY 3 

   

  

    

[4] The motor sports section of 

Ford has been running now for 

over 100 years. The very first 

race Ford entered into was in 

October 1901. The company 

Started competing in rally events 

in the Sixties 

  

Infogrames 

www.codemasters.com 

() RELEASE DATE 
Out now    

  

McRae’s car developed a serious oil 
leak. The car was pouring out black 

smoke from its rear for ages until either 
driver or co-pilot noticed. People on the 
side of the track were shouting and 
waving at him to stop but Colin thought 
these were eager fans. When they did 
finally notice Colin decided to finish the 
stage anyway, at the end both men piled 
out of the car to watch it burst into 
flames. These are not sane people. This is 

NO NEED TO ‘RA Me Thy gf not a normal thing to do. But then rally 
drivers aren't exactly ordinary folk. 

ee SUPPORT FOR THIS GAME... __ ®becomeaworid-renowned, 

} n this year’s early Finland rally stage 

   
    
     

    

      

around the comer the Colin McRae professional rally driver you need to have 
name was very well known for its balls of steel. Fear is not an option and 
high standards in racing games. . sale ss 

Unsurprisingly, 20 did not 2.4 this is something that has been 
disappoint the fans. translated perfectly into the game. Racing 

across unstable surfaces, through 
technical corners at speeds of up to 100 
miles per hour is what Colin McRae 3 is 
all about. In fact, on the edge driving is 
what the man himself is all about and 
this is what is given to you here. The 
chance to play as Mr McRae. 

Every effort has been made to 
immerse you in the atmosphere of a full 

COL-LATERAL DAMAGE: Damage the car enough WET AND WILD: Compared to some other Xbox rally experience. Everything around the 
and it can start pulling to one side. Which is games the water is a bit of a letdown but actual racing has been carefully thought 
where these barriers come in handy! blink and you'll miss it.



MATE 
The opening rally in the 
main Championship 
mode is Australia. And as 
you soon find out this is 
a game that does not 
allow mistakes! 

From here you'll take the Ford 
Focus through three seasons 

of rallying across eight countries. 

The first stage isn’t quite as 
technical as some of the later 

challenges you have to face. 

This rally takes place in the 
outback but it doesn’t mean 

there aren't any tarmac sections. 

If an Aussie rally didn’t include 
some jumps we'd be gutted. 

This first stage has several. 

Finish line in sight, rear bumper 
hanging off and five seconds 

down. Not the best of starts... 

out and the presentation is second to 
none. Just wait till you see the very cool 
car tuning section — something we never 
thought we'd get excited about, but trust 
us it is a visual delight! It's a good job the 
small sub-sections of the game like this 
have been meticulously created. After-all, 
the main section of this game puts you 
through three full seasons across six 
countries so you don’t want to have to 
endure monotony between every race. 

Not that you're ever going to get bored 
of playing Colin McRae. Right from the 
word ‘go’ this is a game that sucks you in 
with its pure addictive gameplay. Now 
we know some people tend to avoid rally 
games because they don’t have other 
cars on the track, but all of this is soon 
forgotten. It’s a delight to have the entire 
track to yourself and only the clock to 

aN 

KEEPING PACE 

Both Colin McRae and Nicky Grist have 
helped out through every stage in the 
creation of this game. Nicky in particular 

has put a lot of work in and a mini 

Making Of documentary on the disc 
shows him painstakingly creating 
authentic pace notes for every single 
stage in the game. It would've been easy 
for the developers just to record some 
generic directions but in this game you 
get the real deal with every word 
shouted at you whilst you drive. 

COLIN McRAE RALLY 3 ® 

challenge you. If anything, this forces you 
to race faster and harder just to get that 
extra split second. Don’t worry though — 
the handling is sublime. Powersliding 
around a muddy corner is not only easy 
but is guaranteed to make you smile 
every single time. 

Pushing yourself to the limit with each 
run is what makes Colin so addictive. The 
game feels very fast to play and the 
tension is unbelievable. At every 
checkpoint you find yourself watching the 
clock and trying to shave seconds off 
your time, whilst not wanting to push it 
too far in case you crash — and then if 
you do crash trying to minimise damage 
so that it can be repaired in time for the 
next stage. Concentration is a must. 

Not only do you need to watch the 
road and the clock but you also need to 

(© The car models in this game 

are clearly in a league of their own. 

Each one features 14,000 polygons. 

Quite impressive considering that in 
the previous Colin game only 800 

were used per car! 

BUMPER CAR: Knock the car 

around too much and body 

panels start to come off. 

RAIN MAN: Once you get used 

to driving on wet tarmac you 
can have some great fun. 

~ 

 



COLIN McRAE 
RALLY 3 

2 MODEL 
BEHAVIOUR 

dels ne fantastic car rr 

  

£2) Some of the levels don't 
look quite as nice as you might 
expect, but every so often you 

  

get a stunning texture like this 
that passes you by. 

ICE, ICE BABY 
There’s no Kenwood CD player in 
this car but the engine is an 
orchestra of sound! 
For the true rally experience you need to play this 
game from the in-car view. The audio in this game is 
superb anyway but race from this viewpoint with a 
surround sound system turned up fully and Colin 
McRae really comes to life. The sound of rain hitting 
the roof, a loose door banging to one side, plastic or 
metal bodywork scraping, windscreen wipers 
squeaking, wheels spinning and the exhaust popping 
are all perfect for 5.1 surround. The addition of music 

would have ruined this. 

   

  

3 TURN LEFT, 
RIGHT? 

olid stream of 

    

    

  

S but at lea: 

It’s not really any surprise that 
Colin McRae has achieved so much 
success on the rally circuit. His 
father Jimmy is also a British Rally 

champion and won five times 
during his career. 

stant nmas.y 

keep an eye on the arrows at the top of 
the screen whilst listening to instructions 
from Nicky Grist. The co-pilot directions 
are authentic to the nearest detail, which 
also means they can be incredibly 
daunting at first. The first time you hear a 
string of orders like ‘six left, into six right, 
tightens to four right, caution don’t cut, 
rocks outside’ you usually end up sliding 
into the corner through sheer confusion. 

The precision and the dedication it 
takes to get through a stage unscathed is 
just like the real thing. It’s hard but in a 
good way — honest! This should not put 
anyone off. What is surprising is that 
Colin McRae has something to offer both 
the hard-core players craving a sim and 
the casual gamer out for a bit of fun. We 
spent days upon days completely 
ignoring the Championship mode of the 

JsPension 

game and just took it in turns to 
decimate each other's times over single 
stages. There is a split-screen mode and 
a crowded room would be happy to take 
turns on it since it is as fun to watch as it 
is to play. There aren't many games you 
can say this about. 

It's all the more fun when you get a 
good time set so that subsequent players 
are forced to push the pedal to the floor. 
That, of course, means crashes! One 

slight error and the car can easily slam 
into a tree — which is about when the 
game begins to shine. The car models in 
Colin are fantastic and when it comes to 
damage every detail has been thought 
about. Wheels can fall off, entire body 

panels detach, doors flap open and drop 
off, dents appear, glass smashes, 
scratches manifest and mud splatters. 

t the arrows 

from Grist can be 

 



WRONG WAY: Well you do have to check to 
make sure the car is accurately modelled. 

MEN AT WORK: Smash the doors off to get 
a good view of McRae and Grist. 

It's weird but every time a new player 
comes to this game they have to get the 
damage thing out of their system by 
deliberately ploughing into rocks or 
trees. Everyone does it, you don’t know 
it yet but you will do it. Quite rightly so! 
This game features the best damage 
we've ever seen. It's obvious that a lot of 
time and effort has gone into the car 
models in this game. Unfortunately, this 
does mean some of the background 
detail has suffered but we can live with 
the odd ropey looking stage here and 
there or dodgy spectators for car models 
like these. 

Don't get us wrong, there are some 

breathtaking stages in here but every so 
often you'll get to a patch of poor 
looking trees and the illusion is jaded. 
No surprises considering there are 

around 50 stages to race across. The 

fact is once you're playing you don’t 
really notice as you're usually too busy 
trying to keep the car on the road. And 
if you have got time for your attention 
to be diverted it will usually be by the 
car and the particle effects in the 
immediate area around it. 

If you are a rally fan then the addictive 
gameplay coupled with the sight of the 
perfectly recreated cars racing around 
official tracks should be enough to 
overlook any rough edges. Now we 
know that rally games aren't for 
everyone because of the lack of physical 
presence from the opposing cars but we 
can strongly suggest that even the 
doubters give Colin McRae 3 a go. This 
is the finest racing game on the Xbox 
this year and you will not regret it. MIKE 

RALLISPORT CHALLENGE 
Microsoft 
© An excellent rally game that’s 

‘surpassed by Colin but still 
extremely playable. 

COLIN McRAE RALLY 3 ® 

XBM RATINGS be | 

@ LOOKS 
Some of the backgrounds may let the game down but wh 

action is the developer has got it just right. 

@ SOUNDS POOR Rw oe oD 
Every single noise in this game is distinctive and to hear it all in 

surround sound gives us butterflies in our stomachs. 

WGAMEPLAY DPPPPPPPPP 
Incredibly quick to get into and addictive to play — once you're there 

Colin McRae is one of those games you have to play. 

SLONG TERM BPPPPPPPUDD 
Completing three seasons does take some time but the game 

doesn’t offer an amazing amount of game modes. 

Overall 
Without a doubt the 

finest racing game on 
the Xbox to date. 

~ 
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REVIEVV 

MARVEL VS 
CAPCOM 2 

Ts 

a. . 4s sa 

(Es 
a. 

Lid 

RVEL VS 
   
    

LE : : ‘lia 

—— 2 

CAPCOM 2 

  

CHANCES ARE YOU WON'T MARVEL AT THIS CAPCOM OFFERING! 

hy? That's surely the question on 
everyone's lips. Why did Capcom decide to 

  

() Originally released on PS2. 

updated and enhanced on Xbox, 

Onimusha utilises the 2D renders 
of yesteryear to briny 

With this Capcom cated many 

of the problems associated with 

the genre by introducing more 

instinctive 3D conwols. 

XBOX (2002) 

a 

release a three-year-old 2D arcade game 

on Xbox? Well, although this certainly isn’t going to 

win any prizes for technical achievement (it’s 
virtually identical to the Dreamcast version released 
two years ago), it does bring a different flavour to 

the current software library. 
As a continuation of the Street Fighter 2 series, 

Marvel VS Capcom 2's enormous roster of 50 

fighters includes favourites from many of Capcom's 

previous games, as well as some of the best-known 

Marvel characters. You select a combination of 

three fighters for each match, and these can be 

switched at any time during play, or even combined 

to create visually impressive and extremely deadly 

super moves. 
But while there are plenty of characters on offer, 

each is represented in low-resolution, giving the 

game a blocky, retro look. The animation is also 

fairly ropey, and isn’t really any better than the first- 

generation Street Fighter games released over a 

decade ago. However, the backgrounds are smooth, 

detailed and 3D, but the strange blend of the two 

different styles results in an awkward clash that 

doesn't really work. 
Of course, this kind of game has always been 

about learning special moves and combos, and while 

Marvel VS Capcom 2 certainly has plenty to offer in 
this area, it also lacks any of the intricacies and 

delicate balance of other such titles. There’s plenty to 

discover and see, but because it’s almost just as easy 

to button bash as it is to perform the moves 

properly: the longevity is seriously affected. KEITH 

  

   

  

XBM RATINGS 
SCH Rai @ LOOKS Pee 

Despite its retro appearance, the game is faithful to both Marvel and 

Capcom's history. But only fans will appreciate this authenticity. 

@ SOUNDS wee 
A cheesy funk soundtrack sets the scene nicely, though the voice 

samples are far worse quality than they should be on the Xbox. 

@ GAMEPLAY eorer 
A nice change to the 3D beat-'em-ups out there, but Capcom purists 

may find that the controls lack the accuracy of the best 2D games. 

© LONG TERM erry 
There are 50 characters to master, many of which need to be eared 

by playing through the game. Great if you can be bothered! 

Why we’ buy it Why we’ leave it 

© 50 characters to choose © Doesn't push the hardware 

© Loads of combos © RRP is £39.99 
© Plenty of retro goodness © Get it on Dreamcast for £5 

© Xbox pad works surprisingly well © Low-res characters 

Overall 
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LOTUS CHALLENGE ® 

  

   

      

   

     

   

        

   

  

INFO Ey 
{&] Clive Chapman (son of 

company founder, Colin) drove 

one of the Fl cars during a sound 
take for the game. 

Cur ren, 

Lar. 

Lap Recoro 
you , 1 DOUGHNUT TOTA~ 
Gd In a videogame era 

defined by the ‘realistic racer 
license is king, it's a nice 

surprise then to see the Lotus 

company allowing Kuju to 

develop a damage model 

for use in the game 

  

FOR THE FANS: Needless to say, Lotus 
aficionados will be appeased. 

  

     

   

        

   

  

INFORMATION 0 | k's ee 
\ 

C3 PUBLISHER t \ 
Virgin Interactive a 

[] DEVELOPER X 
Kuju Entertainment 

{) GENRE 
Racing 

) PRICE 
£44.99 

&) PLAYERS 
1-2 

&) DOLBY 5.1 
Yes 

0d WIDESCREEN 
No 

  

PLAY IT AGAIN: Replays are not as dynamic 
as this shot makes out. 

= LOTUS CHALLENGE 
K PLAYSTATIONe RACER GETS AN OVERHAUL... 

2] WEBLINK his lived up to its name on PS2. It possessed a 
www.kuju.com difficulty curve that would be better described 

(x) RELEASE DATE as a brick wall, pigeonholing it towards the 
15 November 

  

        

  

  
  
  
   

        

rd-core’ driving fan only. Not any more. Despite 
still being a ‘challenge’ on Xbox, Lotus has now learnt 

L.oTus to be a little more compromising. XBM RATINGS     
The realism still comes in droves with 38 licensed @ LOOKS OD 

Lotus vehicles and a sophisticated damage model, When this game came ou Reflection mapping is second to none in a game that looks 

but now Kuju wants us to have more ‘fun’ whilst the PlayStation2 it se 
achieving that much-vaunted podium finish rather me 8. good Klee. K cid) t loon 
than simply making it a process of toil and spr ae @ SOUNDS -Aattatintatated and the Lotus brandir 

perseverance. Whereas before the game could be very nice 
rightly compared to the Dreamcast's devilishly hard sibs dt ibe hee 
Ferrari F355, Lotus Challenge now has much more socal 
of a player-friendly feel to it. overcome. This has beer 

DEVELOPER That's not to say it’s easy. Far from it, in fact. The sorted out on the Xbox 
HISTORY words ‘more’ and ‘accessible’ spring to mind though, wept dicey: 
3 A ‘copter-based strategic which begs the question: Just who is this likely to are becoming 
shoot sollt dln te eg appeal to now? Lotus very much occupies the middle esa 
exciting as that description would 

  

          

  

   

ned polished, but never truly astounding.     

    

           Real Lotuses were used y'know, and there’s no annoying rawk 

soundtrack. Which is a bonus 

GAMEPLAY BSP SPPPDPPP 
With easier control system this t s be 1d sim 

both pleasing and annoying each party. 

ULONGTERM BPPPPPPUDD 
nnot argue that this has vast scope and not just depth but 

    
     

        

empter.         

    

   
   

   
     

fe 

   

  

       
       
    

versior 

little       

    

         
     

    
          ar too common 

         like this situation 

         

    

   

    
   
   

    

  

   

    

      

     

« . t ge 3 to change any time imply. There are some nice ground —its new arcadey feel serves to slightly oe tae a hecepatin 3) 
touches but, like the game's H - Pe aye ‘a V v aiactuneten tess ae Sate dampen the realism whilst the real tracks and with the Lotus in that instead Why we’d buy it Why we‘ leave it ¥ 
and none of them are carried out physics lessen the ‘fun’ factor. 

     

  

eee dill ile Amidst our debate on the title’s prospective MIKE 
ae audience we had to once again admire the sheer 

scope of the project though. There’s a clever 
smattering of Challenge modes, various original RALLISPORT CHALLENGE Overall     

  

    

  

and well-handled Stunts for you to master and a 
se enough tracks and vehicles to give the game Lotus Challenge was an 

FIREBLADE decent longevity. ambitious project and fans 

    

A slightly mixed appeal but vast depth makes of driving games with an 
Lotus Challenge a difficult one to summise. The term 7 Eee rnd & least give'it 

ERE ZCBIVI ‘something for everyone’ may work best here. Or is pails ot 
Lotus trying too hard to be everything for everyone? 3 
A rental should make your mind up. STU         
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7 ie he ae PHOBIA 
(2) This is one of the giant 

F spiders which dwell in the 

- Enchanted forest. if you are 

2 unlucky enough to be bitten 

ee a by one you need to find the 

re ant dote in a tree stump. 

        
    

MR BAGGINS 
(© As a fighter, Frodo isn't 
particularly strong (one look at 

him should tell you that) and 
at the beginning of the game 
he comes armed only with a 

: ao stick and a handful of 

INFORMATION Be pebbles to throw 
. = 

( PUBLISHER : —. 

Vivendi 

(%) DEVELOPER 
WXP Games 

() GENRE 
Adventure 

(2) PRICE 
£44.99 

(2) PLAYERS 
1 

() DOLBY 5.4 
Yes 

(=) WIDESCREEN 
Yes 

(=) XBOX LIVE 
No 

() WEBLINK 
www lotr.com 

(=) RELEASE DATE 
8 November 2002 

  

    

      

4 THE THREE 
STOOGES 
(©) Notice that these three 
ungrateful Hobbits are not 

paying any attention to the 

fact that Frodo is bravely 

saving their asses from a 

  

    

  

      
    
       

huge poisonous spider. 

he Fellowship has been in 
T development for over two years. 

Having missed the boat on the 
movie license, Vivendi remarkably struck a 
deal with Tolkien Enterprises for the 
license to the original literary works. 
Unfortunately, this fairly lacklustre effort 
makes for somewhat dull play, especially 
in Hobbit mode. 

VOTED THE GREATEST FANTASY It's easy to forget, after the swooping, 
epic style of the movie, that a large part of 

FICTION EVER, CAN IT ALSO BE the first book concerns itself with a group 

CC tCsOCrTHEE GRE AA TT EESST GAME? of hairy-footed dwarves trudging around 
er oa ___ and complaining about the cold. So when 
Experience, in 1999, for which it ay wa es  —- you take up the pad and become one of 

pee sink sana ‘ those Hobbits, namely Frodo, you will find 
yourself confronted with long, badly 
signposted journeys in rather dull 
environments. Hobbiton and the forest 
environments as well as the Mines of 
Moria later on, are repetitive and too easy 
to get lost in. Although the Forest and the 
Mines are described in the book as 
labrynthian and maze-like, this has been 
translated rather too literally into paths 
and corridors which all look the same, 

    

PC 

making for frustrating and tedious play. 
Add to this that you have very few 
signposts, no compass or map, and you'll 
be following your own tail far too often. 

 



    

    

   

  

STAB IN GOOLIES 

= 

WHERE'S HARRY?: The ‘mighty’ Gandalf has five different magic spells, including fireballs, 
lightning, earthquake and healing. 

Even though you play as Frodo, 
Gandalf and Aragorn, the controller set- 
up is identical for each. You'll find that 
the fight scenes are frustrating, even 
when you play as Aragorn, the character 
designed with hand-to-hand combat in 
mind. You have the capacity to block 
and attack, but both are slow to 
activate. You can target one enemy, but 
this can be a disadvantage in a two-on- 
one battle, as it often happens that 
your target is fixed on an enemy, when 
you really need to attack another. The 
game will spin your character round 
and have him swipe or launch a missile 
at the one behind him, regardless of 
your intentions. You can’t jump and 
attack at the same time, and, even with 

Gandalf's five spells, your methods of 
attack are fairly limited. On top of this, 
the camera angle makes it even m 

When it comes to hand-to-hand combat, Aragorn is the strongest fighter and is best able 
take blows without getting too damaged. Gandalf is good at spells but you have to watch 
that his magic bar doesn’t run down too quickly, while Frodo is far better at stealthy 
movements and avoiding Orcs and Riders, rather than fighting them. 

fight scenes, lacklustre mapping and 

disappointment to both fans of the book, 
and those hoping for an epic adventure 
quest involving magic, swashbuckling 
and Halflings. NERYS 

oo ar 

FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING ® 

Not only has Vivendi acquired 

the rights to The Lord Of The Rings 
series, but it has the rights to The 

Hobbit too. However, so far, this game 

is only coming out on the GameCube. 

OLD MAN WILLOW Frodo gets involved in a 
battle to save his companions from being 
eaten by a tree. 

XBM RATINGS 
@ LOOKS ss WDD 

Although there are some nice effects, like the magic and the smaller 

animals, the environments and characters are lacking in detail. 

@ SOUNDS DO 
The music is enchanting with a haunting orchestral score. The voices 

sound remarkably like the ones from the film too. 

SGAMEPLAY DP PPPOPPPPD 
With a tendency towards the tedious and loading screens every time 

you open a door, this is a slow and frustrating play. 

ZLONGTERM BPPPOPPPRPD 
The long and winding road to mount Doom has never looked so 

uninviting. A second play through really won't help. 

      

       

  

difficult to fight. Just as well then, that 
when it comes to Al, the ‘artificial’ by 
far outweighs the ‘intelligence’. You can 
quite easily skirt one of the nine black 
riders without them noticing, and you 
can also escape your attackers by 
dashing several yards away from them 
and waiting for them to forget that you 
ever existed. 

As a game, this is less than a mediocre 
adventure game that suffers with poor 

Why we’ buy it Why we?‘ leave it    

  

   

      

average graphics, even by the standards 
of lesser consoles. As a translation of the 
book, it tries hard to stick to the story line 
but manages to make it seem basic and 
overly simplistic, and is therefore a great 

Microsoft 
© Proves that brilliant graphics and 
gameplay can really work together. 

Overall 
This disappointing effort 
is generally slow 

moving and dull, with 

very little to 

recommend it. 
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SEGA GT 2002 

” “ae ws : _ 

INFORMATION — 
} © PUBLISHER ; 

Infogrames 

DEVELOPER 
SEGA/Wow Ent 

GENRE 
Racing 

PRICE 
£44.99 

PLAYERS 
1-2 

DOLBY 5.1 
Yes 

WIDESCREEN 
Yes 

XBOX LIVE 
No 

WEBLINK 
Wwww.wow-ent.co.jp 

8 November 

on 

EGA GT 2002 
THE COIN-OP LEGEND PILES ON THE NOSTALGIA... 

d fun approach to 

S you and a 

ou must have heard of Gran 

Turismo by now. Sony's classic 
series changed the way we play 

racing games by giving us the freedom 
to buy cars, upgrade and tune them 
and generally biff about on the streets 
of the PlayStation2. 

CHROME RACER: The classic cars weigh in at 

a hefty price and damage easily, these are 

for the experts. 

Well, have no fear as the tables have 
been turned with SEGA GT 2002. SEGA 
has thrown away Sony's rule book, 

whipped the good ideas and added in a 
whole lot of class to deliver what is 
arguably the best racing game on the 
Xbox. Nostalgic graphics, a series of in- 
depth game modes and cars from five 
decades of racing mix together to create 
a truly rewarding racing experience. 

First the cars. Instead of restricting you 
to picking from the current crop of 
machines, such as the Acura NSX or the 
Dodge Viper, SEGA GT offers us these 
modern masters plus a selection of 
classics from the Fifties, Sixties and 
Seventies. There are 125 cars to buy, 

collect and upgrade with the aging 
roadsters like offering the most 
enjoyment and costing the most . 

As you would expect all the cars 
handle differently. Some will slide out 
from at the back under a long bend, 
others will struggle to hit the top 
speeds along the drag strips whilst 
some cars will glide through sweeping 
turns that would otherwise be a 
nightmare. How these cars really 
behave though is down to you. Not just 
how you handle the power or the 
braking, but how you tune the car. 

A garage option offers new tyres, 
brakes, advanced CPUs to handle the 
gear ratios and shocks amongst its 
selection of wares. Unlike Gran Turismo 
though, where the garage was pure 
vanity, in SEGA GT upgrading and tuning 
the cars becomes vital as cars suffer 
damage in races. A meter in the top 
corner shows the wear and tear inflicted  
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SEGA GT 2002 ® 

Punto 
, EFFECTIVE HGT ABARTH 1 SCENERY 

| qj * = (& The scenery blurs in the g 
ed distance and slowly becomes 

§ sharper whilst lighting, shadow 5 Q : ol 
0 0 and reflective effects define = _ — — 1 

the car as a solid object a ra Be 4 

3 BUST UP 

  

    

within the game world 

& There's an authentic 

damage system in SEGA GT 

that affects the way the cars 

perform. This bar shows the 

level of damage that will 
6.8 «= 

MAP IT OUT if need to be fixed at the end 

(©) Each track features a . . * * - of the race 
unique in-game map which 

helps when first playing. The 

beauty of SEGAs track designs 

is that after a single lap each 

turn, bend and straight 

becomes instinctive. 

i iF 

     

MODE MA 
It’s got every motoring 
mode a race fan could 
wish for! 

     

    

Games modes. That is where SEGA 

GT 2002 outstrips other Xbox racing 

games. Here you'll find every conceivable 

    

. 5 way to race minus a decent rally mode. 
a k - f a 2 For your money you get the massive SEGA 

i ul GT mode which allows you to buy, tune and 
0 0 6 | 2 ) 8 face cars through a virtual career as you 

  

compete for trophies, take licence tests to 

unlock further circuits and win cash to buy 

those more expensive dream machines. 

   
over the course of a race, this will be 

fixed automatically using race winnings, 
but essentials like tyres, shocks and 
brakes will need to be replaced and 
ideally upgraded to sterner stuff after 
several races 

And what races. The 15 track designs 
A a . Other modes of interest include the of SEGA GT illustrate the developer's ie lk elena tiela Te 

history as a bona-fide great in the games Attack and Chronicle. Of these the Chronicle 
world as these circuits offer fast, frantic mode is the most interesting and original. 
and fun races through hill-top European ‘ : Allowing you to buy an old banger, race it 
towns, around tight race circuits and even Conpnite over a number of decades to win points and 
A to B sprints. Visually they may not be ve wa —— 
quite up to the standards seen in : 
Gotham, but the variety, imagination and 
sheer design of these circuits makes up 
for any loss of detail in good old- 
fashioned gameplay. 

Sadly, this is also true of the car 
models which, though unusual and solid, 
are not quite up to the standards of other 
Xbox racers. That's not to say these cars 
aren't tasty, just not as tasty as say those Chronicle mode is unusual as it begins 
of Project Gotham in a wash of sepia tones before 

. ¢ at .F. cars to drive. brightening up to full colour as the race But whilst technically the cars don’t live aE Genie wlticavatae conthe ta'thd 
up to other titles at least in style, the REPLAY er shape of motoring facts from each decade. 
oddly shaped cars of the earlier decades, ; CHANGE CAMERA MAIN VIEW ; 
such as the Mercedes 300SL or the boxy 

     the official camera supplier    

       
      



REVIEW 

\ SEGA GT 2002 

rae 1/2 
Lar Time 

Best tap 

  
   

The lights go green on the 
first circuit and it’s go, go, go! 

1998 Mitsubishi Lancer, will keep your 
attention. These in particular can be raced 
in the Chronicle mode in which you can 
select a classic model and race it through 
the decades, upgrading all the time, until 
you eventually go head-to-head against 
the best of the modern world. In essence 
a car fanatic’s dream come true despite 
not looking perfect. 

In the end though, it isn’t the graphics 
which matter with a game like SEGA GT 
2002 but the gameplay. It is here that the 
game excels and offers long term appeal 
and subtle details aplenty thanks largely 
to the main GT mode where you must 

build a garage of glamorous cars from a 
Fiat Punto right up to a Audi TT Coupe. 

Along the way you will race in all 
manner of tournaments and on every 

type of surface. From wintry wastelands 

to professional circuits and raceways 
you'll need to learn different skills and 
ways of driving, as well as earning the 
cash to buy the cars to enter these races. 

Much of the lifespan of a 
game like SEGA GT 2002 
comes from this 
need to collect 

TO YOUR MARKS! 

    

DISPLANCEMENT 1997 
MAX POWER 135 we 
MAX TORQUE 143 1 w+ 
DRIVE TRAIN FP 

vibe 

wor? 7 
Sa suene g 

TOT AS 
00’ 04"519 

It's pretty much a meat and drink kind of track, but you 
should still be looking to post as fast a time as possible...      

The first bend is slow, 

sweeping and slightly dull. 

This goes into a long, open 4 Just one bend to go and one 

straight run. Time to overtake. car to take on the final run. 

and tune cars in order to be eligible for 
further races and courses. But there is 
more as the bigger bucks and better cars 
can only be gained from entering and 
winning the Official Races. These are a 
series of three- race circuits designed for 

the top of the range power cars. The first 
series of tracks are unlocked, the rest and 
their cars can only be accessed by 
passing a driving test. These will sit you 
behind the wheel of an old banger and 
force you through a series of skill tests. 
But once in your pocket that licence will 
give you access to some very tasty treats, 
that is, of course, if you can win the 
subsequent races. 

What more can be said. SEGA GT 2002 

has the cars, moments of originality and 
the track designs to threaten even the 
mighty Project Gotham Racing and if the 

  

XBM RATINGS 
© LOOKS ppp 

Decent looking cars and circuits with moments of beauty and 

nostalgic rich effects, but overall this is simply solid and dependable. 

@ SOUNDS vor 
Decent engine noises and the effects are used impressively to offer a 

heated atmosphere though the music is poor. 

@ GAMEPLAY we 
Excellent course designs, some novel game modes and a multitude 

of options prove too good to put down. 

@ LONGTERM e 
No matter what you have tucked away in the garage there will always 

be another car, upgrade or game mode to play with. 

  

  

graphics were a little more impressive it Why we‘d buy it Why we’ leave it BD 

may just have pipped it. But as it stands © Masses of game modes © Average sound effects } 
. H © Superb and accessible handling © Some workmanlike scenery 

SEGA GT 2002 is a class act and a solid © Challenging track designs Bee as 

second place. IAN = ALTERNATIVELY = © A nosialzic selection of cars © Initially simplistic Al 

PROJECT GOTHAM 
RACING 
Microsoft 

Looks slick and handles perfectly. 
A true Xbox classic. 

Overall 

   

 



& PUBLISHER 
Microids 

In-house 

) GENRE 
Sports 

4) PRICE 
£44.99 

‘ NO 

%) MBOX LIVE 
No 

2 WEBLINK 
Wwww.masters-series- 

videogame.com 

&) RELEASE DATE 
22 November 

HISTORY 
[4 A massive 3D map of the 

Earth shows you your prize, 

only problem is actually 

it as War and Peace offe 

gar the chance to rule 

the world 

PC/PS2/xBox 

ALL THE 
1 STARS © 

SMASH THE WORLD'S GREATEST COURTS! ; 3 

VERDICF i 
series’ XBMRATINGS 

ennis games are out of favour at the 

T moment and there are all too few on the 
Xbox. So this is a chance to redress the 

balance with some classic bat and ball gameplay. 
Everything is in Tennis Masters Series that a 

solid tennis game should have. There are the 
real world courts from Paris to Miami to 
Toronto, and each with their own unique 

surfaces and conditions. 
The players feature a wealth of moves and 

shots to select from and the animation, which 
we are assured spans a massive 500 motion 
captures, is decent enough not to offend the eye. 

A number of game modes allows for 
multiplayer competitions, quick-fix arcade rounds 
and the in-depth Masters Series where you take 
a budding young talent globetrotting around the 
world to all the major tournaments with the goal 
of becoming the world number one. 

Sounds good then. Everything is here that 
should be here. But, sadly, Tennis Masters Series 
just misses the mark on every count. The Al on 

your opponents is shoddy to say the least and 
the ball moves so slowly it’s painful to watch. 

Likewise, the reaction of your player in all his 
500 motion-captured moves is clumsy and feels 
awkward. In any other tennis game a low ball 
passing the player will execute a dive to scoop 
the ball, but not so here and on the occasion the 

player does dive, it’s in the wrong direction. 
This is a shame as the idea behind the 

Masters Series mode offers great depths, it’s just 

a shame the core gameplay is found wanting. 

IAN 

that is nearly SEGA's Virtua 
Tennis in all but name. 

Gi, 
LiFE B paciriclire 

& 

MASTERS SERIES™ oe 

© LOOKS  DDDDD 
Inoffensive, but the players and courts lack real detail. 

© SOUNDS PDP DD 
Very little going on apart from the usual squeak of trainers. 

SGAMEPLAY DPPPPPPPPP 
Clumsy Al and responses ruin a decent idea. 

WLONGTERM BPP PPPPPPD 
The Masters Series mode offers scope for a massive challenge. 

Why we‘ buy it Why wed leave it 

Overall 
Tennis Masters Series is 

slow, clumsy and 

unresponsive. Fans of the 

sport should look elsewhere 

before considering this  



BIG MUTHA 
TRUCKERS 

  

* “ 
HEAVY LOAD 
(2) There is a massive choice 
of cargo available to haul 

ae actoss country in your truck 

-_ Everything from cell phones to 

peaches will potentially make 

you a pretty penny! 

    

   

        

   

    

   

      

     

   

& 4 ADESIGN 
FOR LIFE 
® All of the trucks in the game 
are fully customisable ~— you can 
add pre-drawn designs or just 

create your own using a 
paintshop feature. 

& 
& 

& 

  

4 empireinteractive.co.uk 

DATE 

Out Now 3 TOO SMART 
THEY AIN'T 

| 2 (2) If you are not a careful 
' driver then you'll soon have 

7 
the police on your tail. You'll 

‘ \ have to outrun them before 

yw they stop you and give you a 
night in the cells. 

WHY DON’T YO J CAUGHT BY THE FUZZ: Getting WHAT A WASTER: The characters 
stopped by the coppers will mean are not the smartest fellas 

' a day without profit. NO! we've ever seen! 

Si iol JUST..TRUCK OFF! 
merge together the speed thrills 
of Bond with the more sical rece cane eete hen first presented with Big 

movies. A good idea on paper Mutha Truckers, we must 

a—_ eo admit to being less than 
excited. A driving game featuring a load 
of rednecks with a name that's 
marginally funnier than Michael 
Barrymore's career? Er, can we go back 
to Halo now? 

Yet, a few hours later and with huge 
smiles on the faces of the whole team 
it was obvious that Empire's racer is XBM 

actually something very special — an alg 

original idea which actually works. INFO 

Unlike the very short-lived thrills of : 2] The famous Spielberg killer 
. . truck movie Duel was originally a 

18Wheeler, Big Mutha Truckers is not Palla apt hapa tlie 

simply a case of getting from A to B in was lengthened by just 16 
° . s,s minutes to be made into a feature 

the shortest time, instead it is an film for Europeans 

   
        
    
    
    
     

 



  

  

   

Rocking Sounds! 

  

to go next to make the most profit. 

exercise in capitalism as our hick 
driver attempts to get as much cash as 
possible for his load. It’s up to you 
what you fill your truck with, if you 
really think that there is going to be a 
cheese boom around the corner then 
you can spend all your money on 
dairy products, or if you think that the 
next town has simpler pleasures then 
load up on beer and get going. 

As you visit each town, you can visit 
the local bar where the helpful person 
behind the counter will tell you what 
the other towns are running low on, 
so you can take their advice and visit 
the store. While you are in the bar, 
you can also try your luck on the fruit 
machines, or if your venture is less 
than successful you can get a loan to 
help you rebuild your business. If all 
this sounds more like ‘sim trucking’ 
than an entertaining racer, then think 

again, as the driving sections are 
exciting and challenging, especially 
when time is running out and the next 
town is in sight. 

You're not driving the latest sports 
car, so the handling is very different to 
other racers. Attempting to slam on 
the brakes and cruise around a corner 
will result in the back of the rig 
swinging round and clipping other 

TURN ON YOUR RADIO 

You can return to the map at the end of each level and choose where 

  

drivers, which in turn can attract the 
attention of the cops. Though initially 
tough, you'll soon get the hang of 
driving a hulking great truck though, 
and can concentrate on getting the 
goods to the store in one piece. 

Very successful drivers will even be 
able to upgrade their rig — initially 
this means adding cosmetic items 
such as a new loud horn, but gain 
enough moolah and you can splash 
out on a refrigerated unit which will 
open up an whole new load of 
merchandise opportunities. 

The game has an arcade look but 
there is a great deal of detail here 
too, whether it be the in-cab view, 

which features the truckers’ lunches 
on the dashboards, or the huge 

skyscrapers in Capital City. Sonically 
the game is exceptional, with 
something for everyone rather than 
generic game music — speeding along 
to the sound of Motorhead is a treat 
in itself! 

Whilst Big Mutha Truckers is never 
likely to gain the mainstream success 
of many other racers, there should be 

an audience out there for this great 
fun adventure and we smell a cult 
hit...or is that just the smell of those 
damn rednecks? KENDALL 

    

BIG MUTHA TRUCKERS ® 8 

msc l @ LOOKS 

@ SOUNDS 

@ GAMEPLAY 

@ LONG TERM 

Why we‘ buy it 
© Quirky characters 

© Excellent soundtrack 
© Challenging missions 
© Original idea 

acne «=>» Overall 

  

This has the classic arcade look 

the backgrounds are very detailed too. 

   
    

   

A 

It’s just like being 
there; you can almost smell 

the pork rinds. 

  

XBM RATINGS 

everything is well animated and 

In similar fashion to the GTA series, you can flick through radio 

channels and listen to brilliant licensed tunes. 

The emphasis here is on fun and you'd have to be a particularly 

dour player not to have a smile on your face by the end. 

You can play the game differently every time, taking different loads 

to each town and seeing how much cash you can acquire. 

Whywedleaveit 
© Not the deepest game ever 
© Tricky handling 
© Humour can wear thin 
© No sense of danger 

  
071



PHANTOM CRASH xRM 
3 INFO if 

. a — == «= =. = 
(©) Mech games seem to be all 
the rage at the moment. Gun 
Metal is already out; Mech 

Assault is nearly here, as is 

Robotech. Add to that Battle 
Engine and Steel Battalion and 
you've got system overload! 

  

  

  

    

(=) PUBLISHER 
Phantagram 

() DEVELOPER 
Genki 

GENRE 
Shoot-em-up 

PRICE 
£44.99 

  

BH
 

eB 
B&
 

|    
WEBLINK 
www.phantagram.com 

RELEASE DATE 
22 November 

BH
 

® 
& 

Ww 

MONEY” 219.130     

THE BLUE 
PETER OF 
MECH SHOOT 
~EM-UPS... 

he first time we saw this game we hours customising your mechs (or 
thought it had potential to be a Scoobies as they are known in this 

    
decent mech game. The battle game) and fine-tuning their 

     

  

    

  

+ ; A sudden-death fighting 

MMONEY 279: 680 if ee certainly seemed furious enough to performance in between each battle. 

-— aa a, og epee keep any action-craving freak happy, the This is also a feature that makes this 

00:00:16 — 4 Alive 3. bit controls felt smooth (always a worry mech game stand out from the rest. 
ye Bs with mech games) and looks-wise it It may sound odd but this plays very 

xBOx didn’t induce any vomit. The problem is much like Gran Turismo. You've got a 

HHOODOWA x 0001 MONEY 

072 SS=07 

    

14,790 

we didn't initially realise just how much 
potential there was in Phantom Crash. 

You see, the unrelenting action we 

had seen previously only makes for half 
of the gameplay. Pick up the pad on this 
game and you're committing yourself to 
spending half your time staring at 
glorified menu screens. But strangely 
this is a good feature. We don’t know 
why but it is strangely addictive to spend 

map screen that acts as your hub and 
from here you can visit manufacturers, 
go to your garage, buy extra parts for 
your mech and upgrade those parts at a 
tune-up shop. In fact, if anything this 
game is even more detailed than Gran 
Turismo because once you've bought 
each individual part you cannot simply 
forget about it and concentrate on the 
next upgrade.  



  

    

  

    

  

   

ANEW 
CONTENDER 
When you first play 
Phantom Crash the sheer 
number of menus and 
options can be quite 
daunting. Just don’t try 
and hover before you 

10.940NY 

ROMEO TEM GR es ERE: 
IT’S THE MUSIC THAT YOU CHOOSE 

  

      

  

     

      

   
      

    

      

      

can scuttle! . ee 

: 

4 Photon®-J@ . Peet 
Mie 

The first task on your ‘to do’ list 

is mech purchase. You don't 
begin the game with much money 
so you can't buy anything too fancy 
yet. Just pick something you like the 
look of. 

Mr. 

boroge 

TOWN: MAP 

[2] With your mech in the garage 
you can take in the game hub. 

From here you can buy parts, check 

out new mechs, customise your 
mech, perform upgrades and (more 
importantly) enter contests. 

Every few battles you find ‘yourself 
moving parts around and spending 
more money earned on fine-tuning. 

[3] To begin with you need to 
enter some general skirmish 

battles. These allow you to rack up 

experience as well as money. This 
can then be used in order to beef 

up your current mech up to 
2. cutting out the manufacturer 

competition standard. 
completely. The depth of the 
customisation does mean the number 
of options and menu screens on offer 
can be a little confusing and 
occasionally awkward to navigate. 
However, the whole process is so 

addictive you'll overlook any fine- 
tuning the game might need in this 
area to concentrate on souping up 

your machines. 
Once you've finally got a beast 

It's wise to leave the first few 

battles before they're over. The 
last thing you want is to win some 
money and then lose it all in repairs 
because you've taken so much 
damage in the fight! 

one of the many battle arenas to try 
and move yourself up through the 
rankings. The game takes place on a 
day-to-day basis and you can only take 

Eventually you get to the stage where 
you can build a mech up from scratch, 

you're happy with you can take it into 

~ 

PHANTOM CRASH ® 

   DAY-12 
Has standard (lock 

145.770NY % 

Set 
Ae : 

. i 

“CHIP'NANE. Rat 
PRICE “30, OGONY (on 

“RoNGSYV AE-M7 C2 3 RRENT M 

1 the Roll 
  

  

DAY-12 TIME 00:06:39 

part in one contest a day. Now here's 
where it gets tricky because you need 
to plan ahead which fights you're 
going to enter. Some are ranked, 
others have free entry and then you 
get the restricted categories where 
specific mech types are needed. 

If you're not patient then this is 
where the game may start to get on 
your nerves. You need to build up a lot 
of money with which to pump up your 
mech by initially battling through lower 
class battle after lower class battle. Just 
like racing through all the small races 
in Gran Turismo so you've got the 
horsepower to compete with the big 
boys. This can be frustrating but it’s 
worthwhile as there’s always that one 
arm, leg or gun that sits as your goal at 
the end of all your hard battling. 

This does, however, point out the 
biggest flaw with Phantom Crash. Sure, 

   SHOOTDOWN x00 11 

  

MONEY 

  

82.120 

   
SEWER RAT: On one level you get to go 

several stories beneath the city streets. 

DAY-14 TE 00:14:10 

HIT 

        SHOOTOOWN X 0037 MONEY. 134,450 

HEADS UP: The game feels very much like 

a first-person shooter.



  

     

         

    

       

   

  

   

    

PHANTOM CRASH 

     
  2 OBEY THE 

_ RAT! 
' B® As you fight you get 

suggestions from your robot's Al 

chip. In this case a tiny Rat 

called Chu. The comedy value 

never ends. 

    
DAY-01 

58.210 

AIR CONDITIONED: Your surroundings aren't 

as destructible as in Mech Assault. 

DAY-OT TIME 00-01 -56 

  

CAMPERVAN: If you want to head up to a 
nice perch and snipe you can. 

   42 DAY ME 00:00:26 

  

      
   

SMOOTH 2 IT’S GOOD 
RUNNING TO KILL 
{] Mech games have a [ If you're going to get 

isl reputation for being si anywhere you need to rack up 
clumsy, but that all c ng some serious money with 

       
    

    

     
   

       

Publisher Phantagram may 

be a relatively small company 

that is new to the Xbox but it's 

already got planned a few more 

T Japanese influenced games. On fi 
SHOOTDOWN x 00 ] ] the way are stent MONEY 4 ] , 1 LS 

WHERE'S WALLY?: Every mech (with the Shadowfront, Duality, Shining 

right parts) has the ability to cloak. Lore and Kingdom Under Fire 2. 

| and seeing ‘missile alert’ flash 

on the screen shouldn't 

mean game over! 

which to buy parts. enter 

tournaments, hue mechs 

and so on. 

  

      

MECH IT YOURSELF Eee 
The customise options in this 
game are ridiculously extensive! XBM RATINGS 

Once you've got your mech you can buy parts for . @ LOOKS Seer eSesevp 
it. This includes the legs, arms, body, microchips, bal =} YS It’s all very Japanese but It actually surprised us how good this game looks! Tr 

colour patterns, stickers, cloaking devices and (uo =\4 missile trails and the use of soft focus all make for good viewing. 

many more. As well as being able to swap and bE JI Sie Jlceton) kona} ‘bed JL" > ho axes 
change parts you can build a mech from scratch, e. i R 

         
       

      

don't let that put you off 

Phantom Crash is one helluva 

good game. It’s the mix g SOUNDS OD 

between a fairly traditional The game makes very good use of surround sound but the sound 
shoot-'em-up and the RPG effects aren't exactly spectacular. 
stylings of Gran Turismo that 

crtive. Add @ GAMEPLAY PeeeCeeeoDD to this some excellent 
Once you get used to how the game is supposed to be played it 

becomes addictive. Repeti yes, but very addictive, 

WLONGTERM SPPPP PPD 

  

   
     

  

        
using whatever pieces you have and you can also 
spend extra money on tuning individual parts. 
Hours will be spent looking at these kinds of 
screens but the sad thing is it’s all very addictive! 
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makes it so an ac 

graphics, top tunes and some 

bizarre Japanesey style and 

la. It 

e to see 

  

winning forme      

     

    
    

       would have bee 

  

all the events you compete in are slotting customisation helps to break up the action 
     

   

. ° ‘ hi 3 Z i some muluiprayer Building up a garage full of mechs can te 

into different categories but they all boil but variety on the battlefield is lacking. This included an perhps a bit more time indeed. This is great value for mone 
down to your basic ‘if it moves nuke it’ would've also made the already fun four- vertetion in the smnge, Paver 

° . 2 but on the whole 
deathmatch. The game looks very cool in player mode even more enjoyable. ea 2 = Why we'd buy it Why we'd leave it & 
action — the soft focus blur effect on the Not that you should let this put you off. definitely worth considering 
backgrounds is impressive, the mech This is still one very addictive and most ICK 
models are imaginative and the battle enjoyable game to play for both the battles @ ALTERNATIVELY © 
effects suitably eye-popping. Why though and the huge number of possibilities for 
didn’t the developer think to include some your mechs. Now we know this all sounds i BATTLECRY Overall 
different game modes? a little bit sad, and to a large extent it is, [2 This looks original but scrape off 

Surely it’s not too much to ask for a but once you start fiddling with your pheirkersebnieilteallll A fantastic mech shooter 
couple of team games, a capture the flag, Scoobie you will become addicted to , that has been overloaded 
domination, a tag game, something, Phantom Crash. |s it wrong to go to sleep "= famg_with customisable options. 
anything, please! The game controls very at night thinking about a new pair of legs - 
much like a first-person shooter does, so for your mech rather than a pair of legs for 
it's not as if these additions would've your dream girl? We hope not. 
seemed out of place or anything. The mech MIKE 
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A RACETRACK 

PlayStation.e 

  8 MANIC CHARACTERS 24 FUN-SIZE TRACKS 48 MICRO MACHINES ENEWS BOMB TAG MODE 
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MEDAL OF HONOR: 
FRONTLINE 

  

    

    

a
e
 INFORMATION 

) PUBLISHER 
Electronic Arts 

3] 
& 

First-person shooter 

Fa 
ES 

&
 

& 
x 

PRICE 
£44.99 

PLAYERS 
1-4 

DOLBY 5.1 
Yes 

WIDESCREEN 
No 

MBOX LIVE 
No 

WEBLINK Es 

www.medalofhonor.com 

RELEASE DATE 
6 December 

& 

         
    

  

EA has many internal t seems like yesterday that we 
development teams and most of were in the midst of World War il 

it's games are sports tie-ins (FIFA < ; 
Madden etc) and it's fair to say it's Guns blazing all around, planes 

  

      not the most exciting developer 

on Earth, but it produces solid 

titles like the MOH series. 

flying overhead, bombs exploding, a 
multitude of ‘fires in the hole ‘ and 
poor old Private Caparzo getting 
caught in the crossfire by the dastardly 
Hun. Hang on; that wasn’t real was it? 
Following the classic movie, Saving 
Private Ryan, we endured a swathe of 
television spin-offs, old war-movies 
and documentaries covering 
everything to do with tanks, rations, 

  

prisoners of war and blitzed Cockneys 
rolling-out-the-barrel down the local 
King’s Kneecaps. 

Al OF HONOR: 

RONTLINE 
SO REAL YOU CAN TASTE THE BULLETS! 

But it wasn’t all bad — a brilliant 
update of the Medal Of Honor series 
called Frontline appeared on the PS2 
and EA has finally got around to 
converting it to the Xbox. Although it’s 
a little late to catch the WWII wave, this 
is still an exceptionally engrossing 
shooter in its own right. 

You start out on a landing boat 
chugging its way to the beach, when 
all of a sudden fighters roar overhead 
spraying the boats with machine gun 
fire. Keep your head up and you'll see 
the boat next to you explode in a spray 
of fire, metal and human bodies. Then 
the boom of the guns gets slowly   

INFO lf 
[2 Captain Dave Dye is a war 
expert who acted as a technical 

consultant and provides narration 

throughout the game 

    so
r 

8 40 

  

       
louder and the next thing you know 
you've been blown out of your boat, 
into the water and onto the beach. 

Not the most elegant of arrivals, but 
from there on you've got to find the 
soldiers in your unit, provide covering 
fire against the massive gun decks 
and protect a soldier carrying a 
massive explosive device that is 
needed to breach the defences. 
Although it’s gung-ho in places 
(especially at the start), Frontline 
carries on the MOH tradition of being 
largely a game requiring ingenuity and 
stealth on the part of the player. 
That's not to say there aren’t some 

  



MEDAL OF HONOR: FRONTLINE ® ~ 

rr. a     
   

DeTr 
Cafpsted Bayes ‘ *, 

OMAHA GOD = yy oe Na 
IT’S GOOD * % 
You've seen the start of 
Saving Private Ryan? 
Well, the start of this 
game puts you on that 
boat heading to Omaha 
beach. It’s amazing! 

  

Twenty seconds. Take a good 
look around at your buddies 

Find your captain. He’s not ' - 

too difficult to locate and ay Ft Press ACTION to Open Door 

he'll give you orders... : 

Rescue your team. Within TANK TOP: Heavy metal like this needs a big grenade. So pull the pin and [A] Abia GA GA: That's one DJ who won't 
seconds the team is in see how Fritz likes a bit of British workmanship. be making any more announcements. 

trouble — bail them out. ey 

fierce gun battles though. But this 
being a semi-realistic portrayal of Pa MOUNT THE CANNON 
WWII events you'll find no lasers, 
hoverjets or stealth camouflage pick- 
ups. Instead you've got Garrand rifles, 
Thompson (Tommy) guns, Springfield 
sniper rifles, grenades and mounted 
machine guns at your disposal. 

Up against you are tanks, planes 
Fire on the machine guns. and a range of tin-helmeted Huns 
Some precise aiming will be using pretty much the same range of 

required at this stage of the level. weapons. You may get the impression 
— especially after using a range of 
alien technology in Halo — that this 
would be a pretty boring step 
backwards; you'd be wrong! There is 
far more satisfaction to be found in ¢ >    pumping good old-fashioned bullets 
into a human being, using a gun that 
bangs and rattles like an old banger 

Blow a hole through the starting a the arian than there Although your Tommy gun is a rattling death monster, occasionally you'll come across 

defences in order for you ever is in firing a futuristic energy mounted machine guns like this. So roll out the barrel and point it at the biggest mass 

and your comrades to advance. cannon. The only real concession to of German guards you can find or use it to take out heavily defended gun turrets. Jerry 
reality is your ability to absorb takes a pasting and you'll be in Berlin before Christmas. 

multiple bullet wounds and pick up 

m1 92
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YOU ARE 
NOT ALONE 
You and your fellow 
soldiers are fighting 
Fritz together... 

Unlike earlier Medal Of Honor 
games, Frontline portrays the 
brutal events of battle as very much 
a team sport. On your side are the 

good old Allies storming the 
beach, running around the village 
and generally taking on the Hun. It 
brings the whole experience to life, 
but they are pretty much there for 
show rather than being an integral 
part of the game — you0 don't 

interact with them that much and 
most of the killing is down to you. 

   

health packs — apart from that it’s realism 
all the way. The game itself is pretty much 
a straightforward port of the PS2 version. 
Not that there’s a huge deal wrong with 
the original — but it’s more than a tad 
disappointing to find that some of the 
flaws haven't been dealt with. It’s still 
choppy in places, and although the PS2 
magazines picked up on this — they 
tended to overlook it in favour of the 
realism and gameplay. On the Xbox 
though, the occasionally stuttering frame 
rate obviously mars proceedings, especially 
when there seems to be no obvious 
reason for it to be anything other than 
silky smooth — after all it’s not pushing 
anywhere near as many polygons around 
as other shooters. 

Mainly though, it’s the lack of 
improvements, rather than any obvious 
flaws, that brings the Xbox version down in 
our estimation. Looking visually identical to 
the PS2 version is forgivable (just about), 

but loading in-between the level sections 
isn’t — especially when you continue from 
exactly the same point as you stop. The 

078 D2=n7 

MEDAL OF HONOR: 

  

2 THE ONLY 
GOOD NAZI 

That's the aim 

    st
 

  

HOW MUCH     1 

3 HEALTH > 
OMPAS: 

63) it helps you fi 
  

ne 

~~ XBM RATINGS 
UL00KS ss BPP PSST EP 

It looks like a PS2 port. Which is exactly what it is. It’s not terrible 

looking, but it could easily have been improved. 

@ SOUNDS Pe Ooe re ODP 
Some stirring theme music and plenty of screaming death brings 

the atmosphere to life. 

SGAMEPLAY DPPPPPPPPD 
Two missions are great, stirring feelings of loss and pain and the 

horrors of war, the rest are disappointingly comic book. 

WLONGTERM SPPPP PPD 
There are plenty of in-depth missions to work your way through, but 

the new multiplayer mode is a bit weak. 

Xbox has a hard drive and, as many other 
games have obviously demonstrated, it is 
perfectly capable of loading the next section 
into memory whilst you're playing the 
current one. When you've finished an entire 
level the break is understandable, but 

there's no reason for you to sit through a 
loading screen in the midst of battle. 

It is the inclusion of a four-player 
deathmatch mode, sorely lacking in the 
PS2 version that’s the main improvement. 
But as far as multiplayer games go it's not 
really the most spectacular festival of 
murder and mayhem to be found in f 
of your joypad. As with the main game 
it’s fairly slow and not much of a battle. 
There are also far too few play options 
compared to the latest generation of 
shoot-’em-ups. 

For all this whinging though, we can’t 
avoid the undeniable fact that Medal of 
Honor Frontline was, and indeed still is, 

an very good game. From the second 
you're flung off the boat to the last bullet 
you fire into a Nazi you'll be hooked on 
the classic gameplay. MARK 

Whywedleavet 

A great PS2 game, is now a 

great Xbox game with a 
multiplayer mode included. 
But it's disappointing that 

the main game doesn't 

show more Xbox 
improvements. 
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Eiies, JEBIVI   

DYNASTY WARRIORS 3 

we #4i 

has begun balile with Yan Zhenc? 

KOE! CALLS IT 
BATTLEFIELD 
ACTION, WE CALL 
IT HACK 'N SLASH! 
i t's the weekend; you've just brought yourself a SECOND OPINION Ec But). Pep PE 

It’s not going to break any new ground, and you've probably seen it 

all before on PlayStation2. 

@ SOUNDS ep eeer 
Very bland, with lots of screaming and clashing steel, but you've 

heard it before and it probably sounded better than this! 

GAMEPLAY errr res 
Try talking to the dullest person in school and multiplying it by ten 

you might be getting somewhere. 

@ LONG TERM DPPPD 
There is certainly plenty to unlock here with a vast numbers of 

levels, but wanting to actually do it is something else. 

brand-new Xbox, DVD remote thrown into the 
deal with perhaps a discount on an extra 

controller and SCART lead. You're looking for the 
multiplayer game for when you finish in the pub later 
on. Then the spotty guy behind the counter 
recommends Dynasty Warriors 3 — you take the 
advice and the deal is done. It's now 7:00pm, you 
fancy getting a bit of practice on your new game 
before the lads come back later. The game boots in 
and then it hits you! Dynasty Warriors 3 is like no 
other, and we're not talking a good thing here. 

For the first hour or so you may find this game 
extremely enjoyable, and quite rightly so — running 
around vast landscapes on horseback killing hundreds Why we‘d buy it Whywedleaveit 
of enemies with your weapon of choice can be © 20 huge missions © Not enough depth 
enjoyable But this novelty will soon wear off, and you @ Triple digit death counts © Poor character animation 

i y a ea ea rte Nae is © Massive environments @ Price 
will probably find yourself finishing it just for the sake a ALTERNATIVELY — © 2 20 eeepnant © Looks like a PS2 title 

of it. The game boasts a massive 20 levels, all of BLADE 2 
which are vast with thousands of enemies in each, ACTIVISION Overall 

A Sen" 5 Another hack ‘n slash fest that but there just isn’t enough depth here for it to warrant pant fees eae 

the hefty £45 price tag. Ok, so you may be drawn in 
by the fact that there are a whopping 40 playable 
characters to be unlocked in total, each of which has 
their own intros and ending cut-scenes. But we are 
certainly not sold. If you're looking to waste your 
money buy this now, no, buy two copies. However, if 
you have any sense leave this well alone! ROB    

079



ROBOTECH: 
BATTLECRY 

e XBMLETS 
@ OUT AT XENA- 

LIKE SHRIEK BATTLECRY #22" STRAIGHT IN... 
Ww: the merits and shortfalls of cel- 
Wy sire no-one can deny that the technique 

lends itself to such licenses as Battlecry 
extremely well indeed. Whereas 3D games based 
upon animé would, not so long ago, have had to py pl at 3 
eschew the stylings of their inspiration (think Ghost In BA XBM RATINGS 
The Shell), developers are now able to more closely SECOND OPINION [alc pe 
ape the key aesthetic character of animated brands... Z If ° Battlecry is something of a looker and, given cel-shading's 

and that's what's scary. Because just like the commercial success, a brave move to boot. 
minimalism of Rez, the breathtaking beauty of co and 
the indulgent grandeur of Unreal Tournament 2003, bs SOUNDS had 

i t ‘ans of the series will appreciate this most, but it's clear some 
such an overt emphasis on graphical concerns can't effort has gone into audio and it's paid off. 
help but make cynical journalists wonder if gameplay 
has taken a backseat as they wait for playable code. It @ GAMEPLAY PP eer 
was with some trepid ation then, that XBM sat down Dead-on average. You really get the feeling that Vicious Cycle is 

to review Battlecry, hoping that, as with those fine warming up for something big — but this ain't it. 

titles, it would play as least as well as it looked... @ LONG TERM PRPRPRepw 
It doesn't. And, ironically, the graphics are at least Once the novelty looks have wom off, Battlecry only has its 

partially to blame for this in that they've given Vicious unremarkable gameplay to fall back upon. 
Cycle free reign to clutter up the screen with far 
more... erm, clutter than is strictly tenable. Of course, 

  
    

Why we'd buy it Whywedleave J 
we all like a teeming and thus immersive theatre o' © Looks pretty swish © City combat is monotonous 
war, but despite offering a Wing Commander-style © Plenty going on © Doesn't help players focus 

NA [2001 re A a ‘ © Nice basic fee! © Narrative is overly indulgent 
aiming-recticule, your heads-up display doesn't take © Authentic use of license © No, really overly indulgent 
the next logical step and indicate which direction 
offscreen your intended prey is. The result? Mid-battle 
confusion and a disenchanting randomality to 
proceedings that the variety offered by your Veritech’s 
different combat modes just can't compensate for. 

Regardless, the engine is slick and the action thick 
enough to make Battlecry worthy of interest; just 
know that the gameplay mechanics throughout fail to 
present the depth needed to truly engage long-term. 
MARK    



NFL FEVER 2003 ® 

aN 
[4] Kevin Colabro and Ron Pitts 
provide Fever 2003s swanky 

commentary. No, we haven't 

es heard of them either, but still 
Ld ‘ 

de f i 2 

ae — , 
4 = 

“ — —_ > © 

« 

, * bd 

- . 4 

pa ee A TE. RT CRE 4 in ae a 
eee 4 

eee 

4 . ‘ 
Brunell : 

ie 

COLOURFUL | 
4 LANGUAGE 

_ {& Plays denoted by colour is 

2003. Unlike, say, the Feve 
  

  

MegaDrive's ABC configuration, 
INFORMATION hitting the corresponding button 

on the Xbox pad is an acquired 

{] PUBLISHER skill and frustrating until 

Microsoft second-nature. 

NFL FEVER 2005 
pues TIMEOUT! LET’S SEE IF MICROSOFT'S 

Microsoft Game Studios 

LATEST IS WORTH A PUNT... 
Online play, rosters ow the hell did we get roped into this foreign 

J WEBLINK nonsense? This is a question which videogame 
microsoft.com/games [gngh!] journa-[strain!]-lists usually ask 

themselves after being bribed into covering anything 
that originated from France. But it’s just as applicable XBM RATINGS 
to American Football — a sport which, despite enjoying 
a brief period of UK popularity towards the tail end of @ LOOKS Beers Ss sepvp 
the so-called Fridge’s era, has failed to make ten yards 
on its initial blitz into our culture, let alone score a 
touchdown. Good thing then, that your plucky 
reviewer has an answer... American Pro Football! 

Y'see American Pro Football, a Master System 
game, was so enthralling upon its original release that, 
even to this day, we'll throw a cursory glance towards 
the odd new NFL game in the vain hope that 
someone has managed to capture its straightforward 
2D gameplay and wrap it in the fripperies of 3D. 
Madden, by virtue of its ludicrous inertia, failed 

[&) Amped earned itself a very miserably; Blitz, though fun, was way OTT; Fever, on 

prepara bh oth ssheeed Rs the other hand, is close enough to almost entice one 
with rather fantastic skills to back into the game. 
apmahss Almost. Whilst undeniably slick and pleasingly 

playable, Fever 2003 still falls foul where giving the 
impression of truly meaningful input is concerned. It's 
not a matter of the plays being gobbledygook to 

xBox 

There's no denying that this is a great looking game with professional 

and unobtrusive TV stylings. 

@ SOUNDS SRSSC eS PD 
The running commentary is great, helping to draw players into 

proceedings greatly, spot effects are appropriate and the music ‘dope’. 

SGAMEPLAY DPPPPPPUDD 
A work of smoke and mirrors in that it’s ostensibly less good than it 

has you believe — we're impressed! 

WLONGTERM DPPPPPPODPD 
It's tempting, given the inevitable 2004 release, to award it a ‘3’ or 

something, but you really won't need to upgrade. 

Why we'd buy it Whywedleaveit 

anyone who can pronounce ‘aluminium’ properly; ee ree sane Overall 
rather it’s a touch too difficult to judge exactly how [5 Precticelly the seme game, only 

cheaper, Microsoft is daft. i 7 

much breathing space you have at any one time. Give yourself to it and Fever 
Whether each play is successful or not is therefore ' 2003 will provide some class 
something for which one rarely feels wholly American Footy action. 
responsible, although the overall sheen ensures that 
your suspension of disbelief can easily compensate. 

A worthy alternative to the established lines then, 
but no American Pro Football [wink]. MARK  



BLACKSTONE: 
MAGIC AND STEEL 

SPECIAL 
PEOPLE 
( Each player has a special 

that can be used (like this) to 
take care of tricky situations. 

When you use it the screen 

darkens to concentrate on 

the one performing the 

+ ow move or spell. : 

    

    

  

    

  

    
      

       

         

    

INFORMATION 

  

() PUBLISHER 
Xicat 

*) DEVELOPER 
Xpec Fs : 2 _—. te 

0) GENRE 4 . Z. . 3 pce : 
Adventure < “ = * é = 

we 

i 4 CHARACTER 
—/ * BUILDING 

© The information boxes at 
Te — the bottom of the screen show 

your health, gold, magic power 

the spells you hold and other 

such information. You only 

feally need to know about 

health and magic 

  

www..xicat.com/games 
/blkstones.html 

22 November _ PLAY MORE 
+ a Y 0 u - 3 ({) Unlike Gauntlet where you 

only get a handful of 
characters to pick from, there 

are loads on offer in this 

5 9 Ssaeeeeeeeneee emma 9g 3 game and plenty of hidden 
ones to unlock. Classes are 

2 4 Warlock, Thief, Warrior 

\ ; Archer and Pirate. 

BLACKSTONE: 
MAGIC AND STEEL 
DISTINCTLY LACKING IN THE ‘MAGIC’ DEPARTMENT... 

very long time ago in a galaxy videogame past. Why any developer 
not so far away Midway released would think to do this is a mystery. It’s 

See eo a fantastic arcade game that was not as if any subtlety has been applied 
Xicat only this time with a known as Gauntlet. Amazing for its to cover up the payment of homage to 

aay opel time, it enabled four friends to fight Gauntlet — even the character classes 
= side by side through wave after wave of include Warrior, Archer and Warlock! 

bizarre creatures. Then Midway tried to But then as you begin to play you 
update this template onto next- realise exactly why it is Xpec has 
generation systems. Anyone who has decided to make this game. Nobody 
seen Dark Legacy will know that this could deny that Dark Legacy was bad 
did not work. Both games and gamers (see our score of two in issue 7) and 

had evolved way beyond anything the what has happened here is that another 
old classic could offer. developer has created the game that 

Why is this relevant you ask? Well, Gauntlet should have been. That's not 

   
   

  

    
    
    
      xBox 

BlackStone: Magic And Steel is basically _to say this is a good thing but at least 
Gauntlet reborn. A four-player jaunt into BlackStone is good to play in short 
repetitive action led by the ghost of bursts. At least an effort has been made



BLACKSTONE: MAGIC AND STEEL ® 

  

       

     

              
      
       

     

     

FLAME GRILLED: You'd be surprised how easy it 

is to stumble into one of those fire jets. 

    

FIRE WORKS: Use a firebomb to scorch the 

earth and watch the enemies try and get you. f 

  

  

The first major challenge you come : Developer Xpec has created 

up against in this game takes the one other Xbox title called . 

f f a t le-like b Th Neverland Saga. Only available in 

a” OF a NUge cope me east. e be Japan it is an online card-based 

first time you face it you're fighting game featuring the 

characters from the Spectral 
“4 r ~ guaranteed to use up a couple of Pi celles 
continues, until you realise that it 

can only be attacked for the briefest 

of moments when it plunges its 

oversized beak into the ground.   
   to include fun features like a decent worth it for what boils down to a 

magic system and ride on creatures. In wholly average game? @ LOOKS Ppprppp 

fact, at times this can feel like a bizarre BlackStone doesn’t look anywhere s esnlas Wa ieee cra The average textures slapped all over the levels are counterbalanced 

lovechild of Gauntlet and Golden Axe. near amazing, the gameplay quickly in a time because nicely by some fairly decent magic and explosion effects. 

Unsurprisingly, this title has becomes repetitive and the music? oe Pe meer 

managed to retain the inherent Well let's just say that we wouldn't sit : ‘ OS aig 4 
problem of both these arcade classics. be surprised if it came from an he late Eighti to al not that you lose anything by ditching the sound effects. 

Without exception the camera is album in the bargain bin at an open Jeielvetc 

incredibly annoying. In one-player you air market or perhaps even a New wisionesjonstini mit WGAMEPLAY BPP PPPPP 

do not have the option to rotate it, Age incense outlet. Yes there is some particul 2 brought up Tis can be fun for-very short bursts of pray but over long periods 

which as you might imagine becomes fun to be had here, but you'll ninaetresedics as aii mbacmees ncecramabe 

annoying. However this pales in probably get bored long before you PORES ZLONGTERM SUSUR RPRPRPD 

comparison to the problems faced in unlock all the characters or see the Eighties b 0 the There are lots of charact nlock but that requires playing 

two-player or above — even the most final 26th level. There are better pest (OU Oe oe eee through it more than once. A real challenge! 

mild-mannered nun would turn red- games to buy this month. MIKE seriglis raat ers clase i 
faced arguing with her mates whilst jour player. Leave it al Why we’ buy it Why wed leave it 

playing this. %o7 

Not being able to run off beyond 

the confines of the screen because 
another player is trying to step the 

. i \ : GAUNTLET: DARK LEGACY 
other way in order to grab some i Midway Overall 

rapidly fading gold is guaranteed to Z ap ng ppl foment 

cause arguments. Then you've got the finer qualities of BlackStone. We thought that this kind 

whole ‘who needs the health?’ é of game had died a long 
question. Stalemate situations are far time ago. Apparently we 

too common and frustrations levels wee 

ais high oS regular basis. The A MIND OF MAGIC: Collect a magic scroll 

question you have to ask yourself and you can call upon it any time to set 

though, is whether or not all this is off a pretty display like this. 
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Can't wait? Don't wait! 

   

      

  

      

       

  

     

      

Call now for our 
New Christmas Catalogue 

0845 345 4440 

Amazing Xbox 
Bundle Offer 
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Morrowind - The Elder Jedi Knight Il - Jedi Robot Wars - Extreme 
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OUT: 15 Nov 

pte XB0126 £39 za 
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Blinx The Time Sweeper Championship Manager 
OUT NOW! 02/03 OUT: 22 Nov 

Ce £42°° iz XB0197 £22 om XB0311 £37”           

   

Scan our online UK release lists. Then set e-mail alerts that keep 

you notified of any change of dates. We can’t make the games come 

2) any quicker but we can at least let you know any date changes as 

soon as we do. Visit www.gameplay.co.uk to be kept informed. 

Sega GT 200 Tom Clancy’s Splinter Cell 

jo ee Gamelan is me UK’s largest Saeki 
Code: xB0305 E.Mey direct to home games specialist Code:xB0296 fm AU      
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Free Delivery within the UK > Nothing to pay until the game is on it’s way 

0845 345 4440 
open 7 days mon-fri: 8am-9pm sat: 9am-6pm_ sun: 10am - 6pm 

gameplay.co.uk 
on-line shopping: 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 
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METAL DUNGEON ® 

{ Developer Panther Software ™ 
has also created another Xbox 
game called Brave Knight: 

* [ Ueveland Avenue. Originally a 
* = Dreamcast title, it's sort of a 

j dating simulation featuring lots of 
eager Japanese Manga girls! 

      

                  

   
    
    
    
    
    
     

   

          

      

1 MEDICINE 
‘ 

© You begin the game with a 
~ health value of well under 100, 

but build up your characters 
enough and you can get some 

seriously massive damage 
__ bars. Of course, the opponents 

" get tougher too! 

c 
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fair size but you do get a nice view-obscuring 

map that can be examined. 

__ @ PUBLISHER 
>. | & Xicat 

1S (4) DEVELOPER 
led Panther Software 

. |." (2 GENRE | "< 
. Adventure/Strategy = sate i.e ae L EVIL RESIDENT: For the most part the enemies 

PRICE a -_— r , you face look fairly average at best, but every 
£44.99 te — , = ‘ so often you get one that looks the part. 

  

  

ANORAK AND 
WARM FLASK OF 
SQUASH NOT 
INCLUDED!    

     

    

  

       

~~ XBMRATINGS 
   

  

    

he very name ‘dungeon’ implies pain and @ LOOKS  DpRpppD 
suffering beyond the likes of which even : in the ha = Bland repetitive textures house some average character models 

daytime TV can offer. And suffering you will This really is the f game not much of a display of power. 
have when you play Metal Dungeon if you're not into ie adnan 4 nay ope seg een sane iaaeeee © SOUNDS SPP PDPDDPD this kind of thing — otherwise known as hard-core seri wai ven 

e . The music is far from inspiring and the ind effects hardly do the 

D&D-style RPG shenanigans. exploratior t to rouse magic spells or attacks any justice. 

There is no messing around in this game. The sopbaninhecsabretede de 
mutant cyborg story is practically non-existent, the een SGAMEPLAY = DDDDD 
training poor and the presentation minimal. You’re t | Fantasy The dungeons may be randomly generated but the game gets 

- ae bien 2h repetitive far too quickly. 
pushed into the deep end before you even have a seagrass 
chance to suck in a breath. The idea is to create a jap aseareprele ite WLONGTERM SSPPPPRPRPRPD 
team of characters and take them through ten re than a hint of majest If you actually manage to get into the game there is a lot to do and 
randomly generated levels of Metal Dungeon building alli ae Ml Seagate you can spend many hours building your characters. 

up stats, experience and so on as you go. RPG wi ' : : : 
There is a niche market out there that loves this eal to the role-play Why we‘ buy it Why wed leave it - 

kind of game and at the moment this is the only one robs hig 
of its kind on the Xbox. Hopefully better will come 
because this game feels like it needs a lot more work. 

racter buildi turn i The cha acte| building can turn into an THE ELDER SCROLLS Ill: 
obsessive/compulsive disorder but the game looks MORROWIND 
awful and the turn-based battles (some of which are Ubi Soft     

     

    

    

Overall 
© A fine free-roaming character- 

BLACKSTONE: MAGIC random) get very repetitive. building RPG that is let down in It looks like there's more 

AND STEEL It really is a shame that more time and effort hasn't ve Pee eet. than a just little rust in this 
been put into Metal Dungeon because the Xbox Metal Dungeon. A rather 

BOR. TOTALGAMES.NET needs a geek game like this one. As it is, only the a mete 

Gites JGBIVI most hardened fan would find enjoyment here and oe 
dans we can only recommend the door be locked and the 

key thrown away to this particular dungeon. MIKE 

    

  

   
   

  

   

 



REVIEW 

RALLY FUSION 

   

   

  

   

    

   

    
   

    

  

      

  

   

      

   

THE JOY OF 
-URE 

(£3) Some of the textures on 
the tracks are well handled 
and on the Hill Cimb mode 
there's an impressive 

avalanche section. 

  

Activision 

“| DEVELOPER 
Climax Brighton - : — 

Racing 1 KEEPING IT ” ge ——— 

£44.99 @ There are 20 licensed cars ~~ aero = 
in the Rally Fusion: Race Of = 
Champions from the Peugeot . 
305 to the Escort Cosworth to 
the pictured Lancia. 

      

  

Ss a 
champions.com 

November 3 2 DAMAGE = 
© Damage such as exhausts 
falling off and wheels going 

on AWOL will affect the way your 
vehicle appears and its 

performance, from veering 

to the left or right to 
losing speed. 

o e's + 

RALLY FUSION 
A SLOW-BURNING RACER WITH NOTHING LIKE A SHORT FUSE... 

    

      

hilst not being the most the real-life parallel circuit of Gran 
Wert: bunch of journos Canaria to race over, and the game is 

pics aeee ae i you'll ever meet, we at XBM based partly on the little-known teal 
we've seen in a long time. reckon it's a fairly safe bet you've event called the Race Of Champions; a 

  

already read this issue’s Colin McRae 3 tournament which gives drivers the 
review. You're all excited about the new world over a chance to go head-to-head 
king of the rally genre, right? And you've (driving the same vehicle) in order to 
now turned to this page and are asking decide once and for all who is the best 
yourself the question: Why? Why is driver — the Champion Of Champions. 
Activision bothering to challenge the In fact, gradual (and extremely linear) 
biggest rally franchise ever, and why the progression through the game uncovers 
hell should | continue reading this an incredible amount of in-game 
review? Well, our blunt retort would be modes: Race of Champions is a head-to- 
to read on, Rally Fusion has a lot more head tournament raced on the brilliantly 
to offer than you may think... devised parallel circuit of Gran Canaria, 

In terms of controls and handling, which is conducted on a best-of-three 
Rally Fusion is not trying to emulate the knockout basis; Rally mode pits you 

___ hyper-real physics of CM3. That's not to against the clock across point-to-point 
> say it eschews realism though: there are courses; Rally Cross invites you to do 

20 licensed vehicles to pilot (from well- the same but with rivals on the track; 
known manufacturers such as Audi, Circuit is fairly self-explanatory; Time 
Porsche, Peugeot and Toyota), there’s Trial pits you against the clock; Hill



AIN’T THAT JUST GRAN! 

. 00:55:58 

TEETERING ON THE BRINK: If you ain’t on the edge you 

taking up too much room. Or somink. 

( 02:28:77 

Climb offers a battle with the 
conditions and the clock; Hill Climb 

Extreme does the same but with on- 
track rivals; Checkpoint provides point- 
to-point arcade racing against the 
clock and opponents; Elimination sees 
four cars on track with one eliminated 
after each lap; Follow The Leader 
offers a variation where each driver 

has energy bars which go down 
depending how far you are from the 
front; Driving Challenge invites you to 
utilise your driving skills (reversing, 
slalom, etc); Relay means you have to 
change cars each lap; World Tour sees 
you racing all the Rally stages to beat 
the times of your rivals; and World 

Tour Extreme does the same but with 
your competitors racing alongside you. 

01:02:82 

os ...we're talking about the 
parallel circuit in Gran 
Canaria. You and an 
opponent race on ‘parallel’ 

sides of a racetrack, 
crossing each other at 
certain points in the circuit 
but both covering the 
exactly the same ground 
before the finish. Why 
don't more rally games 
incorporate these? Now 
there’s an idea... 

PARALLEL UNIVERSE: 
Parallel circuits are the 
way forward. Are you 

listening to us Activision? 

Phew! Point made. Rally Fusion has 
scope. And so another question pops 
into your mind: What exactly has been 
sacrificed to accommodate this? The 
answer: A young girl, a goat and, 
unfortunately for Xbox owners, some 

technical proficiency. Track design just 
doesn’t offer the innovation that it 
could have with little in the way of 
original features (bar the avalanche 
and occasional suicidal spectator) to 
get genuinely excited about. 

So, harking back to our original 
point, Rally Fusion does have a lot 
more to offer than you may think, but 
sometimes the quality suffers as a 
consequence. Race fans should 
explore it though. 

ITS SNOW JOKE: This avalanche on the Hill 
Climb is the graphical high point. 

ae 

RALLY FUSION ® 

  

*) The French bloke who came 

down to show us Rally Fusion 
brought down a list of all his best 

times. We like it when developers 

get excited about their work. 

Lacks the polish of McRae and RalliSport Challenge but the damage 

and lighting are well handled. 

@ SOUNDS ss WD 
You can indulge in amusing (gradually more annoying) arguments with 

your co-driver and engine noise is fairly beefy. 

GAMEPLAY DPPPPPPPPD 
it may not be that technically impressive but the game is enjoyable 

and the parallel course in particular deserves praise. 

You read the review, didn’t you? Then you'll know that the game has 

scope. If only it encouraged you to explore it a bit more. 

Fuses arcade control and 
realism all right and 
delivers a racing game 
that is varied in scope and 

in depth. Just not an 
overly inspiring one. 

» 

 



MICRO 
MACHINES 

  

the c 

  

    
4 SLIDE AWAY 

  

      

        

INFORMATION re ast 
PUBLISHER an “ 
Infogrames . 2 SECRET 

DEVELOPER WEAPONS 
In-house Z) Dotted round an 

(2) GENRE coins, which get yc 
Racin: The box 

8 off the tack 

j = a 
bazookas lis, magnets 

a £44.99 and horning 
() PLAYERS 

  

spinning 

       

  

    
    

3 BRINGING UP 
THE REAR 

eC this boat is or 

      

  

ONCE POPULAR 
FRANCHISE NEED 
ANOTHER OUTING? 

ack in the days of the 32-bit can choose one of eight brand-new 
8: Micro Machines \ooked characters and race on tracks drawn in 

pretty hot: they thrilled us with environments where your car is the 
their unusual top-down view, amazed size of a penny racer, featuring 
us with their bizarre racing to the edge obstacles such as giant rats, big old 

seapelginlaa ied of the screen, and provided a brilliant Connect Four games and ketchup 
yey arena in which four mates could meet bottles. The main object of the race is 

; up and test their cornering skills whilst not to pass the finish line before 
sitting uncomfortably close together on anyone else, but to race your vehicle in 
sagging sofas. But times change: very short bursts off the edge of the 
consoles get beefed up, people start to screen. If the leading vehicle gets a 
want a controller all to themselves, and screen's length away from second 
MM starts to look a bit like a very small racer, the leader wins one point and all 
dinosaur wearing a new hat. of the vehicles reset. You race until a 

If you are unfamiliar with the Micro player has four won four of these mini 

  

   
- 

Machines manifesto, it’s fully playable battles, at which point they have won. 
in one-player but is essentially As well as this traditional Micro 
designed for multiplayer gaming. You Machines gaming style, Infogrames has 

       



  

IN THE 
DRINK 
The first level throws you 
straight in the deep cad. 
giving you one of the 
hardest levels, the boat 
race, to control... 

  

That's you, that is. Player one 
vs three other characters — if 

you're playing your mates, they all 
get little player numbers over 
their boats too. 

  

That's it! Just keep going 
forwards, you'll get 

ahead...but unless you get your 
finger on that powerslide trigger 
pretty soon, you'll slide straight off 
the track. Learn quickly, friend. 

  

This Frog messes with you. 
Not only is he pretty eye- 

catching, he comes right after a 
corner and if you hit him, you 
stop. If he doesn’t get you that 
way, he can spin you off course. 

  

Oh look, terrapins. Pretty little 
fellas eh? But This could 

really have done with starting you 
off on a ground-based track so 
you could get used to the speed 
and gameplay first. 

  

obstacle. Your course can be blocked 

                

    

  

     

    

     

   

Virtually everything is an 

by this pile of money, a puddle of 
ketchup and even rodents or insects. 

© This is the first time that 
Infogrames has had a bash at the 

Micro Machines, having brought 

the license off Codemasters. 

mn 
MM looks at the 

world from a different angle: here we 

see little cars dodging the legs of 
country hicks at a hoedown. 

decided to add a more traditional split- 
screen, third-person view racing mode. 
This mode is certainly easier to race in, 

but it brings nothing to the racing 
genre that hasn't been seen already on 
many lesser consoles. 

In the more traditional Micro 
Machines modes, the racing is fast and 
furious; the top-down view makes it 
impossible to see what lies ahead, and 
the twitchy handling (in mimicry of the 
handling of the original Micro 
Machines toys) makes rescuing bad 
cornering nigh on impossible and 
over-steering the norm. You can 
eventually get used to the handling of 
the cars, but the more challenging 
vehicles, the motorbikes and boats, 

add together excessive speed and a 
total lack of traction to equal a messy 
pile of broken racers and some very 
frustrated gamers. 

The very things that has defined the 
franchise — it's top-down view and 
miniscule vehicles, are the very things 
that, sadly, make its appearance on the 
Xbox incongruous. Heralded as the 
future of gaming, the Xbox is now 
showing that it can just as easily step 
back in time and run a game which 
carved out a niche market when it 
appeared on the PlayStation with very 
few changes, while trying to pass it off 
as a necessary update. The arenas you 
race in are fairly detailed but there is 
nothing in the graphics which will 
impress the gamer whose life has 
been touched by the likes of Halo and 
Project Gotham, and the reduced 
proportions of the cars do nothing to 
make them look like much more than 
tiny piles of coloured pixels. NERYS 

VERDICT 
XBM RATINGS 

§ LOOKS es 
Micro appeal for a Maxi console. The teeny-tiny look is set to 

disappoint gamers looking for stunning visuals. 

@ SOUNDS oPrpe 
The high humming engines are appropriate but somewhat irritating, 

and the voiceovers are humourless and more imitating. 

| GAMEPLAY vrere 
MM's stop-start racing is the thing which makes it awkward to play. 

All the other modes are not very well done, standard racing modes. 

@ LONGTERM eee 
Micro Machines gains in the long term due to it multiplayer facets. 

The fact you can play with four mates in various modes is a big bonus. 

Why wed buy it Why wed leave it p 
@ Traditional Micro Machines action©@ Fragmented racing style 
© Fast-paced racing © Split screen in four-player 
© Vehicles for different terrain © Awkward camera angles 
© New GP mode © Unimpressive environments 

  

@ ALTERNATIVELY 
FUZION FRENZY a. Overall 

even if it’s not ‘fun’ in the truest 
sense of the word. 

   
PIOCSIVIEG::)



EDI KNIGHT 2: 
EDI OUTCAST 

  

a KES FEELIN’ BLUE 
L 2) bh The blue lightsaber that 
TWICE you see here would suggest 

(3) The lighting attack is one that Kyle Katarn is on good 

of the most powerful — at its side. Why is it then that he 

strongest it can attack has certain Dark Side powers 

multiple enemies as weil? 

     

    

     
    

( PUBLISHER 
Activision 

‘| DEVELOPER 
Raven Software 

‘| GENRE 
First/Third-person 
shooter 

PRICE 
£44.99 

MIND TRICKS 
*) Force powers are limited 

     

    

bar shows you how much 

: you havi 

more ene 

Different 

  

    

    

t half your energy. 

wwwulucasarts.com 

| RELEASE DATE . * 

Out Now ’ o— _ 

| ee 
i mans F   

JEDI KNIGHT Ii: JEDI 
WILL LUCASARTS GIVE US THE STAR | eames Wors universe 
WARS GAME THAT THE LICENSE it: Battles on clad and 

DESERVES? NAH... 
in the Death Star, fighting against 
Tuskan Raiders and Stormtroopers, 
riding on Speeder Bikes, some clever Al, 
brilliant level design and an interesting 
story that ties in nicely with the Star 

HE ochaeah: eho EO = ; Wars films. Not too much to ask for is 
“or bins ee : “ y it? Well, apparently it is because what 

becuse ether Yet another ; Vi we've got here is less Halo and more 

nee “SI : Turok Evolution. Oh dear. 

_ Set sometime after the end of Return 

XBOX : — oe of the Jedi, Jedi Knight II sees you 
: : = ee assume the role of Kyle Katarn — 

erstwhile Alliance fighter and ex-Jedi. 
After the fall of the Empire a new threat 
to the New Republic has arisen in the 
shape of some more of those evil Sith 
dudes. Guess what? It’s up to you to 
investigate and take ‘necessary steps’. 

Don't get too excited because this is 

   

  

      

  

    

  

     

  

     

not going to worry Bungie in the first- 
person shooter stakes. Jedi Knight II is 
little more than your average shooter —



    

  

     
A few famous 

faces crop up from time to time. 

Sadly, this is not C3-PO, rather a 
cheap imitation. 

collect the weapons, shoot the bad 
guys, hit a few switches and, well, 

that’s about it. We wouldn't object to 
this if it was done well, but it’s not. 

Playing a Jedi you get to use Force 
powers — you can push, pull, jump and 
mind trick your way around the 
famous and not-so-famous Star Wars 
locales. Curiously (for an agent of the 
Light Side) you also get to use some 
of the Dark Side powers like lightning 
and the one that Vader was so fond of, 
a throat-choking grip. Okay, so it may 
not be ‘correct’ but you can have a lot 
more fun with the dark stuff. 

You also get to use a lightsaber (cue 
the inevitable comparisons with Obi- 
Wan) but even this potentially game- 
enhancing feature hasn't been 
implemented properly. There’s no lock- 
on feature so fighting other Jedi is a 
completely random affair — success is 
more down to hitting the ‘swing ya’ 
lightsaber button quicker than your 
opponent does. 

We're not sure if 

Stormtroopers are really this dumb... 

Their attacks are limited to ‘run towards 
player’ or ‘run away from player’. 

As a first-person shooter Jedi Knight 
Il is a pretty bad game. Enemies are 
stupid, the levels are unnecessarily 
sprawling (and therefore seem very 
empty) and the game has a habit of 
making you wander around aimlessly 
for ages trying to work out where you 
need to go next. And all this when our 
expectations were high that this could 
be the one Star Wars game to restore 
our faith in the license. 

The beauty of Star Wars is that it's a 
wonderful playground for a fertile 
imagination. The problem for almost 
every Star Wars game ever released is 
that they are not. Is it because seeing 
the workings of Lucas’ deliberately 
ambiguous universe is always going to 
be a disappointment? Maybe not - if 
the imaginations of the game 
designers could live up to the 
creator's. In short, Jedi Knight II is a 
letdown both in terms of inspiration 
and basic game design. This simply 
doesn’t cut it any more.. NICK 

  

JEDI KNIGHT 2: JEDI OUTCAST ® 

  

CLONE BORES 

  

Or more precisely, Cloud City. Lando’s is well and 
truly gone but the city is being overrun by 

LucasFilm has just 
announced an IMAX version of 

Attack of the Clones. Check with 
your local theatre for details. 

@ LOOKS 

@ SOUNDS 

Here's something for the Star Wars trainspotters out there. Many of 
the famous locations from the Star Wars films can be found and 
explored in Jedi Knight 2. Shame they‘re all so empty... 

The moon on which the Rebel forces’ base was located 
at the end of A New Hope. Location of an ancient jedi 
Temple and the command room from A New Hope. 

= 

aN 
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XBM RATINGS 
a 

  

Rough. Like a rushed port of a PC game. Lacks the graphical finesse 

of games designed specifically for Xbox. 

It's hard to find fault with the Star Wars music and sound effects but 
the voice acting leaves a lot to be desired. 

GAMEPLAY 
It may have been out on PC for only a short while but this brand of 

first-person shooting is really beginning to feel very old fashioned. 

@ LONG TERM 
Loads of missions but will you play through them all? The multiplayer 
game is very basic. 

Why we'd buy it Whywedleaveit 
© It’s Star Wars @ Lightsaber control is haphazard 

(heard that before?) © Looks ropey 
© Force powers © Stupid enemies 

€ © Empty levels 

  

Activision 
More lightsaber-wielding action, 

similar problems. 

  

Overall 

  
C=] 091



        

    

  
   

THE UK'S PREMIER UNOFFICIAL 
MAGAZINE FOR XBOX GAMING 

   en ae COMPLETE GUIDE TO ALL THE XBOX GAMES 
me ADVENTURE 

    

FIGHTING 

GAME PUBLISHER ISSUE sco WE SAID 
FIRST-PERSON SHOOTER 

= 007 Agent Under Fire EA 7 5 “Whether you're a Bond fan or not you should stick with Halo” 
PART Y/PUZZLE ; 

e 2002 FIFA World Cup EA 6 7 ’\ tidy enough package but has little to offer over the PS2 version 

PLATFORMEFP Ea Aggressive Inline Acclaim 10 9 “Takes Tony Hawk outside and gives him ten of the best...trousers down 

RACING All-star Baseball 2003 Acclaim 7 6 “Slightly flawed but still fun for a niche market 

SHOOT-'EM-UP a Amped: Freestyle Snowboarding Microsoft By 8 “Not just the best snowboarding game but a serious trendsetter 

Antz Racing Empire Interactive 10 3 “There's no need to patronise the kids in this way! 
So 

Arctic Thunder Midway 5 4 “Flashy looking arcade blast ruined by lack of gameplay 

STRATEGY 
Azurik: Rise Of Perathia Microsoft 6 3 “A bland, unimaginative and pointless game with no redeeming features. 

Batman Vengeance Ubi Soft 5 6 A decent, although linear, outing for the Caped Crusader. 

BUFFY THE Barbarian Virgin W 5 “Average graphics and repetitive gameplay will soon have you hacked off” 

VAMPIRE SLAYER Baldur's Gate: Dark Alliance Interplay W 7 “Closer to an action game than an RPG, and it’s quite enjoyable. 

  

Blade 2 Activision 12 5 “A game that gets very tiresome after just a few vampire executions” 

Fans of the series are not going to be 
disappointed by this release. Blood Omen 2 Eidos 5 7 ‘Worth a play but certainly not a ground-breaking experience 

=a, A gx Blood Wake Microsoft 4 4 “One of the poorer titles on the Xbox.” 

Bruce Lee Vivendi 10 4 “A complete waste of a good license. A definite must-not-buy.” 

 sBuffy The vampire Slayer EA 9 9 “Bitten by the Buffy bug or not, Xbox owners should buy this” 

Burnout Acclaim 6 8 “Very short but oh so very sweet” 

Cel Damage EA Games 5 6 ‘There simply isn’t enough to this to warrant a purchase.” 

| Championship Manager Eidos a 9 “A totally absorbing, addictive, life-dominating game.” 

Chase BAM! Entertainment W 5 “A nice concept, let down by suspect visuals and unimaginative level design” 

Circus Maximus THQ 8 6 “A decent idea but this offers nothing new and is ultimately disappointing 

BEST SHOOT-EM-UP Commandos 2: Men Of Courage Eidos 8 9 “Unbelievably hard-core and very addictive strategy game: 

HITMAN 2: - 
SILENT ASSASSIN Crash Rage 5 6 “Great arcade fun but it soon gets tiresome” 

Conflict Desert Storm Sci 10 8 “A stable enough game that is in need of a bit more polishing” 

  

       

Crash Bandicoot: The Wrath Of Cortex Universal 5 5 “Above average on the PS2 this doesn’t offer new thrills on the Xbox” 

Plenty of hours worth and an 
incredibly satisfying game to play. Crazy Taxi 3 SEGA 10 7 “Fun to play but doesn’t improve on the Dreamcast original.” 

e Dark Summit THQ 4 3 “To summit up — this is awful!” 

Ss Dave Mirra 2 Acclaim 5 8 “A quality extreme sports game gets the console it deserves.” 

= David Beckham Soccer Rage Software 7 5 “Simply put it’s shockingly average.” 

Dead Or Alive 3 Microsoft 4 8 “Sits comfortably between Tekken and Virtua Fighter. 

bo Deadly Skies Konami 6 By “A rather dull offering that will have you wanting to bail out” 

B Deathrow Ubi Soft 12 3 “A valiant attemp’ at introducing a new kind of sport” 

Eggo Mania Kemco 12 a “Decent idea, average execution. This is not a puzzle masterpiece” 

: Enclave Swing! 9 8 “An absolute joy to both play and watch” 

= ESPN International Winter Sports Konami 6 4 “Cash-grabbing version of a game that nobody was asking for.” 

Fl 2002 EA 5 7 “Not without its flaws but this is a game that deserves pole position.” 

= FILA World Tour Tennis THQ 12 4 “Tennis is about skill and cunningly placed shots — not random play!” | 

The first time we played this game we Fuzion Frenzy Microsoft 4 3 “Quantity doesn’t always equal quality.’ 

knew it was destined to be a classic. ee Gauntlet: Dark Legacy Midway 7 2 “Avoid Dark Legacy at all costs. This is one of the laziest games on Xbox.” 

: > Genma Onimusha Capcom 4 8 “Good but the Xbox really needs an original horror” 

= Gravity Games Bike: Street, Vert, Dirt Midway " 1 “We wouldn't wish this upon our worst enemy.” 

B Gun Metal Rage 7 8 “A fun game that is sure to please the no-brainer fans.” 

gE GunValkyrie SEGA 6 7 “Warning this is for hard-core gamers only.” 

E Halo: Combat Evolved Microsoft 4 10 “Purchase of this game is obligatory — no questions asked!” 

@ Hitman 2: Silent Assassin Eidos W 8 “if this game were a hit it would be a clean shot to the head” 

Hunter: The Reckoning Virgin Interactive 8 5 “Far too shallow to allow for any long-term replay value” 

     



  

GAME 

fe sssz 

Jet Set Radio Future 

Kabuki Warriors 

Kelly Slater's Pro Surfer 

Knockout Kings 2002 

Legends Of Wrestling 

Loons: The Fight For Fame 

Mad Dash Racing 

Madden 2003 

Mat Hoffman's Pro BMX 2 

Max Payne 

Mike Tyson Heavyweight Boxing 

Moto GP: Ultimate Racing Technology 

Myst Ill: Exile 

MX 2002 

  

NBA Inside Drive 

  

NBA Live 2002 

Need For Speed: Hot Pursuit 2 

New Legends 

NHL 2003 

NHL Hitz 20-02 

NHL Hitz 20-03 

Nightcaster 

Oddworld: Munch’s Oddysee 

  

Outlaw Golf 

  

Prisoner Of War 

Project Gotham Racing 

Quantum Redshift 

Shadow Of Memories 2 
& 
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8
8
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Shrek 

BB Sitent rit 2: inner Fears 

Simpsons Road Rage 

Slam Tennis 

  

Spider-Man Pa 
z 
= 
SSX tricky 

= Star Wars: Jedi Starfighter 

BB star wars: obi-wan 

star wars: Starfighter 

TF) Street Hoops 

Taz Wanted 

Test Drive: Off Road Wide Open 

Test Drive: Overdrive 

Tetris Worlds 

The Thing 

  

TimeSplitters 2 

Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2X 

Fd 
# 
Be 
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& 
Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 3 
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a 
# 
a 
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2 
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Tour de France 

TransWorld Snowboarding 

TransWorld Surf 

Turok Evolution 

UFC: Tapout 

PUBLISHER 

Konami 

Vivendi 
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SCORE 

*GAMES REVIEWED THIS ISSUE DO NOT APPEAR IN THE DATABASE 

WE SAID 

“The best football game on Xbox until Pro Evolution arrives” 

“The instant pick up and play appeal that is expected from SEGA” 

“Incredibly boring and utterly pointless” 

“An enjoyable surfing game that fans of the sport are going to love” 

“A decent boxing sim but it does lack any real punch” 

“Someone put these wrinklies back before they keel over and die” 

“Loons is let down by a serious lack of depth. That's all folks!” 

“Average at best this really fails to thrill.” 

“Anyone who has played a Madden game before will know what to expect” 

“If you're a casual extreme sports gamer then leave this one well alone” 

“Too easy but a great story and well worth getting” 

“A dire boxing simulation that packs almost no punch.” 

“The best bike racing game we've seen in a long time” 

“This game is the very definition of niche! Few gamers are likely to enjoy” 

“A decent motorbike sim that lacks any real imagination” 

“A decent enough sports sim that lacks any sparkle” 

“The most sophisticated basketball game to date. Apparently!” 

“You'd have more fun trying to jumpstart that old Morris Minor in your parent's garage” 

“Average game that fails to offer any real thrills.” 

“A stable game but nothing to offer those who already own NHL 2002” 

“Obscenely violent and as cool as the ice you skate on!” y 

“A sports game update that is actually worth getting” 

“Good ideas swamped by bad execution leaves an average adventure” 

“Unlike anything else. This is hilarious and fun to play” 

“A brilliant and addictive arcade golfing game” 

“A good idea that doesn’t gel together quite well enough” 

“Makes other racing games look like a dapped out Skoda.” 

“The kind of game that’s great if your mate buys it” 

“Can this be? A realistic racing game that’s fun!” 

“A short-lived experience that will end up on your shelf after a week.” 

“A license this big usually spells disaster but this game shows what is possible.” 

“The hard-core footy fan may scowl but arcade fans will love it” 

“A unique title worth checking out if you're after something different” 

“Shrek looks good but it’s all on the surface — disappointing” 

“A disturbing and eerie experience from beginning to end.” 

“A tun Simpsons game — for as long as it lasts.” 

“Flawed but still enjoyable tennis game” 

“Plenty of good ideas but feels unfinished” 

“A great game ported across from PS2 with a few new bells and whistles” 

“A pointless release that makes the Xbox seem underpowered.” 

“Fantastic PS2 snowboarding game that falls short on Xbox.” 

“Too basic and unexciting to be any more than a five-minute ection 

“Same story but a different Star Wars game — close but no cigar.” 

“An above average game with a great license” 

“Unsure of what it wants to be, all Street Hoops achieves is mediocrity” 

“This isn't terrible but we expect more from a platform game given the competition” 

“It may not be to everyone's taste but there's a lot to enjoy.” 

“Buy Gotham. Buy Burnout, Choose life” 

“This is a classic that has been done far too many times to make this more than pointless” 

“New twists on the survival horror genre but isn’t exploited to its full potential” 

“A massive improvement over the original, TS2 is a blast to play alone or with mates” 

“Never to be released on these shores but no great shame” 

“Simply the greatest skating game ever made” 

“A pointless and unimaginative game that makes housework seem appealing” 

“A seriously intense arcade snowboarding experience that should not be missed” 

“The waves look cool but it doesn’t inspire like it should.” 

“Eight-year-olds with dinosaur fixations may find something here” 

“Not bad but it’s far too simple to hold any interest” 

“Fantastic while it lasts but over far too quickly” 

“A dire, drab and uninspired tennis title. Avoid at all costs.” 

“Great fun, but lacking in many departments.”   

BEST PLATFORMER 

ET SET 
FUTURE 

JSR games are incredibly addictive to 

play and this is no exception. 

  

BEST RACING 

GOTHAM RACING 
It's been around for ages but Gotham 

still makes for the best racing on Xbox.    

   

   

  

BEST BEAT-EM-UP 

The only proper beat-'em-up at the 

moment but we're not complaining. 

  

BEST STRATEGY 

COMMANDOS 2: 
MEN OF COURAGE 

If you're looking for a challenge then 

this is the game you need to buy. 

    

After playing around on skateboards 

for so long this makes a nice change. 

 



TOP 20 CHART TONES say 
WILL & GARETH - THE LONG & WINDING ROAD 
HOLLY VALANCE - DOWN BOY 
AVRIL LAVIGNE - COMPLICATED 
IRV GOTTI PRESENTS - DOWN 4 U 
PINK - JUST LIKE A PILL 
JAKATTA FEAT SEAL - MY VISION 
OASIS ~ LITTLE BY LITTLE 
ATOMIC KITTEN - THE TIDE IS HIGH 
JOHN OTWAY - BUNSEN BURNER 
BUSTED - WHAT | G0 TO SCHOOL FOR 
LEANNE RIMES - LIFE GOES ON 
EVE/ALICIA KEYS - GANGSTA LOVIN’ 
EMINEM ~ CLEANING OUT MY CLOSET 
FEEDER - COME BACK AROUND 
IAN VAN DAHL - TRY 
DIRTY VEGAS - DAYS GO BY 
SCOOTER - NESSAJA 
NO DOUBT - UNDERNEATH IT ALL 
SARAH WHATMORE - WHEN I LOST YOU 
LIBERTY X - GOT TO HAVE YOUR LOVE 

Rocka Movi 
TERRIFIGHONES © 
ise = WJ ) ra a 

“TED J MESSE JES 
{00K YOUR NOKIA, MOTOKO >: a a 

0907 787 365) 
(1) Callithe number above (2) Quote the 4—digit code (3) Kec: selection — immediately? 
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  CLASSIC TONES The Simpsons Dambusters CHART TOPPERS a Parable sek. Aguillera = we 

Get Carter Halloween Way To Your Love-Hear Say 4650. 
; Another Chance - Roger Sanchei 5213 

Knightrider 0204 italian Job The Muppets _ oo 3719 Eternal Flame - Atomic Kitten 5322 
TONE OF THE WEEK Indiana Jones 0189 The A-Team Great Escape Simple - Hear Say 372921 Seconds - So Solid Crew 3390 

Pulp Fiction 4860 Magnificent 7 Eye Of The Tiger Wh : | 3751 Lets Dance - Five 5399 

DOWN BOY = HOLLY VALANCE Only Fools & Horses 6152 Magic R/about Beverly Hills Cop : : 2 = Too Close - Blue a 5502 

BBC Cricket 4850 — Winnie The Pooh Banana Splits is Ra! Men - Gur Halil Hisabo No - Bob The Buider Ea 

    

    
  

  

     

   

    

        

   
     

: Don't Stop Movin’ - § Club 7 3764 Hey Baby - Dj Oui ae 
doe 90 5317 James Bond Rainbow Do You Really Like It - Dj Pied Piper 4640 Can't Get You Out Of My Head 5536 
Benny Hill 0166 = Hawaii 5-0 Mission Impossible - 4633 Because | Got High - Afroman 5603 

  

7938 Good Enough - Dodgy _ 6 
7B12_ Design For Lie-MS Preachers 6939 

10604 9 That Youre Here Fag Shouts Woudts Coun Bory Knight 3A Gis And Boys -Br «TSO 

    

   

  

  

    
    
    

  

  

        

  

   

   
  

  

  

   
      

     

      

  

  

   

  

  

  
  

  

  
  

  

  

  

    

    
    
    

  

    
    

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

        
       

  

   

  

    

  

  

  

  

Unbreakable - Westie 
Mi Genie - Luveca 1067 Dont. Get k Twisted - 2Pac 9163 What About Us - Brandy 635 Whippin adil - Gomez 683 

Swadadbergh , , Zephyr Song-Red Hox Gnd Peppers 1076) G2 To Hae Your Love-Manronix 8889 Be Wih Me Mem 4 “i eo 

digagumopn ge , Dilemma - Ney & Kely 11a Ge*buster Theme- Bendey Rly Ace 6903_ More Than A Woman - Aalyah tor Avs Bon joa - 

ti Ve CALL: 0907 787 $040): Soma te oe VPLbb, VV I A Check The Meaning - Richard Ashcrok 10427 _| BE Get The Party Started - Pink _ 419 Sweet Child-GunsN Roses 5793 _ Meaning - Sar sf 
Downdal - Trust Co 10028 Bind Are eee mi AM To PM - Christina Milan 638 With Or Without You - U2 5338 

FILM/TYV Do You See The Ligh Snap vs Pahing10060_ ‘Theres Nothing Like This-Omar_6620 Do WahDiddy-DjOci____634|_— Under The Bridge - Chit Peppers 5336 
BD mp mys ery 10590 Fairytale - Staron Louise Geddes 10429 Our Of Space - Prodigy AS Lately - Samantha Mumba _ 8M 8 On OFHel 1583. 

Dukes OF Hazard Thome 1089T- Fall At Your Feet - Cm? Feat Lisa Law 10430 Fools Gold - Suone Roses AOD Ger Up Bevery Krighe (8 ~Meatod __1583_ 
ee cee eee ale © rare Help Me - Timo Maas Feat Kels 10431 Pump ke Up - Bris Costello 817) Soa May Gry 216 Sea Tesue - Ch Peppers 0372 

The Fall Guy > Theme TOS93_ & Lacey - Theme | Revolution - Macy Gray 
TV Theme T0595 Ed i Srey - Spo gis pue Fon Mom=Fuds__VO32__beanty- Oven $53 You Ge Me Something Jamiroquai 6127_-«‘American Woman - L Kravie__ 0258 

cera’ ~[]Let Me Be Your Teddy Bear ve bs Ue Dj Oui 1004 Everybody Be Somebody -Rideck 664 Tn a Lene $90” Walk This Way - Aerosmith (0005 
ieee —O148" HAT Shook Up 6940 |p Love And Ed - ean poques Smoothe 10435 fm Gonna Get You - Bizarre Inc 6521 a — ain . eee 

Wooden Heart 6356 fgpNew Direction -SChib juniors _10436 Funky Bass oo. Fabeg Atm Ker 
10437 ShowMeLove-RobinS 6439 What Would You Do - City High 5548 

SSeS ct eM 60'S 70'S 60'S 90'S ME 383 
Coronation Street 4849 1041 Firally-CeCePeniston AB £ Come Home - James SAS0_ 
Dods Remy aan =I 10442 Good Life - Inner Cry 6423 Good Vibrations - Beach Boys 9686 Look BackIn Anger -Oass 4122 

Baas March 5061 YEG Becky Dope Demanding 66 Wier Se msm — SE Rebs bes > eam . “ ne Now That Wel Found Love -Hemy DiBoys 6614 Dock Of A Bay - Oris Reading 535! Paridile - Blur 1520 
Eye OF Th ocky 4857 A r Vries Te Gor You Under My Skin - E Sinatra _ 4775 eo 
Fars O ¥855- i och Me Tose Me-35 1004 POP TONES Ges To de Py Sen-FSrora 47 Gat Ajab - The Ofipng 0405 

Flintstones bumping ack Rolling Stones 

Fraggle Rock iaeRT A : 7339 Love Me Tender - Eis Presley sq Avs Rain On Me raves on 
eee ne Fo BOF _ 5 Breath - Prodigy 0286 

Hii Ho Hi HolSnow White 6072 70 _ Misi WarhvGris Go By A Willams _ 5408 
          

  

   

  

    

Live And Let Die a 4857 
Magic Roundabout 4690 
Pulp Fiction 4860 
Retarn Of The e jedi 4828 

7205 Presty Woman - Roy Orbison 5295 Losing My Religion - REM Oi7 
6965 Raindrops Keep Faing On My Head 5410__ Bitter Sweet Symphony - Verve ___0164 

eae ag WRESTLING __ 6744 Get Up Sand Up - Bob Marley 0060 

  

lere K Ric 
famie & The Magic om 5363 
sus Christ Superstar ___ 418 
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Robin Hood 
are 6831" Hotel Caldoria- The Eagles 5318 The Rok if __ 1836 
SSS od 884 | Wal Survve.- Gloria Gaynor _ @0| Too Cool 140 
Ess jute ae LD Overture —Tehatkoesky ” Money Money Money - Abba 5358 Triple HH 482 

ja — ss ee 
The Italian Job 4856 [Pescman Pas 4631" Fiddler On The Roof - Classical 0050 = ~ ANew Day Has Come - Celie Dion _ 7634 Kart Ange 1” 

The Professionals 4859 ess Dols ——— Fir Elise - Beethoven S347 pe OlKingre-Churkon OM aay Ste Red Somer STA Raw 1839 
rofess iu if ; Mull OF Kintyre - Ch WM OT Ne ri # 

The Rockford Files 4862 Greensleeves - Classical 0064 fait Rover: Blackbur Ph mee NS AS Holiday - Madonna ___5255_ Shooter - Chris Benoit 4840 
he Saint 4829 

The Sweeney oss” 

  

salem - Classical 4141 
Land Of Hope And Glory - Classical 5251 
  

  a Doge Youre Not Alone - Michael adkson 6407 -forn Lennon _ 529 
  

  

     

  

  

  

   

    

   
    

    

   
   
   
   

  

    

  

   

    

    

   

  

    

   

  

  

       
    

     
    

   
     

    

    

  

  

   

   

      
     

    
   
     

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

          
    

   

  

      

   

    

  

  

Les Pieralli - French Bagpipes 6237 aa mt Sarong Enough - Cher ~ 6326 | Wane To Break Free - Queen 5302_ Bad Intentions - Dr Dre 6550 

EiEm ka de Coy ———jgj47 Road Rage - Catatonia 6322__Kingston Town - UBAO 5469 Boanchy Pack - He 6642 
wl = — ~The am Break Ya Neck - Busta Rhymes 7209 fi [Wes Hom } Everybody's Talkin’ - Beautiful South _636!_— Going Underground - The 288 eck - | NO 

OR T-MOBILE? All | Want Is You - Bellefire Oe ag 358 Conn Pepe - Pulp 6315 A Grow Kind OfLove-Pl Cars 9153. Crazy Rap - Afroman mn 

Join our EXCITING Text Chat Party service- | The Mountains Of Mourne 6619 i acrean Beker - Sunderand 4132 SyAternoon-The Kinks 6259 Tibor Bells - Mike Oldfield 0159 Diddy-PDiddy =A 

Reet gd The Snowman - Theme 167 ff Patsy Fagan - The Decent Irish Boy 6615 Tien Rite On. Brmingtum Cry 4137S. - Madonna 1501 Kinky Alto - Happy Mondays may ‘Missing You-Pu Daddy __—S 4 
Callers must have bil Thunderbirds O7ss i Yor Irish Come Into The Parlour 6610 Ee — ae 4g Sim Shady - Ervine 1515 
= frunderbie - —2085-IGabray Bay BEDS |p 24 OF Hope & Gory - Engend 5251 High - Lighthouse Family —_ 6 Ugh -Bbba 2 Rie 

BIDIB messages Saves ES 4865 Back In Od Ireland 6595 oc a ing 5 at No More Dra - May | Bigs ee via Spo 8195 
ere s Dare Match Of The Day - eet a te Rhymes 

Peete ilo The Win 00 Inara esp fp tent ao, Be 7 elena NO SecpDe 
Vodafone, 67 Celner UGE $179 When Trish Eyes Are Smilin GST [Na Ney Never-Buriey _____—_4138_-‘The Werks Greatest -R Kady $633 Back Dog - Led Zepplin an au) 

§ T-Mobile per Wizard Of Oz 5367 Whe Gypsy Ros —e GARY | Re Barra Brash Tears 0126 Doin’ - Liberty X Ee er ar San - Eminem __1513 
J message recelved. Wonder Woman 6202 ry Ee Wa ToT Gal mez ME Lv’ ktUp- p Rule 6270 Love ~ Bon Jovi cil Ms Jackson - Outkast 3706 

Helpline: 0871872 0609.1 CALL AA EET 5339 Pe ~ AML é ’s Ohad 533 Teenspirit - Nirvana 7608 — Haters - So Solid Crew 6520 
SETA ea Dostana Dirty id Town 6478 eae eae Booryticous - Destiny's “ Be N Roses 7606 ry - Bubba S 6% 

‘opt out send U CHAT to 61218. ip A Dee Doo Dal Whiskey In The far @AS3 |i Move k Lie Ths - Baha Men 9578 Full Moon - Brandy pgs Paradise City - Guns ‘N 7606 Lovely - Spano as 

The Wild Rover ASD |p Gis Gis Gris - Jay Z (M45 Kiss Kiss - Holly Valance 8139, Anything For Love -Meaoaf 7602 You Gets No Love- Fath Evans 6637 
  

Molly Malone 
  

Scooter - The Logical Song 

  

Resurrection - PPK 
Hey Baby - Dj Oui 5767 

Bil Turn Off The Light - Nelly Furtado ET 
21 Seconds - So Solid Crew 5390 

Castles In The Sky - lan Van Dahl $273 

Eternity - Robbie Williams 5270 
Bi Heaven Is A Halfpipe - OPM 5215 

Eternal Flame - Atomic Kitten $322 

By Purple Hills - DI2 5271 

  

IT’S AS EASY AS 1,2,3. 
1. Call the number above Eminem - Without Me 

2. Quote the 4-digit code Ja Rule - Livin’ It Up 
3. Receive your selection - immediately! g 

: Blazin’ Squad- Crossroads 
ie, call trom = From freland? 
reatiog) _ Call 1580-927192 | Nelly - Hot In Here 

| OR | ORDER YOUR RINGTONES VIA TEXT" ggg 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

fil Perfect Gentleman - Wyclef 5272 
Eecks Os Tis Wane Dew Pol 0134 (YOU MUST LEAVE A SPACE BETWEEN EACH WORD & CODE). P Diddy - | Need A Girl 
Clint EastWood - Gorillaz FOR | VODAFONE & O2 - TEXT + the code number to D12 - Purple Hills 

TONES ORANGE - TEXT + the code number to 
Normal 8T rates apply. (This Is NOT a premium rate number) —_| T-MOBILE - TEXT + the code number to § 840 - Kingston Town   

           Phones th e compatible with the ringtone service =Now 10, 3310, 3320, 3330. 6110. 6150, 6210. 6250, 7110, 8210, 8250. 6310, 8850. 81101, 90001, 91101 and 9210 = Motorola VSO. V51. V100. v101. V8088. Talkabout 191 & 15 92 Prodigy - Out Of $ 
reas OR SS a pace               

  

    

  

  alls to 09067 numbers cost £1. t Text ringtones cost £4.50 (T-Mobile 
4; 1850 927222) or write to Fun Tones, PO Box 9107, Birmingham B7 

    

is a service trom Teleworld, C 
bill payer's permission. Order 

  

7, Nicosia, Cyprus. * 
normally sent immediatel 

Calls cost £1.50 per minute at alt 
tomer Support UK 0871-872-686 
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    as a sunday drive 
‘with our handy guide? 

98 

      

   

    

  

  

  

  

The bigger. ue) 

  
  

come... : ‘. py aes oT ‘ 

PE - ae 

Become a god 
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os 88 85 S 88 8h 8 S88Ss So 88h B88 8 Be 
a Ge S888 a EERE EES SEER 8 YSERD SERRE 88 EE\LEREE 8 
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CHEATS 
(oe) EXPRESS 

ALL THE CODES, CHEATS, AND TIPS FOR ALL THE LATEST GAMES 

& WE'LL HELP TO MAKE YOUR LIVES A LITTLE EASIER... 

  

   

  

   

  

   



ALL BOARDS 

Enter this on your cell phone at the 
cheat screen: 619 555-4141 

ALL LEVELS 

Enter this on your cell phone at the 
cheat screen: 328 555-4497 

FIRST-PERSON MODE 

Choose Cheats from the Extras 
menu and enter the following 
number on the cell phone: 
877 555-3825 

During gameplay you can change 

Enter these codes in the Extras 

Menu to hear a zombie noise... 

SLAYER POWER: 

O x3, @ x3, 8,0, @x2,0,0. 

INFINITE HEALTH: 

@, O, @ x2, O, O, @ x3, O x3 

ARENA MODE: 

@ x2, O, @ x2,0%5,0, @ 

Note: Select any of the four Arenas 
, ? 

your view in Camera Settings under 
the Options menu. 

FREAK 

Enter this at the cheat screen on your 
cell phone: 310 555-6217 

HIGH JUMPS 

Enter this at the code screen on your 

cell phone: 217 555-0217 

MAX STATS 

Enter this at the code screen on your 
cell phone: 212 555-1776 

&) GOD MODE 

During play press 8, @, #, Vv, O, 
0,0,@,0 

ALL WEAPONS OPEN 

During play press @, @, H, V, O, A, 
CA 

COMPLETE HEAL 

During play press O, @, #, Y, O, 
nv 

SLOW MOTION 

In play press 8, @, 4, Vv, O, 4, @ 

GRAVITY 

In play press 8, @, 4, ¥, O, @, @ 
(Leaves all corpses floating in midair) 

that appear. Other players can 
control the enemies summoned by 
pressing Start. 

&) MEGA CHEAT 

Enter this at the cheat 
screen on your cell phone: 
714 555-8092 

PERFECT BALANCE 

Enter this at the code screen on 

your cell phone: 
213 555-5721 

TRIPPY 

Enter this number at the cheats 
screen on your cell phone: 

818555-1447   
PUNCH MODE 

During play press O, @, H, v, O, 

n* 

BOMB MODE 

During play press 8, @, #, v, O, m, 

MEGAFORCE 

During play press 8, @, H, Vv, O, 
@, @ (Restart the level in order to 
get rid of the effects) 

NAILGUN MODE 

During play press 8, @, , Vv, O, 

(This mode pins enemies to walls) 

enter any Arena and immediately 
quit. Return to the main menu 

and Load a saved game. When 

you approach a character, press 
Start on controller 2: you can 
now control that character! If 

several characters are on screen, 
press s repeatedly to scroll 

through them. To deactivate the 
character, press Back. 

CHEATS EXPRESS — -_ 

QUICK TIPS 
CHECK OUT THESE HANDY HINTS... 

FELLOWSHIP OF 
THE RING 

INFINITE AMMO & INFINITE 
RING USE 
Enter the codes quickly while 
standing still. Infinite Ring Use 
only works for Frodo. 
INFINITE AMMO: 

0,0,0,0,0,0 
INFINITE RING USE: 

0,0,0,0,0,0 
You'll see a message stating that 
the code was enabled if you enter 
it correctly. 
INFINITE HEALTH 

Enter this quickly while you're 
standing still: 
0,0,0,0,0,0 

To get invincibility in Story mode: 
1. Start Training. 
2. Select ‘Fighter Training’. 
3. Destroy two of the targets. 
4. Quit the Mission. 
5. Go back to Story mode and 
select any mission. You will now 
be invincible. 

CHASE 
‘RIDE ON‘ 

Unlocks all cars and the race 
challenge 
‘BAM4FUN’ 

Unlocks the first 2 challenge levels 
and all 3 multiplayer levels 
‘ACTION STAR’ 

Unlocks all scenes 
‘DARE ANGEL 

Unlocks all of the above 
‘EVAN DANNA’ 

(same as Dare Angel) 

De=14) 097    



UANTUM 

€9 INFORMATION 

QUANTUM REDSHIFT 

 



a 
QUANTUM REDSHIFT — 

COME FLY WITH ME...           

     

     

       

       

When an enemy craft is targeting you (or if they have 
already fired a missile) a target warning will appear on 
screen. As soon as this flashes up, activate your shield to 

Score protect yourself from a critical blow. Alternatively, if you Le = 
don't have a shield but weapons instead, brake hard so 

4 §S gS tes oO that the attacker roars past you and then use this 4 fa 
a opportunity to fire a missile at him, thus turning the tables. 2 

“) Shiela 
~ time: OO:Ss2.14 
165 Prev: . » « 

"best: 0O0:52.0S5 

  

Remember to keep your eye on your 
opponents at all times, especially 
when overtaking as they'll attempt to 
block your path. Should you 
accidentally bump into them, this will 
only give them a boost and slow you 
down (almost to a halt). mand 

==. 

Alicia 

  

- Although the side of the track is accessible, flying 
onto this and off the main track will dramatically 
slow your craft down, giving your opponents a 
perfect chance to get ahead of you. 

  

         

    

   

  

    

  

Keep an eye on your turbo meter at the top of your 
speedometer. After passing certain checkpoints, you'll 
be awarded with extra turbo, which is essential for 
winning the later races in the game. 

      

“~ 
Turbo: 3.5s 

  

The map may only be small but you can effectively use this to : 
track other players, whether they are behind or in front of you. \ 
Although too small to tell which side of you they are creeping up \ 
on, you can prepare yourself for attacks and get your shields ready. 

= 

ontrolling your craft is not Quickly tap the air brake so that 
as simple as it initially yi slow down slightly (not too 
looks. As you have no much, you don’t want to bring 
wheels you must rely on yourself to a halt) and turn into the 

thrusters to boost you along the bend using the drift to take you 
track, which causes you to drift as around the corner. 
you take corners and avoid missiles. 
Thankfully we have some top tips to 

3 As you come out of the corner 

help you stay on track and fly into 
you can slam down the 

accelerator, releasing the air brake. 

      

  

    

  

     

first every time! : : 
w 4 Continue at top speed, making 

sure to have your shield ready, as 
CORNERING most opponents will try to attack you 
When cornering at a moderate speed, as they emerge from the corner 
you shouldn't need to worry too behind you. 
much about braking. However, at 
high speed (especially on the harder DIRTY DRIVING 

difficulty settings) the speed at which —_ Driving just off the track, on the dirt 
you'll hit all the corners will be far or grass etc, is an excellent way to 
too fast for your craft to be able to slow down slightly as you're taking 
get around untouched. Using the air the corners. 
brake just before turning will slow 
your craft enough for it to make the STAY ON TARGET 
bend without hitting the barriers. This the track is obviously the best place 

diagram will help you navigate those tg stay at all times, as this is where 
bends at maximum speed... you can achieve maximum speed. 

With the accelerator firmly Stray off course and the rough 
pressed down, head for the surfaces will slow your craft enough 

  

corner at maximum speed. for your opponents to get ahead.
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There are three kinds of power-up available to you as you hurtle around 

the track: a Shield (to deflect those incoming missiles), Missiles (go ina 

straight line) and Homing Missiles (lock onto the target). But just so you 

can get a bit more acquainted with your onboard projectiles, we've 

produced a list of each weapon stage, when to use them and (of 

course) the powerful Countermeasure weapon. Although each craft has 

its own individual Countermeasure, they all do the same job: 

obliterate any craft in their path. 

STAGE 1 
The bog-standard forms of the 
power-ups aren't that great. The 
missiles are weak, while the shield 
is very small and doesn't last 
particularly long... 

The non-homing missile is perfect for 

use against lose opponents. The Stage 

The homing missile is extremely handy 
for hitting your intended target, although 
the power at Stage 1 is weak, so most of 
the time it'll inflict minimal damage. The 
positive side to this, however, is that the 
craft struck by the missile will be 
temporarily stunned by the shot — use 
this opportunity to get ahead. 

STAGE 2 
Where you can start taking out 
opponents. Although weak, missiles 
have enough power to damage an 
opponent to the point where they 
won't be able to regenerate... 

health agai 

The Stage 2 homing missile is greatly 
enhanced. As well as travelling further, 
the missile can lock onto two moving 
targets. The missile isn’t quite strong 
enough to destroy an enemy craft, but 
will inflict almost critical damage whilst 
also slowing them down, giving you the 
chance to scoot past 

   
STAGE 3 
When your power-ups reach Stage 
3, you can expect to inflict some 
serious damage. Both missile types 
are capable of nobbling enemy 
craft quickly... 

The fully charged non-homing missile 
won't always be capable of destroying 
the enemy craft completely, but it will 
drastically stop them in their tracks for 
a short period of time. This 
‘unplanned little pit stop should mean 
i have plenty of time to zoom 

Stage 3 of the homing missile is perfect 
for eliminating an opponent. Fully 
charged, it unleashes myriad missiles that 

plough towards numerous opponents, 
should there be two or three to lock 
onto. If the missiles don’t destroy their 
intended target(s), they'll still buy you 
plenty of time to steal the lead. 

           
COUNTERMEASURE 

The Countermeasure is the most 

powerful in the game, capable of 
obliterating any enemy in your sights. 
Once all three power-ups have been 
maxed out, simply collect any 
coloured power-up and a skull will 
appear on your weapons meter. 

Unleashing this on any enemy will 
send out an atomic missile that 
destroys them instantly, forming a 
large mushroom cloud above the 
detonation area. Your craft will also 

be given a temporary supercharged 
shield, which can protect you from 

any form of attack your opponents 
open up on you. 

 



There are nine Rivals to unlock in all, each with their own Countermeasures 
and driving style. To unlock each one, use the specified character to complete 
the Tournament mode on any difficulty (except Novice). You'll then need go 
head-to-head in a Rivals race against the hidden character — 
unlock them. 

Character Unlocked: Ami Nikaido 

Character Used: Kumiko Nikaido 

Track Unlocked: Fuusoku City 2 

Am) Nikeido 

Character Unlocked: Max Steinhauer 

Character Used: Leah Mathias 

Track Unlocked: Mount Graven 2 

beat them to 

Character Unlocked: Pharaoh 

Character Used: Zaki Shaheen 

Track Unlocked: Flames Of Ra 2 

Character Unlocked: Ka Hekili 

4 74 

QUANTUM REDSHIFT 

Character Unlocked: Alicia Waverley 
Character Used: Tara Vivas 
Track Unlocked: Silver River Canyon 2 

Naeger Select Cheracter 

la Waverioy 

Character Unlocked: Kiri Foxton 
Character Used: Jordan Reynold 
Track Unlocked: Solar City 2 

OPhovcrmmccap "°°" Gnorecter 

Character Used: Complete Tournament mode with all seven original characters. 
Track Unlocked: Solar City 2 

EASTER EGGS 
THERE ARE EIGHT SECRET FEATURES TO FIND, EACH UNLOCKED BY COMPLETING 
THE TOURNAMENT MODE WITH ONE OF THE EIGHT RIVALS (SECRET CHARACTERS)... 

Ultra Focal Length 
Alicia Waverley 

  

Always Rain 
Kiri Foxton 

  

Hyper Blur 
Vladimir Ubikov 

Weapons Off 
Jaya Kushala 
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Atlantis Mode 

Ami Nikaido 
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Fruity Fruit 
Max Steinhauer 

Character Unlocked: Viadimir Ubikov 

Character Used: Prince Yuri Galitz 
Track Unlocked: Kalau Wastelands 2 

Character Unlocked: Jaya Kushala 
Character Used: Marcus Appleton 
Track Unlocked: Brackenstowe Vale 2 

Character Unlocked: Kutoo 

Character Used: Ka Hekili 

Track Unlocked: Draco Island 2 

Slide 
Pharaoh 
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Kutoo 

 



SEGA SOCCER 

Uy) INFORMATION 

SEGA SOCCER SLAM 

  

  

  

        

_ SOCCER SLAM 
WITH NO REF OR RULES 
JIN SIGHT, YOU'LL BE } 

EEDING THIS PLAYER'S 
SUIDE TO HELP HONE \ 
HOSE ALL-IMPORTANT 
PUNCHING SKILLS - IT’S 
FOOTBALL, HONEST! 
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SEGA SOCCER SLAM | 

S : SUB cone 
—_ 

"EL FUEGO 
Trophy Belt Enhances El Diablo’s Speed ... .$900 
Demon Fiesta Horns Enhances El Diablo’s Stealing . . .$500 
Wrestling Wrist Bands . Enhances El Diablo’s Hitting . . . 5100 

Smokin Shinpads Enhances Rico's Shooting 
Rough ‘Em Up Wristbands .. .Enhances Rico's Hitting . . . 
Fireball Earring . Enhances Rico's Speed . 

Blazing Backpack Enhances Madeira’s Stealing 
Smouldering Shinpads ......Enhances Madeira’s Hitting 
Sizzling Arm Guard Enhances Madeira’s Hitting 

Shark Bite Shins Enhances Kahuna’s Stealing 
Turbo Towel Enhances Kahuna’s Speed 

. ..Enhances Kahuna’s Passing 

Crocodile Claws Enhances Boomer's Speed 
Reptile Hat Enhances Boomer's Passing 
Roo Ring Enhances Boomer's Stealing 

Enhances Rumiko’s Hitting 
Enhances Rumiko’s Speed 
Enhances Rumiko’s Shooting 

SPIRIT 

Eerie Earrings hances Zari’s Passing 
Bootylicious Bracelets vances Zari’s Passing . 

Haunted Hair Pins ances Zari’s Speed 
  

Voodoo Mask nances Dijimon’s Passing 

Charmed Skull ances Dijimon’s Passing 
=nhances Dijimon’s Shooting .... 

Paranormal Turtle Pads nances Kaimani’s Stealing .... 

Spiritual Sandals vances Kaimani’s Speed 

i. Supernatural Seashells vances Kaimani’s Passing    



SOLUTION 

SEGA SOCCER 
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Enter the following codes at the 
main title screen to activate each 
cheat and alter the appearance of 
the players. (To disable a cheat, 
re-enter the code.) 

Alternate El Fuego (Demons): 
@ x2,Vx2,9,€ 

Alternate Sub-Zero (Snowmen): 
0x2v,9,€E% 

Alternate Spirit (Skeletons): 

@ x2,%12,€¢,9 

Alternate Volta (Robots): 

0,0, %¥,n 

Alternate Tsunami (Frogs): 

8,0,V,17€ 

Alternate Toxic (Aliens): 
@, 0, Vv x2, # x2 

UNLOCK ALL ALTERNATIVE TEAM 

MODELS: 

@0,0,vx4 

    

: 
4 

CHEATS 

Enter the following codes at the 
main title screen to activate each 

cheat. (To disable a cheat, 

re-enter the code.) 

0, >,x2,¥,0,0 
Alternatively unlocked 
collecting Tsunami Art #2. 

CRATE BALL: 
0,€,¥,3,0,0 
Alternatively unlocked by 
collecting Tsunami Art #3. 

BALL: 
O, € x2, ¥; @ x2 
Alternatively unlocked by 
collecting El Fuego Art #3. 

O, > x2, €, @ x2 
Alternatively unlocked by 
collecting Spirit Art #2. 

0,>,V,%, @ x2 
Alternatively unlocked by 
collecting El Fuego Art #2. 

O, €, > x2, @ x2 
Alternatively unlocked by 
collecting Sub-Zero Art #3. 

KIDS PLAY BALL: 
0,>,4%,4,0,0 
Alternatively unlocked by 
collecting Sub-Zero Art #2. 

0,>,€x2,0,0 

Alternatively unlocked by 
collecting Volta Art #2. 

RUSTY CAN BALL: 
O, €, # x2, @ x2 

Alternatively unlocked by 
collecting Spirit Art #3. 

0,>, x2, 08 x2 

Alternatively unlocked 
collecting Spirit Art #5.  



Enter the following codes at the 
main title screen to activate each ore Arsenault’s Items: 

OPEN UP ALL 
STADIUMS } 
Enter the following codes at the 
main title screen to activate each 

cheat and unlock a new stadium. 
(Re-enter the code to disable it.) 

SEGA SOCCER SLAM | 

  

cheat and unlock all that player's €,8,3,0,m Jungle Canopy: 4, ¥, €, >, 8, O 
bonus items. (Re-enter the code —_ Unlock Angus’s Items: Alternatively, complete Quest Mode 
to disable it.) €,0,97,0,% with El Fuego. j 

Unlock Dante's Items: Tribal Oasis: 4 x2, V x2, @ x2 I 
EL FUEGO €0,9,0,€ Alternatively, complete Quest Mode t , i 
Unlock El Diablo’s Items: with Spirit. RIVIERA RUINS i 
€, e, >, e, v TSUNAMI Pacific Atoll: a x2. € x2. @ x2 ™ ra ? i i 
Unlock Rico’s Items: 

€<€07,0,> 

Unlock Madeira’s Items: 
€,0,V,08,% 

SUB-ZERO 
Unlock Half Pint’s Items: 
€0,9,0,% 
Unlock Kiril’s Items: 

€0,%,0,€ 
Unlock Lola’s Items: 
€0€¢0,¥ 

SPIRIT 
Unlock Zari‘s Items: 
€,0,¢,0,> 

Unlock Dijimon’s Items: 
€0,V,0,% 
Kaimani's Items: 
€,0,3>,0,> 

Unlock Kahuna’s Items: 
€,0,39,0,> 
Unlock Boomer’s Items: 
€0,€,0,% 
Unlock Rumiko’s Items: 

€0,€ 0,4 

TOXIC 
Unlock Duke’s Items: 
€,0%,0,> 
Unlock Nova’s Items: 
€90,V,0,% 
Unlock Raine’s Items: 

€0,¥,0,> 

This unlocks every item for all 
characters. 
€0,€¢0,¢€   

Alternatively, complete Quest Mode 
with Tsunami. 

Alpen Castle: # x3, V, @ x2 
Alternatively, complete Quest Mode 
with Sub-Zero. 
Riviera Ruins: #, V x2, >, 0, @ 
Alternatively, complete Quest Mode 
with Volta. 

Reactor Core: 4, € x2, 3, 8, @ 
Alternatively, complete Quest Mode 
with Toxic. 

Unlock All Stadiums: @ x2 > x2, 

A x5, B x2 

  

  

JUNGLE CANOPY 

  

ER CHEATS } 
Enter the following codes 
quickly at the main title 
screen to activate each 
cheat. (Re-enter the code 
to disable it.) 

Big Head Mode: 
@, @, # x2, 8 x2 

Alternatively unlocked 
by collecting Sub-Zero 
Art #4. 

Big Hits Mode: 
0,0,4%x2,0,0 
Alternatively unlocked 
by collecting El Fuego 
Art #5. 

Classic Film Mode: 
0,0,0,0,0,0, 
]|,>,¢],>, €,> 

Alternatively unlocked by 
collecting Toxic Art #3. 

Infinite Spotlight 
Mode: 
0,0,V,9,0,0 
Alternatively unlocked by 
collecting Volta Art #1. 

Infinite Turbo: 
0.0,9,%,8 x2 

Alternatively unlocked 
by collecting Tsunami 
Art #5. 

  

Max Power Mode: 
00,€7,0x2 

Alternatively unlocked by 
collecting Spirit Art #4. 

Modern Film Mode: 
0,0,0,0,0,0, 
>,€,9,¢,3,€ 

Alternatively unlocked 
by collecting Toxic 
Art #2. 

Remy Saville’s Head: 
0,¢€,7,€¢€,0,0 

Rob Willock’s Head: 

0,€%, €,0,0 
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   Q) INFORMATION 

WWE RAW 

_ As well as being invaluable for 
_ blocking striking moves, @ 

has several other uses. Long 
_ striking moves (those that take 

__ time to charge up) can be 
cancelled with a press of @, 

as can submission moves and 
pins; break these up early if 
you don’t think they'll work 
and you'll avoid losing any of 
your Voltage Meter. 

Try to keep tabs on what 
_ moves you've been doing; 

_ you'll notice that as you 
_ continually perform a move, 
_ you'll get less and less added 

to your Voltage Meter until 
eventually that move will start 
to shrink your bar away. In 

general, if you perform a single 
~ move more than three times 
- without a significant gap 

between them, the crowd will 
_ take your opponent's side. 
- You'll need to be extra careful 

__ of this when using weapons. 

_ As opposed to most other 
games where taunts are a bit 

  

   

      

   

  

FOR THE FULL SOLUTION 
TO WWE RAW, GET XPERT!: 

XPERT ISSUE 5 OUT NOW 

106 JGsiv 

RVD’S WRESTLING ACADEMY 
of fun, in WWE Raw they're 
one of the keys to success. 
After a few big moves or an 
impressive comeback, perform 
a taunt when your opponent is 

dizzy or knocked down and 
watch the meter skyrocket! 
Using a taunt is a great way of 
setting your character up to 
perform a finishing move. 

Although you can use any 
weapon outside the ring, 
certain ones will bring an 
instant end to the match if 
used inside the squared circle. 
Use this to your advantage in 
the multiplayer modes: if you 
dodge into the ring just as 
you're being hit, your 
opponent will be disqualified. 

In a somewhat bizarre 
oversight, WWE Raw allows 

you to go for any of the Title 
Belts the game has with any 
of the Superstars. This 
means you can get 
situations like The Rock 
holding the Women’s Title 
and Rikishi taking Light 
Heavyweight gold... craziness! 

/HIT HIM WITH IT! 
Usually when you find a new 
weapon in a normal match, try 

to hold off using it unless you 
know it’s safe. When you get a 
chance, you can check the 
items you have in the Museum 

  

ARE YOU 

and make sure you don't use 
something that’s going to get 
you disqualified! 

Just like the real thing, no 
match is safe from a peeved 
Superstar popping up and 
laying the smack down. Try to 
stay in the ring when this 
happens, as interfering 
wrestlers won't come into the 
ting itself for long, preferring to 
stand around outside and wait 
for a victim to come to them. 

For a more reliable way to 
perform Finishers and 
counters, go into the 
Controller Set-Up menu and 
assign these commands to © 
and @. You'll be surprised 
how much easier this can 
make the game for you! 

If you like going for the high- 
risk moves, picking someone 
like Test or Triple H is a bad 
idea — the high-flying heroics 
of someone like Jeff Hardy will 
be much more closely suited 
to your rope-leaping, death- 
defying approach! 

A submission finisher is a 
handy tool but they're by no 
means foolproof... you'll have 
to really hammer away at your 
foes before they'll give in. That    

  

RAW SECRETS 

FULL SCREEN ENTRANCE MOVIES 
While a wrestler is entering the ring, you can press the @ button to switch 
their Titantron movie to full screen mode. Trish fans rejoice... now you can 
get some serious Stratus-faction! 

SECRET CHARACTERS 
There are four big names up for grabs as great grapplers... three are 
members of the McMahon household while the fourth is none other than 
Limp Bizkit's Fred Durst! Let's see him keep on rollin’ after you beat a 
raincheck into his sorry behind. 
Vince McMahon: Win the WWE Heavyweight Championship 
Shane McMahon: Win the WWE Hardcore Title 
Stephanie McMahon-Helmsley: Win the Women’s Championship 
Fred Durst: Win every Title Belt at least once 

TOUGH ENOUGH? 

      said, it's also character- 
dependent: The Rock's 
Sharpshooter may be good, 
but it can’t hold a torch to the © 

Walls Of Jericho or the 
Crippler Crossface. 

SAVE 
Unlike a lot of other Xbox 
titles, WWE Raw doesn’t auto- 
save to the machine’s hard 
drive. You have to go into the 
Options menu and manually 
save the game with the 
Save/Load option there... 
don’t forget or you'll quickly 
discover that all your hard 
work will be for nothing! 

|GOTHEDISTANCE | 
When you're going for a Title 
Belt, bear in mind that it means" 
playing through anything ' 
between three and 12 matches 
nonstop, with no option to * 

save along the way. Since oe 
each 
match can ont? 
take 
anything 
up to 30 

minutes, 
you may 
be in for a long play 
session to get some of 
the higher-profile Belts. 
Also, try to avoid silly 
defeats like 
disqualifications — you 
only get so many 
continues before it's 
game over. 
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    CREATE-A-FREAK 

Items you collect during matches will appear for you to use in the Create 
A Superstar mode — the more you find, the more options you'll have when 
building your own wrestlers. 

¢ The sample wrestlers are there for a reason — you may find it easier to 
create the wrestler you want by starting with one of them, rather than use 
the default model. 

+ Although the height option doesn’t appear to change the size of your 
wrestlers when you're creating them, it makes a big difference when they 
step inside the ring. 

* Combining your wrestler’s stats with their move list is very important — 
putting your Submissions stat up to max won't do much good if you have 
no submission moves! 

You only have 70 points to spend on your wrestler’s stats - make sure to 
spend them wisely and don’t neglect your defensive skills. Remember that 
you can block punches and kicks with the @ button, so you can afford to 
keep your Striking defence fairly low. 

© If you want your wrestler to have an easy life, only set allies in the Allies 
and Enemies section of your profile. This should help to ensure that if a 
wrestler interferes in a match, he or she will be on your side. 

@ The weight you list for your wrestler makes no difference to how he 
appears in the ring — if you want to change that sort of thing, you'll need to 
edit individual body parts in the Appearance section. 

@ When assigning your character's moves, try to organise a system so you 
can pull off the one you want. For example, you may want to put all your 
submission moves on & + @ when your opponent is on the ground. 
Ideally, you should always have a choice between different types of move, 
no matter what position you're in. 

© Because you can’t see a preview of your wrestler’s entrance in the Create 
A Superstar mode, it would be a good idea to experiment and save four 
copies of your wrestler to the hard disk, all with different entrances. Set up a 
four-player match and you'll be able to see all the entrances you've created 
and choose the one you like best. 

HERE’S ONE WE MADE EARLIER! 
Being the lovely people that we are, we thought 
we'd give you a couple of wrestlers to get you 
started — one a recent addition to the WWE, 
the other a well-known videogame character... 

         

RAW SECRETS 

WEAPONS 
AND ITEMS 
Most items and weapons can be obtained by breaking open the 
boxes scattered around the ring but there are a few that cannot be 
obtained in this manner. To get these, you'll need to win Titles and 

    

beat on people as they make their way to the ring; do this by pressing 
the @ button when prompted during their entrance movie. Here are 
the hard-to-get items, in full... 

GEIGSEIVERaI Attack Kurt Angle repeatedly with Gold 

Medal 2 (see below to get it) 
GESIGSIIVERaIDI Attack Kurt Angle during his entrance 

EXONS “Win the Intercontinental Title 
GARMEDSPeaBSN Win the European Title 
GAISIBUBBaRayiGlasses: Attack Bubba Ray Dudley during his entrance 
GIGI VGRIGIESSESIM Attack D’Von Dudley during his entrance 

GRISiGhistianiShades® Attack Christian during his entrance 

GEQOMEGReISHAGESINNM Attack Edge during his entrance 

HQSaaESSBSIEM Win the Hardcore Title 
EEQOEAWEIBHEBEI Win the Heavyweight Championship 

EES0WGMERSIBEIEIN Win the Women’s Championship 

GESSISPIKEIGIESSESINM Attack Spike Dudley during his entrance 
HSSAESE Win the Light Heavyweight Title 
GEVIMIGSPHORSQI Attack K-Kwik during his entrance 
EETSWWaTERBSHIEII Attack Triple H during his entrance 

EATS py Attack Perry Saturn during his entrance 

WEAPONS & 
EQUIPMENT 

Heavyweight Belt , 

ATTACK Ss 

EFFECTIVENESS B 

a   
   



SEGA GT 

  

INFORMATION 

SEGA GT: 2002 

The map is the best 
tool for you to use 
when tracking your 
opponents. It won't 
show you which side } 
they creeping up on, 
but you'll know 
when to start 
manoeuvring. 

4 i 

  

SEGA GT: 2002 
SEGA IS RENOWNED FOR HIDING THINGS 
BUT WE'VE SEARCHED HIGH AND LOW TO 
DISCOVER EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR 
THIS GRAN TURISMO BEATER... 

If you prefer manual 
gear changing, you'll 
need to keep an eye 
on this fella. This dial 
shows which gear 
you're in and also 
indicates when you 
need to change. 

| 

Take note of the lap 
time of the car in 
either first or second 
and try to beat it. 
Doing this will help 
improve your lap 
rather than you 
panicking when a 
car overtakes you. Your damage meter 

is one of the most 
important gauges on 
screen — let this 
drop to zero and 
you'll be out of the 
race. Try making a 
pit-stop if it starts 
looking critical. 

 



SEGA GT ©         For the best results when taking those 
frustrating corners, simply follow the points 
on the diagram and you'll be making your 
opponents eat your dust in no time... 

The handling in Sega GT is unique and . O 
will take some time to get used to. ; (eUUerrrerrr 

As you progress through the 
EE different challenges you'll 

unlock various upgrades for 
your car, which can greatly 

ag enhance your speed, 
ne fp: ph Rreran from wale baking and 
Purchase it for $150,000. Now sel itor acceleration. The most 

‘ 

Start to slowly release the accelerator 
as you approach the bend, but don't 
touch that brake yet! 

>
.
 

"
N
H
,
 

. 

Begin tapping the brake (DO NOT 
hold it down) and start to turn into 
the corner. 

Meese dlea an bg $195,000 important thing you need © As you come out of the corner, line 
cool $35-45,000, Maipr you a do for successful cornering is yourself up with the next straight, stop 

long as wish in order to for . to ease up on the accelerator: braking and start accelerating gently. 
other cars without having . slowing right down before 

race for them. turning into each bend will give You're out, so slam on the juice and 

you more control over your car. head for the finish line... 

  

THE DEFINITIVE LIST 
By completing the Official races and the Event races you'll be able to unlock various cars — some 
just appear in your garage while others need to be bought. Fear not, however, as we have 
discovered all the rewards in both Seasons of racing... 

Here are the rewards you can get for winning each stage — be it winning a car, unlocking one to 
buy or getting an upgrade... 

  

SEASON 1 
STAGE PRIZE TYPE 

1-1 SPEED RING 2002 Elan Sr.1 Car To Buy 

1-2 TIDE STREET BATTLE Cosmo Sport Prize Car 

1-3 RAMPART CUP Z432R Car To Buy 

2-1 SPIRIT HAWK CUP 1000TCR Berlina Corsa Prize Car In the Event races you need to come first in order to unlock 

2-2 IMPERIAL GARDEN 2002 Skyline 2000GT-R Car To Buy the hidden prizes on offer. But luckily for you, we've 

Racing Suspension Sm | cid al of the crs and comple ting i 
2-5 DESERT HEAT CUP Abarth 131 Rally Prize Car open it. There's also a special prize on certain races — 

3-1 THE EMERALD CHALLENGE Skyline GT-R Racing Prize Car obtained by making up at least three places on the final lap 
3-2WINDMILL CUP 300SL Prize Car (eg from 4th to Ist, or 5th to 2nd). 

Racing Brakes Upgrade 

3-3 BURNING WHEEL CUP Zero Prize Car SEASON 1 

3-4 SUMMER SOLSTICE CUP Savanna RX-3 Racing Prize Car STAGE 1ST PRIZE SPECIAL PRIZE 

Corvette Stingray Car To Buy DRAG RACE Dodge Charger Chevy Chevelle 

4-1 DANCING HORIZON CUP Tipo 33 Prize Car SEVENTIES BATTLE Jaguar Mk2 Toyota Celica 

4-2 EAGLE FLIGHT Mustang GT390 Prize Car Racing 

4-3 IRONSIDE INTERNATIONAL —_GT Concept Car To Buy EIGHTIES BATTLE —Nissan Mid 4 bee mo 

steels Upgrade NINETIES BATTLE = - Mazda RX-7 
5-1 ROLLING FLAME CUP Quattro Car To Buy Type RZ 

Racing Intercooler Upgrade HOT HATCH Renault Peugeot 205 T16 
5-2 AUTUMN KING CUP 240Z Racing Prize Car Clio Sport V6 
5-3 RAGING TYPHOON Impreza 22B STi Prize Car SUPER CAR Toyota 2000GT _Lotus Esprit ‘77 

5-4 ARDENT WIND CUP Super Seven R500R Prize Car 

5-5 THE HUNTSMAN INT'L Ford GT Prize Car SEASON 2 

6-1 WORLD TOURNAMENT Viper GTS/R Prize Car STAGE 1ST PRIZE SPECIAL PRIZE 

NINETIES BATTLE Ford GT90 - 

SEASON = HOT HATCH Step 4 Muffler/ - 
| Air Cleaner 

1-2 AUTUMN KING BATTLE Super Racing Tyres Upgrade GROUP B MONSTERS Step 3 Turbine Toyota MR2 
2-1 EAGLE FLIGHT Step 4 Weight Reduction Upgrade Group S 

2-3 THE HUNTSMAN INT'L Super Racing Intercooler Upgrade SUPER CAR Caspita = 
3-1 RAGING TYPHOON Original Tuned Suspension Upgrade TOURING RACE Step 3 NA Tune ~ 

3-3 RAMPART CUP Super Racing Brakes Upgrade WINDING ROAD RACE Starion 4WD Rally 
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LET US PLAY! 

FREE WITH EACH ISSUE OF 
PLAY MAGAZINE



 



    

TOUCH 
If you want to get in 
touch with us here at 
ZBI you can do 
so in five ways... 

O EMAIL 
Drop your question to us via email at... 

XBM@paragon.co.uk 

WA LETTER 
By post to... XBM, Paragon Publishing, 

St Peter’s Road, Bournemouth, 

BH1 2JS 

SMS TEXT 
We have an SMS text service sponsored 

by Orange. Simply text us your question or 

comment on... 07813 297947 

£4: PHONE 
Call the XBM team any time between 4pm 

and 6pm weekdays on this number... 

01202 200230 

tea FAX 
Or send your letter to us by fax on... 

01202 299955 

    

Hiya XBM, 

| got your mag 

recently and was very 
impressed by the 

entire thing in general. | am 
planning on getting myself an Xbox 
but | am having trouble deciding 
whether or not to get one yet or 
wait a while. | own plenty of 
consoles already (including 
Dreamcast, GameCube and a PS2 

that | share with my brothers) but 
thought it would be nice if | could 
have a DVD player in my room. So 
why not get an Xbox now? 

Maybe you could try and sell it 
to me WITHOUT saying that is 
better than the GameCube and 
PS2. That brings me to the second 
point to this email. | was reading 
the inbox section of your mag and 
noticed that all the letters and 
replies were putting the PS2 and 
the GameCube down. | believe this 
is wrong, as whether or not the 
Xbox is more powerful than the 
other consoles it is NOT better in 
all ways. For example the 
GameCube has the best and most 

  

THE UK'S PREMIER UNOFFICIAL 
MA GAZINE FOR XBOX GAMING 

GETIN =—_ 

  

    

  

   

  

    

      

   
   

   
   

    

   
   

   

Dear XBM, 

| was wondering if you could 
include the aspect ratio that the 
Xbox games are presented in, and 

whether or not they have 5.1 audio 
when reviewing games and in your 
current release summary of reviews. 

Having recently bought an Xbox, | 
was disappointed to find that only 
Dead Or Alive 3 is presented in a 
widescreen 16:9 ratio. 

Could you please tell me if there 
are any plans for future Xbox games 
to be presented in widescreen? 
Playing the likes of Halo and Project 
Gotham on my widescreen TV | feel 
kind off cheated with black bars left 
and right of the stunning image. 

XBOX RULES, OK? 
enjoyable games EVER and in great 
numbers. The PS2 has the best 
selection of well-known and 
popular licenses out there and a 
vast majority are very good. So all 
you single-format people out there, 
think and learn before you judge 

the other consoles. Right then 
that's it. And keep up the good 
work on the mag. 
James Nichols, via email 

We’re not just Xbox 
gamers, you know. All of us on 
the mag own a PS2 and a 
GameCube and yes we agree - 
all the consoles have their 
own strengths. 

Xbox offers, specifically, the 
opportunity to play games (at 
playable speeds) online — just 
wait till you sample the 
delights of Unreal 
Championship online and with 
voice chat... It has many of the 
same popular franchises that 
the PS2 does and a host of 
exclusive games that really are 
excellent. We'll gladly stick our 

   

    

                                        

   

TELL US WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND 
AND GET IN TOUCH WITH XBM... 
RIGHT THEN. GET WRITING TO US... 
TELL US ABOUT YOUR LOVE OF 

XBOX, YOUR LOVE OF 
MICROSOFT, YOUR LOVE OF ALL 

THINGS IRREVERENT - 
ENOUGH THEN WE'LL REWARD YOU WITH A 

  

    

    

   IF YOU'RE GOOD 

BRAND, SPANKING NEW XBOX GAME... 

Which Xbox games currently on 
release have this option and what 
games will have it in the future? It 
can only add to the experiences of 
amazing games like Halo. 
Richard Fleming, Deeside 

You'll now find extra info in all 
our reviews: whether the game 
supports 16:9 ratio, Dolby 5.1 and 
if it's Xbox Live compatible. 
Current widescreen games are: 
Hitman 2, Colin McRae 3, Mech 
Assault, Quantum Redshift, Medal 
of Honor, TimeSplitters 2 and 
Fellowship of the Ring. A \ot more 
in the future will support it. Most 
importantly, expect Halo 2 to. 

  

necks out and say that they're 
even better than the 
GameCube’s handful of must- 
have titles. It’s the only console 
that you'll be able to play 
future Rare games on. You 

don’t need to buy any,memory 
cards and you can play your 
own soundtracks in games 
thanks to the built-in hard 
drive. Which, by the way, can 
also be used to store extra 
levels and so forth that you 
download. It’s the only console 
to feature Dolby 5.1 surround 
sound in-game (you have to 
hear this to believe how good 
it is). Oh, and the graphics are 
second to none. 

We'd like to say all consoles 
are equal but they’re not; Xbox 
is the best because it has the 

most exciting release schedule 
(GTA, Zelda and Mario Sunshine 
are the three games that we're 
gutted about missing) for 
Christmas and 2003 of them all. 
Check out our release schedule 
on page 22 for more details. 

  

Dear XBM, 

| have been reading your brilliant 
mag since | purchased my Xbox back 
in June, as the owner of all three 
machines | rate all of them, but 
saying that as a gamer and PC 
gamer/repairer, | am constantly on 

my Xbox because of the games and 
the machine (my PS2 doesn’t even 
get a look in). But to my point. Even 
though Xbox Live is going to be 
good, what's going to happen to the 
many gamers out there who want to 
play on their own? Is it going to be 
that you can’t truly play a game 
unless you go online or hopefully the 
single-player game will be excellent 
and not lose anything with the 
added separate multiplayer game 
and downloadable extras, so that 
those of us who want to play on our 
own can. 

Maybe you could run a poll to 
see if there are others like me or 
am | just one person who’s 
mentally unhinged, 
The Master (M McClellan), 
Preston 

Games will always be made 
for single players, Xbox Live won't 
change that. It will give you a new 
way to experience games and 
encourage game developers to 
come up with new game ideas that 
will only work in online. Oh, and 
you'll get a load of free stuff as 
well. Basically, it’s all good. 

Dear XBM, 

| recently bought an Xbox with 
Dead or Alive 3 and have recently 
started buying your magazine, | was 
wondering if you would release the 
booster disc with an issue the near 
future, or if you have already 
released the disc in a previous issue. 
If you have already released the 
booster disc could you please inform 
me of which issue you released it on 
so | can order a back copy of the 
issue, thanks. 
Rob Mcleod, via email



The disc you refer to was 
recently released in the States to 

give players additional character 
costumes. Because the European 

release of DOA3 was later, these 
enhancements were included in 
the game. For more DOA 
shenanigans you'll have to wait 
for the next instalment... 

   

  

   

  

   
   

  

   

    

   

   
    

    
   

   

    

   

    

   

        

   

   

   

  

   

    

   
    

   

Dear XBM, 

Do you know that the Xbox 
console will soon be available in the 
shops for £159.99 with two FREE 
games? The two FREE games will be 
Jet Set Radio Future and SEGA 
GT2002, as these two games are 

worth £80-£90 alone, this means 
that consumers will be paying just 
£70-£80 for the Xbox itself! 

As this news is very important to 
your readers and Xbox buyers 
everywhere, | can't see why you 
haven't listed it yet. 
Regards, Leon, via email 

Yes you're absolutely right, 
there is going to be a lot of 
discounting on Xbox in the run- 
up to Christmas. Is this an 
aggressive marketing move by 
Microsoft or twitchy retailers 
trying to get rid of their stock? 
You tell us... 

PlayStation. 
<_< 

©) GAMECUBE 

BRAINBOXK 

  

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF XBM #13 WITH OUR QUICK-FIRE QUIZ! 
Woods PGA Tour 2003? 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

01 QUESTION 
ATiger Woods __ 

Which is the first Rare game B Colin Montgomery 
we'll see on Xbox? C Nick Faldo 
A Perfect Dark Zero? D Jesper Parnevik 
B Kameo i 
C Conker’s Bad Fur Day2 05 QUESTION 

0 Diddy Kong Racing 2 Which of these games is 

02 QUESTION compatible with Xbox Live? 

A Phantom Crash 

Which classic SEGA game B Splinter Cell 

will come free with Panzer C Medal Of Honor 

Dragoon Orta? D Big Mutha Truckers 
A Out Run 

B Space Harrier 06 QUESTION 

3 soe a ot Dynasty Warriors 3 takes 

eee place in which country? 

03 QUESTION A Che 
B India se 

Galleon is developed by Com. 
which team? D Persia 

A Core Design 
B Confounding Factor 07 QUESTION 

C Lionhead 
D Rare ~ Which of these VCR functions 

is not a control in Blinx? 

04 QUESTION A Fast Forward 

Been 
Which of these golfers in not C Slow motion 

a playable character in Tiger D Eject 

3D ACTION SHOOTER WITH INCREDIBLE 
CEL SHADED GRAPHICS 

OVER 30 ADRENALINE PUMPING MISSIONS 

TRANSFORM FROM MECHA, OR GUARDIAN 
TO A JET FIGHTER AT ANYTIME 

TWO PLAYER SPLIT SCREEN ACTION 

  

08 QUESTION 

Which D-Day beach 

landing is the first 

level of Medal Of Honor 

based on? 
A Omaha 
  

B Orlando 
  

C Arizona 
  

D Washington _ 
  

09 QUESTION 

Colin McRae has 

recently signed for 

which rally team? 
A Ford 
  

B Subaru 
  

C Citroen 
  

D Peugeot 
  

  

  

  

Top boy. Star pupil. Do yo 
want a job? A 

Getting there. A decent 
effort, but a few lapses in 

concentration have cost 

you a top mark. B 

Decidedly average. Must 
pay more attention and 
try harder in class. Cc 

Abysmal. Have you read 
any of this issue? We 

suggest that read the 
whole of the mag from 
beginning to end. And 
then try again. F 

NOW CHECK 
YOUR ANSWERS 
ON PAGE 130!   

  meAianctive 

www.tdk-mediactive.com



=| We've been beavering 
away at our Web site 
since our launch issue 
last year, and have 2 
uploaded all kinds of 
goodies for you. Not 
only can you find every 

review, preview and 
feature that appears in 
XBM on the Web site 
once the magazine has 
gone off-sale, but you 
can also get extra 

screenshots, movies, 
wallpaper for your PC 

and full versions of 

interviews from the 

magazine! If you're 
online, point your 

browser at 

xbox.totalgames.net in 
order to complete your 
XBM experience! 

  

News stories are posted 
to xbox.totalgames.net 
each day to ensure that our 
readers are the best 
informed of any Xbox 

magazine out there! 

ARTICLES 
All of the articles from 

our previous issues are 
now live online, so you are 

able to check out exactly 
what we think of all the 

Xbox releases. 

GALLERY 
When we've got more 

new Xbox screenshots than 

we can fit into the 

magazine we post a gallery 
online, so you can check 

them out for yourself. 

Here's where all the 
exciting downloads reside. 
Wallpaper, the occasional 
screensaver and — most 
importantly — movies of all 
the best Xbox games. 

114 J0am 

Time to find out what's been going on in the 

XBM Forum. You can join in the Xbox chat 

by getting yourself onto the Internet and icons like this... 

visiting xbox.totalgames.net & 

The XBM SMS texting service is brought to you courtesy of Orange. For more 
information on Orange's range of wirefree™ games log onto... 

TOPIC: XBOX - IT CAME, IT SAW, IT FLOPPED 

@) Posted 02 October 2002 08:22 PM 

The fun is just beginning. 

Your doom and gloom is premature. 
_ If its the same as it is now after Christmas then maybe Xbox 

life will be sort, but | think the Xbox is going to come on 

strong around November to March. 

© Posted 03 October 2002 10:17 AM 

What are you talking about you fool its microsofts first console which in 
total global sales is only just a small margin behind a long term 
established company! 
Nintendos sales for an established company are pathetic doesnt matter 
what way you look at it. If you actually have the brains to look at things 

on a braoder scale then comment. 
The handheld market is completely different to the main consoles its 
like me saying microsofts xbox and windows xp mangles the sales of 
both nintendo and sony. 

As far as having nothing to worry about, i dont really think you 
understand how microsoft work. | think sony and nintendo both 
understand the threat microsoft imposses. | know it doesnt matter 
what field of business i was in if microsft stepped into the arena i 
would **** myself. 

As for being a fan boy ppfffff i own a cube and xbox and probably every 

console thats been relased before that due to being the manager of 
computer exchange for a number of years before becomming a 

qualified it engineer so erm stick to playing games rather then making 
stupid comments. 

All times are GMT next newest topic | next oldest topic   

If you put smiley faces into 

your messages, our system will 

automatically turn them into little 

  

You can pick up an Xbox for £160 with 

SEGA GT 2002 and Jet Set Radio 

Future. Vice City? GTA is a PS2- 

exclusive. 

Blame PlayStation2. We do. 

Well, Baggy (if that is your real name), 

the answer is ‘no’. A chipped Xbox will 

play old arcade games, though. Ask your 

local independent games retailer for 

more details. 

Yes ‘dare’ is. Fishing Live Online will be 

out next year and is compatible with 

Xbox Live. 

It'll work with any but we recommend 

the fastest — 1Mbps. 

Is that the best you can do? We 

recommend Andres D'Alessandro of 

River Plate. He’s the new Maradona, 

don’tcha know... 

Everyone has one great videogame in 

them. Or is that a novel? Anyway, 

whatever you do don’t send your idea 

to a games company - if it’s good 

enough they may take the idea and 

then claim to have been working on a 

similar idea already. Not that we're 

bitter or anything...



l CER KID 
10 visually > ie 

‘ent, themed b\\) 
- 

15 tevels, plus 5 
bonus levels. 
5 end of stage bosses, 
plus 1 giant 
end of game boss. 
Special moves-perform tricks to 

games out there, and it 
rocks!,...we could just sit and 
play this game forever.” 
Garnghiow te 

The strangest game you've ever played. 

Real motion-captured yeti! 

Parallax background scrolling gives the 

illusion of depth in the cities. 

4 unique city stages-you have to learn each one’s 

twists and turns in order to achieve your ultimate 

goal. 

Sound effects are so realistic, you can almost 

taste the city! 

Play one of two ways-smash your way through 

the city or avoid detection altogether. 

8 Classic brain challenges ona 

‘single game cartridge. Backgammon, 

Checkers, Chess, Dominos, Mah Jong 

Reversi, Sink-Ships and 4-In-A-Row 

10 different A1 levels, from beginner 

to highly advanced. 

2 player linked play using the 

game-download function (only one cartridge 

needed for multi-player competition) 

Saveable game status and statistics. 

‘Create your own character and face in the 

Experience how difficult it is to be 

Santa Claus 

Attack enemies with snowballs and 

other cool defences 

Animated In-Game cartoons 

Digitalised sound effects 

4 Unique worlds in 15 different levels 

256 colour graphics 

Parallax scrolling background 

game with the included face generator 

Uroamieast Console 
Dy with 3 yume 

FO9.9S 
weve 

Atari Jaguar} ““ x HOw ” VEERING 
Scart console os - WHEEL+PED 1¢ 

' 

New Boxed Set With FREE Game eae 

CD UNIT NOT INCLUDED 

© First person shooter. 
@ Full 3D smooth scrolling. 
© Digitized stereo sound effects. 
@ Multi-player (4) mode with Link cable. 
@ in-game adjustments for screen brightness. 
@ One piayer Death Match against three robots. With Rum! . | arce | cti , 

@ In-game adjustments for player rotation speed. WUE PUTTING EUTUG AUUUT 

@ EEPROM back-up to save two separate games. " = 

@ FMV (full motion video) introducti ie 1 Br a i>) { } Q PlayStation 

@ Smoke and transparency effects. c Ff 1 1 “th? | > ") 
@ Too many adversaries to count. ‘ = es x sue Uni { a) fe Pe \0 @ Twelve levels to infiltrate. 

@ Nine unique weapons. © In-game speech. 

PSone Console 
With s Games £63 4< 

In Stock Now 

        

  

   Buy at... 

gamestation 
where it's never game over...        
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14.11.02-12.12.02 
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STORES NATIONWIDE... (for your nearest store: 0870 112 1111) 

BARKING, BARNSLEY, BATH, BIRKENHEAD, BIRMINGHAM, BOLTON, BRADFORD, BRIGHTON, BRISTOL, ~ 

rs ” BROMLEY, BURY, CAMDEN, CAMBRIDGE, CHESTER, CHESTERFIELD, COLCHESTER, COVENTRY, CROYDON, 

DERBY, DONCASTER, GRIMSBY, HEREFORD, HUDDERSFIELD, HULL, IPSWICH, LANCASTER, LEEDS,    

    

OFS oon LEICESTER, LINCOLN, LIVERPOOL, LUTON, MANCHESTER, MANSFIELD, MIDDLESBROUGH, NEWCASTLE, ‘Jam 
sie B00) : NEWPORT, NORTHAMPTON, NOTTINGHAM, NUNEATON, PETERBOROUGH, PLYMOUTH, POOLE, PORT estat; 

1 9.00%,00PU 6 TALBOT, PORTSMOUTH, READING, RUGBY, SALISBURY, SHEFFIELD, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, SOUTHPORT, oOn.¢ u 
SOUTH SHIELDS, SUNDERLAND, SUTTON, STOCKTON, SWANSEA, TAMWORTH, TORQUAY, WAKEFIELD, “Uk 

IN HOUSE DESIGNER MICHELLE MCDONOGH 

GAMESTATION 

x ry 

2 WO , WALSALL, WARRINGTON, WATFORD, WEMBLEY,WIGAN, WOLVERHAMPTON,WORKSOP, YEOVIL, YORK. 

ALL OFTERS ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY, WHILE STOCKS LAST. IMAGES/PACKSHOT AS SUBJECT TO CHANGE. THESE OFFERS MAY BE WITHDRAWN WITHOUT 
NOTICE. FOR FULL TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY TO: GAMESTATION PO BOX 47 YORK YOSO 4YP. THIS OFTER EXCLUDES ALL OTHER OFFERS AND 

PROMOTIONS. THIS DOES NOT AFFECT YOUR STATUTORY RIGHTS. VOUCHER VAILID FROM 14.11,.02- 12.12.02  



COMPEMTON 
WIN A LORD OF THE RINGS ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM! 
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COMPETITION () 

"RINGS GOODIES! 

  
   



  

VIDEOGAME CO. 
Xbox Universal 235 GBP plays all UK/US/JAP original imports etc. £249.00 
Universal VGA box - connect to a VGA monitor with any console £34.99 CG 
Magic Box 25 - use any console controller on xbox £29.99 

Playstation to Xbox Joypad Converter £15.00 
Xbox Component Cable £8.00, 
Xbox Link Cable (super Fast) £8.00 
Xbox SVHS Cable £8.00, Xbox Scart cable £8.99 
Latest Xbox import games, House Of Dead 3, Tony Hawks 4, MK Deadly 

Alliance, Lord Of The Rings many only £38.00, Dreamcast Arcade sticks £18.99 
PS2 Universal 257 plays all import games £329.00, 
100's of products on line for Dreamcast, Saturn, PS2, PSone, XBox, Game Cube, N64! 

WWW. VIDEOGAMECOMPANY.COM 
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: 01437 766321 24HR / 07710 425019 PAYMENTS MADE TO : VIDEOGAME CO,, PO BOX 6, NARBERTH, MALES, SAG 7¥G   

  

    

    

    
   

      

1. Sex survey - how randy are they? 
2. Millionaire gameshow - they’ re the chosen one! 
3. Pregnant daughter - who's been a naughty boy? 
4. Big Brother TV interview - on! lyt this time it’s hardcore! 
5. Raia drug test - what have they been up to? 
6. Minor Offences Bureau - they've been caught red handed! 
7. It's the VAT man - don't call him a w**ker! 
+ MANY MORE 

TEXT CHAT 
ALL NETWORKS 

LIVE 
1-2-1 
24/7 

RED HOT 
AND 

THRILLING 
Available to Vodafone, Cellnet, Grange + T-Mobile users. 

To Unsubscribe send U CHAT 
Each text costs £1.50 to receive Vodafone, Cellnet, Orange + T-Mobile 

Box 201 CA48GU 
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Cau 
Calls cost £1/min. We are PSL, PO Box 1463, Bristol BS99 3PA www.hilariouswindups.com     

NEw AGE CONSOLES 
unre 11°7 WHITGIFT CENTER, CROYDON, SURREY, CRO 1 QH~Z 

HOTUNE : 0208 686 1680 
BUY ONLINE WWW. NEWAGECONSOLES.COM 

a oe “ 
COumaapos 

wie wee 
C TH N BER Latest US import games a e 

Commandos 2 call ‘yf, ¥ @ ail A LL IS U M Quantum Redshift Ecall a v oe a 4 a 
Terminator: Dawn of Fate £59.99 ~ ~ ei: } 

Blinx Time Sweeper Ecall oe Microsoft XBOX Live 
Dynasty Warriors 3 £call__ . : Statser Kit 

ar ws Conflict: Desert Storm £call = | oe oy 
“wee ws NHL 2003 Ecall | z i v 

you CHOOSE THE WIND-UP! Sa ce AR 

  

-—     
X-Men Next Dimension Ecall 

  

“MR FURY pensar 
*MR STUTTER Soccer Slam £call 
. THE DETECTIVE er nese Ecall 5 ' < : ’ : — bg — on 

*INVITE TO NO. 10 Splashdown £call : 

*MY DAUGHTER'S PREGNANT We also have a MASSIVE collection 6 Video games and accessories for all conséle types 
“IRATE DELIVERY DRIVER pesie” 4) Oe ¥ 

Check our award winning website for all the latest games and prices.We also have a large’ 

KEY IN YOUR MATE'S NUMBER selection of games on sale with or ae Games as low as £17.99 

AND HEAR TH ne. STEN IN EIR REACTIOn, . ieee 

i 
PRICES CHANGE DAILY PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST PRICES AND RELEASES 

Lt 

Calls cost £1/min at all times. Jokelines PO Box 43, Warminster, Wiltshire, 

BA12 7PP. Please seek permission from the person paying the bill before calling.  



  

   

  

    A STOR ts 

PRISONER ray 4 ee” 

°1-2-1Chat -Live Chat 
~ tae . > a 
Why Pay £1 Per Minute When You Can Pay 50p Universal Limi tien 

Universal ted Edi 

0909 521! = 
Us JAP GAMECUBE TITLES Ws JAP ABOK TER LES 

FROM £34.99 FROM £14.9° 

Ws JAY PS2 TIETLeEs 

FROM 434.99 

BACK. VEREIOM 

Afterburner GIA 

hange lack} 

necube Starfox Adventures - £54.99 
Gamecube Mario Sunshine - £54.99 

° US Gamecube Animal Crossing - £54.99 

TO ADVERTISEINCLASSIFIED Bere se 
US PS2 Kingdom Hearts - £54.99 

Jap XBox Marvel VS Capcom 2 - £54.99 

Jap XBox Tekki with Arcade Battle Stick - CALI US Region 1 Anime DVD from £19.99 

We Steck the Largest Selection of Games and Japanimation DVDs in the UK Gall: Andrea Gamson 
Wade Lane, Merrion Centre 

_ Leeds LS2 SLW 

On: o1202 200222 snail: 
= 

Fovail: i “ee 

, aap £12.99 oun price £6.98 
Scart dud Jol jail ] * 

FOR ALLVOUR CONSOLE NEEDS im ini a) 
RAP £39.99 ovr PRICELEZ9.99 _ eee RRP £39.99 
Connect your PS2 to your “oa —. 
PC monitor for improved 2 : ouR PRICE £36.99 
display 

150845 644 1204. CONSELE D- 

e 

(E3399) 99) 

my SPECIAL OFFER PRICE PECIAL OFFER PR 
AAP £35.99 ovr price £28.82 SPECIAL OFFER PRICE 

Swap/exchange/all Z Remove Macrovision © 
games at wholesale prices from any DVD Player ONLY ONLY 

RAP £39.99 

Console repairs and other services available. \ ~ OUR PRICE £36.99 EE ue Ee 

GsEfeg? & BSEkasins 
“WIA CIREOET C le WiWMWECOmSolelame cf CIB SCr le COM | \otiae 77caco Ye  



    

Just call the Order Line on 

1178 
(from Ireland - 1570 939 839) 

Then type in the 4 digit code 
that you want and your order 
will be sent to your phone instantly! 
Alternatively, O2 & Vodafone users can 
send text “xbm xxxx’” to number 8578, 
where xxxx is code (£3 per text order). 
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> Little Mix 
Chatterbox 

      

       

  

GFerrari 
¥ 18 ON 
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4896 

Brstaod MM iva creom7 

www.CheapTones.com, Box 94, M6 8DF. Calls to the Order Line 
are charged at 60p / min. (Ireland 126.91c / min.), average call 

lasts 2-3 mins. Call from a land line as charges may be more from 
a mobile. Logos and pictures are compatible with Nokia only. 
Ringtones are compatible with Motorola, Nokia, Sagem, Sendo 

        

and Trium. Text requests other than Nokia, add the make at the 
end of the text message, e.g. “xbm 3676 sagem”. Note: not every 

model is compatible - if unsure, please check compatibility 
before calling. For the Help Line / Phone Compatibility - call 0870 

800 6991. Fax-Back Service 0870 800 6989. Calls to 0870 are 
National Rate.   

PIX / SCREENSAVERS 

: wed 
% Out 

  

  
  

  

Don't pay t 
Ws 
WAP. 

op whack! Call CheapTones.com! 
SITE - wap.CheapTones.biz 

  

  

    

MUSIC RINGTONES 
2Pac - California Love: 1068 
2Pac - Changes: 5156 
2Pac - Until The End Of Time: 4723 
A- Nothing: 6215 
A1- Take On Me: 6284 
Aaliyah - More Than A Woman: 5993 
Aaliyah - Rock The Boat: 6581 
Abba - Dancing Queen: 1078 
Aerosmith - Walk This Way: 3903 
Afroman - Because | Got High: 5403 
Alicia Keys - Fallin’: 5730 
Alien Ant Farm - Smooth Criminal: 5261 
Anastacia - I'm Outa Love: 4784 
Anastacia - One Day In Your Life: 6400 
Andy / Denise - Can't Take Eyes: 6678 
Ant And Dec - We're On The Ball: 6620 
Atomic Kitten - Eternal Flame: 4999 
Atomic Kitten - It's OK: 6605 
Atomic Kitten - Whole Again: 3615 
Baha Men - Who Let Dogs Out: 3542 
Bangles - Eternal Flame: 4814 
Barthezz - On The Move: 5253 
Basement Jaxx - Get Me Off: 6677 
Basement Jaxx - Romeo: 4471 
Beatles - Hey Jude: 3810 
Black Sabbath - Paranoid: 4013 
Blink 182 - All The Small Things: 1117 
Blink 182 - First Date: 5344 
Blink 182 - The Rock Show: 4899 
Blue - All Rise: 4311 
Blue - Fly By Il: 6383 
Blue - If You Come Back: 5768 
Blue - Too Close: 5200 
Bob Marley - No Woman No Cry: 6240 
Bomfunk MCs - Freestyler: 3637 
Bon Jovi - Bad Medicine: 6708 
Bon Jovi - It's My Life: 1123 
Box Car Racer - Feel So: 6686 
Brandy - Full Moon: 6676 
Brandy - What About Us: 6204 
Britney Spears - I'm Not A Girl: 6413 
Bryan Adams - Summer Of 69: 3953 
Bubba Sparxxx - Ugly: 5765 
Busta Rhymes - Break Ya Neck: 6292 
Chad Kroeger - Hero: 6665 
Chris Isaak - Wicked Game: 6711 
Christina Ag - Lady Marmalade: 4803 
Christina Milian - When U Look : 6673 
City High - What Would You Do: 5339 
City High ft Eve - Caramel: 6291 
CKY - 96 Quite Bitter Beings: 6080 
Coolio - Gangsta's Paradise: 1148 
Cosmic Gate - Firewire: 5002 
Counting Crows - American Girls: 6681 
Crazy Town - Butterfly: 3612 
Culture Club - Karma Chameleon: 6713 
012 - Purple Hills: 4944 
012 - S*** On You: 3699 
Daniel Bedingfield - Gotta Get: 5812 
Dario G - Carnaval 2002: 6630 
Darren Hayes - Insatiable: 6385 
Darude - Feel The Beat: 3660 
Deep Purple - Smoke On Water: 3827 
Destiny's C - Bootylicious: 5000 
Destiny's C - Jumpin’ Jumpin’: 3924 
Destiny's C - Say My Name: 1168 
Destiny's C - Survivor: 3831 
Dexy's Midnight Runners - Eileen: 1170 
DJ Aligator Project - Whistle Song: 5990 
DJ Otzi - Do Wah Diddy: 5794 
DJ Otzi - Hey Baby: 5254 
DJ Pied Piper - Do U Really Like It: 4314 
DMX - Party Up: 1175 
DMX - Ruff Ryder’s Anthem: 1176 
Or. Dre - Forget About Dre: 1179 
Dr. Dre - Nuthin’ But A 'G’ Thang: 4030 
Or. Dre - Still Dre: 3821 
Dr. Dre - The Next Episode: 3822 
Or. Dre - What's The Difference: 3663 
Eagles - Hotel California: 5467 
Eiffel 65 - Blue: 1186 
Elvis - Viva Las Vegas: 6238 
Elvis Presley - Suspicious Minds: 3719 
Elvis vs JXL - Less Conversation: 6573 
Eminem - Guilty Conscience: 1190 
Eminem - Kim; 4878 
Eminem - Marshall Mathers: 3664 

Eminem - Stan: 3922 
Eminem - Still Don't Give A F***: 1193 
Eminem - Under The Influence: 4880 
Eminem - Without Me: 6604 
Enrique Iglelias - Escape: 6589 
Enrique iglesias - Hero: 6092 
Eric Clapton - Layla: 3880 
Europe - Final Countdown: 5353 
Eve - Let Me Blow Ya Mind: 5107 
Eve - Who's That Girl: 4023 
Faith Hill - There You'll Be: 4802 
Faithless - Insomnia: 3867 
Fat Joe ft Ashanti - What's Luv: 6590 
Five - Let's Dance: 5106 
Flip & Fill - True Love Never Dies: 6095 
Future Breeze - Temple Dreams: 6418 
Gabrielle - Out Of Reach: 3776 
Gareth Gates - Unchained Mel: 6381 
Geri Halliwell - Raining Men: 3973 
Goldfinger - Open Your Eyes: 6688 
Gorillaz - 19/2000: 4837 
Gorillaz - Clint Eastwood: 3613 
Green Day - Good Riddance: 4069 
Guns 'n’ Roses - Sweet Child: 3868 
Holly Valance - Kiss Kiss: 6551 
Hoobastank - Crawling In Dark: 6363 
lan Van Dahl - Castles In Sky: 4945 
lan Van Dahl - Reason: 6608 
lan Van Daht - Will 1?: 5868 
HO - Rapture: 5731 
lil Nino - What Comes Around: 6689 
Incubus - Privilege: 5065 
iron Maiden - Fear Of The Dark: 4119 
iron Maiden - Run To Hills: 6355 
Ja Rule - Always On Time: 6094 
Jaheim - Just In Case: 6684 
Jam - Going Underground: 6759 
Jam - Town Called Malice: 4563 
Jay-Z - IZZO (H.0.V.A.): 5463 
Jennifer Lopez - I'm Real: 5729 
Kelly Liorenna - To My Heart: 6701 
Kernkraft 400 - Zombie Nation: 4644 
Korn - Adidas: 3962 
Kylie Minogue - In Your Eyes: 6219 
Kylie Minogue - Love At First: 6664 
Kylie Minogue - Out Of My Head: 5341 
Lasgo - Something: 6252 
Led Zeppelin - Stairway To Heaven: 1428 
Liberty X - Just A Little: 6588 
Limp Bizkit - Rollin: 3670 
Linkin Park - Crawling: 3780 
Linkin Park - In The End: 5398 
Linkin Park - Papercut: 4818 
Lost Prophets - Shinobi Dragon: 6362 
Lou Bega - Mambo No. 5: 1263 
Louise - Stuck In the Middle: 5194 
Ludacris - Rollout (My Business): 6661 
Ludacris - What's Your Fantasy: 4382 
M Factor - Mother: 6703 
Madness - One Step Beyond: 3598 
Madonna - Music: 1270 
Madonna - Ray Of Light: 6724 
Marilyn Manson - Dope Show: 6691 
Marilyn Manson - Sweet Dreams: 3902 
Marilyn Manson - Tainted Love: 6382 
Mary J Blige - Family Affair: 5336 
MC Hammer - Can't Touch This: 5415 
Meatloaf - Bat Out Of Hell: 4521 
Metallica - Nothing Else Matters: 5141 
Michael Jackson - Thriller: 4936 
Milk Inc - In My Eyes: 6592 
Missy Elliott - 4 My People: 6398 
Missy Elliott - Get Ur Freak On: 3832 
Mis-Teeq - B With Me: 6216 
Mis-Teeq - One Night Stand: 5407 
Mis-Teegq - Roll On: 6674 
Moony - Dove: 6643 
MOP - Cold As Ice: 3978 
Motorhead - Ace Of Spades: 6332 
Mouse T - Horny: 4922 
Ms Dynamite - It Takes More: 6607 
Mungo Jerry - In Summertime: 6635 
Mya - Case Of The Ex: 3560 
N Sync - Girlfriend: 6366 
N Trance - Set You Free: 5247 
Nelly - Hot In Herre: 6636 
Nelly - Ride Wit Me: 4025 

      

  

Can't find the ringtone that you want? 

Send a text “FIND XXXX" to 8578 - 
where XXXX is what you are looking 

for - e.g. “FIND HEY BABY” 
- 02 & Vodafone only, normal text rates. 

Nelly Furtado - I'm Like A Bird: 3617 
New Found Glory - My Friends: 6692 
Nickelback - How U Remind Me: 6253 
Nigel & Marvin - Follow Da Leader: 6579 
No Doubt - Hey Baby: 6174 
Nsync - Girlfriend: 6503 
Oasis - Stop Crying: 6672 
Offspring - Self Esteem: 4326 
OPM - Heaven Is A Halfpipe: 4903 
O-Town - All Or Nothing: 5001 
Outkast - The Whole World: 6403 
P Diddy - Bad Boy For Life: 5335 
P Diddy ft Usher - | Need A Girl: 6637 
Paffendorf - Be Cool: 6641 
Papa Roach - Loves Me Not: 6660 
Pink - Don't Let Me Get Me: 6591 
Pink - Get The Party Started: 6071 
Pink Floyd - Money: 4434 
Platinum 45 - Oi: 6290 
Pluto - Crazy World: 6734 
PPK - Resurrection: 5808 
Puddle Of Mudd - Blurry: 6642 
Puretone - Addicted To Bass: 5992 
Queen - Bohemian Rhapsody: 6333 
R Kelly - The World's Greatest: 6217 
Rammstein - Mutter: 6685 
Rednex - Cotton Eyed Joe: 6631 
Ricky Martin - La Vida Loca: 1328 
Rik Waller - Something Inside: 6705 
Robbie Williams - Angels: 3580 
Robbie Williams - Entertain You: 6741 
Robbie Williams - Eternity: 4947 
Robbie Williams - Old Before: 6743 
Robbie Williams - Rock DJ: 6744 
Robbie Williams - Strong: 6745 
Robbie Williams - Stupid: 5862 
Rod Stewart - Maggie May: 6746 
Roger Sanchez - Another Chance: 4904 
Rolling Stones - Paint It Black: 3800 
Ronan Keating - If Tomorrow: 6577 
S$ Club 7 - Don't Stop Movin’: 3887 
S$ Club 7 - Have You Ever: 5797 
$ Club 7 - You: 6206 
S Club Juniors - One Step Closer: 6539 
Scooter - The Logical Song: 6658 
Sex Pistols - God Save The Queen: 6622 
Shaggy - It Wasn't Me: 3611 
Shaggy - Luv Me Luv Me: 5265 
Shaggy And Ali G - Me Julie: 6358 
Shaggy feat. Rayvon - Angel: 4388 
Shakira - Underneath Clothes: 6568 
Shakira - Whenever Wherever: 6251 
Shy FX - Shake Ur Body: 6399 
Slipknot - Wait And Bleed: 4875 
Snap - Rhythm Is A Dancer: 4929 
Snoop Dogg - Snoop Dogg: 3844 
So Solid Crew - 21 Seconds: 5077 
So Solid Crew - Haters: 5988 
So Solid Crew - Ride Wid Us: 6441 
Sophie Ellis - Get Over You: 6656 
Sophie Ellis - Murder Dancefloor: 5830 
Sophie Ellis - Take Me Home: 5100 
Spandau Ballet - Gold: 5311 
Spiller - Groovejet: 3544 
Starchaser - Love Will Set You Free: 6655 
Steps - 5, 6, 7, 8: 6749 
Sticky ft Ms Dynamite - Booo: 4722 
Sugababes - Freak Like Me: 6540 
Sum 41 - In Too Deep: 5827 
Sum 41 - What We're All About: 6680 
Supermen Lovers - Starlight: 5217 
Tight Fit - Lion Sleeps Tonight: 6533 
Tina Turner - Simply The Best: 3870 
Tom Jones - Sex Bomb: 1393 
Toploader - Dancing In Moonlight: 3677 
UB40 - Red Red Wine: 5022 
Uncle Kracker - Follow Me: 5191 
Usher - U Got It Bad: 5389 
Usher - U Remind Me: 4842 
Usher - U Turn: 6440 
Van Morrison - Brown Eyed Girl: 4935 
Westlife - Uptown Girl: 3608 
Westlife - World Of Our Own: 6218 
Wheatus - Teenage Dirtbag: 3616 
Will Young - Evergreen: 6245 
Will Young - Light My Fire: 6619 
Wyclef Jean - Two Wrongs: 6702 

Funk up your mobile with CheapTones! 
WVé 

3 Lions: 3589 
633 Squadron: 4376 
Adams Family: 1434 
Airwolf: 4599 
Angel: 4603 
A-Team: 3652 
A-Team: 6454 
Austin Powers: 1026 
Bagpuss: 5847 
Banana Splits: 5016 
Bare Necessities: 4606 
Benny Hill: 1027 
Beverly Hills Cop: 1432 
Big Brother: 4613 
Black Adder: 3586 
Black Beauty: 5501 
Bob Builder: 3636 
Bod: 5875 
Braveheart: 4451 
Bright Side Of Life: 5753 
Buffy: 1028 
Captain Pugwash: 4620 
Captain Scarlet: 6066 
Casualty: 3984 
Charlie's Angels: 1030 
Dambusters: 5788 
Danger Mouse: 4625 
Dawson's Creek: 1033 
Deliverance: 4457 
Dirty Dancing: 1034 
Eastenders: 3632 
Enter The Dragon: 4459 
Exorcist: 4460 
Father Ted: 3864 
Flintstones: 4628 
Flumps: 4670 
Formula 1: 3592 
Fraggle Rock: 3666 
Friends: 4632 
Godfather: 4461 
Good, Bad & Ugly: 4465 
Goodies: 6718 
Great Escape: 3594 
Guinness Ad: 4706 
Hawaii 5-0: 3533 
Indiana Jones: 4641 
Italian Job: 5658 
Itchy & Scratchy: 4642 
James Bond: 1430 
Jaws: 4462 
Knight Rider: 4645 
League Of Gentlemen: 5865 
Magic Roundabout: 3553 
Magnificent 7: 4920 
Magnum PI: 6726 
Match Of Day: 1444 
Men Behaving: 3596 
Miami Vice: 6712 
Mission Imp 2: 1261 
Mission Imp: 1421 
Mr Benn: 4649 
Muppets: 4650 
Omen: 5914 
Only Fools Horses: 6732 
Pink Panther: 1436 
Pulp Fiction: 6716 
Rainbow: 4924 
Red Dwarf: 3539 
Rocky: 1050 
Roobarb: 1440 
Royle Family: 3669 
Scooby Doo; 4562 
Simpsons: 1439 
South Park: 5177 
Spiderman: 6657 
Stingray: 6757 
Thunderbirds: 3529 
Tigger's Song: 3891 
Titanic: 1420 
Top Cat: 5019 
Topgun: 1066 
Winnie The Pooh: 3893 
Wombles: 4675 
Wonderful Tiggers: 6453 
WWF - Ric Flair: 6738 
WWF Gen-x: 1062 
X-Files: 3551  
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MICROSOFT 

XBOX LI 
THE MACHINES PIT MAN AGAINST FELLOW MAN ACROSS THE GLOBE... WAS NOSTRADAMUS RIGHT?    he Broadband subscription aware at 2.14am Eastern Time, 14 — gamers all over the world and to videogames since Pac-Man 

bill is signed. The system March. In a panic gamers breaking down all cultural barriers. | chewed on his first pill. We'll bring 
goes online on 30 November everywhere try to fight back. But will it be any good? Well this is” you all the information, answer all 

2002. Human decisions are Yes that’s right — despite all pretty much a rhetorical question, of your questions, pour through all 
removed from strategic defence attempts to prevent us from but in the next issue we're going of the technology and (most 
and the Xbox begins to learn at a contacting the outside world next to tell you exactly why it is the importantly) show you all of 
geometric rate. It becomes self month XBM will be online! Battling greatest thing that has happened the games. 

  
ese “THE GREATEST THING THAT HAS HAPPENED TO VIDEOGAMES” 
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PUBLISHER: CAPCOM O 

   
e’re not sure which is 
more appealing, the game 
or the overly impressive 

controller complete with just over 
40 buttons and a couple of 
joysticks. If there is such a beast as 
a hard-core simulation of mech 

  

     
STEEL BATTAL 
GET YOUR PLANNING PERMISSION PROPOSALS IN! 

    

  

  
  

     
   shooters then this is the game 

to deliver the goods. The 
number of possibilities at 
your fingertips does look 
a little bit daunting but 
we're going to brave it 
for you next issue. 
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PUBLISHER: MIDWAY 

‘ A MORTAL 
Are KOMBAT 

THE GAME FOR ALL THE 
FAMILY IS BACK... GET 
OVER HERE! 

he fighting game that refuses to 
T die regardless of how many 

fatalities, animalities or pit deaths 
are thrown at it! Next year is going to 
mark the return of the over the top beat- 
‘em-up Mortal Kombat and we're 
promised that it will take the fist in face 
action to an entirely new plane of 
existence. The worrying thing is we really 

, want this to be a good game - if only to 
* get all maudlin over our childhood. 

  

  * 

    
  

“ULTRA VIOLENCE KEEPS US HAPPY” 

yu got the Rocket sy 

CHAMPIONSHIP 
UNREAL BECOMES A REAL! 

ith online gaming near launch and the Xbox version is sure to do 
we figured it’s about time to the same. The array of game modes, 
review the game that the ultra violence and the ability to 

everybody is going to be playing. The heckle your opponents is enough to 
- : Unreal franchise has achieved an keep us happy for some epic 

100 8b %Masaes*i00 //f m4 incredible amount of success on the PC gaming sessions. 
ao 
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PUBLISHER: SEGA PLUS! 

TOE EARL Ill: - BATTLE ENGINE 
AQUILA 

- 007: NIGHTFIRE 
- SHENMUE Il 
- ATV QUAD RACING 2 ; ? - SERIOUS SAM YOU BOYS AIN'T FROM ROUND HERE, ARE YA? mee 

      

      
h yes, the bizarre MegaDrive know that they are very stylish and recovering the 12 Funk Albums s 

A platform game reborn on the incredibly silly platformers. Well it’s not (we kid you not) on your own WORLD RACING 
Xbox. Anybody who has played like you could take anything with this or with a friend in * PANZER DRAGOON 

the previous ToeJam & Earl titles will name seriously! Play through the game co-op mode. * GHOST RECON 
      

  - CHAMPIONSHIP 
MANAGER 02/03 

   

    

   - OPERATION 
FLASHPOINT 

- SOUL CALIBUR 2 
- TOCA RACE DRIVER 
- BMX XXX 
- KUNG FU CHAOS 
- NINJA GAIDEN 
- WHACKED! 
- BLOODRAYNE 
- JAP GAME SPECIAL! 
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SUBSCRIPTIONS 

SAVE MONEY 
ON XBM! 

UBSCRIBE 
SUBSCRIBE TO.>,e=71" AND SAVE OVER £6! 
SUBSCRIBE 10 THE URS mee: R ONE MAGAZINE FOR ABOK GAMING AND 
FOU LL SAVE YOURSELF OVER £6 ON TRE NEWSSTAND PRICE? 

Pay by direct debit and you can spread 

the cost of your subscription and pay 

just £7.20 every three issues. Paying ORDERI NG DETAILS 
by direct debit is easy and hassle- 

ee PARAGON PUBLISHING 
Palen sibonce eae og: =” Fax: 01454 620080 Email: x»m@cisubs.co.uk 
ee Freepost Address: Paragon Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST 

extra ten percent too! (SWB 1565), Patchway, BRISTOL, BS32 02ZZ = 

  

XBM0213 

PERSONAL DETAILS PAYMENT DETAILS 

1. Direct Debit 

Your name H i ; . UK only £7.20 every three issues - SAVE AN EXTRA 10% 

  

—»> Instruction to your Bank or 
no Building society to pay by Direct Debit 

Please fill in the form and send it to: 

Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society 
  

Post code 
  

Phone number Date of Birth 
  

  

SUBSCRIPTION AS A GIFT 

  Name 
  

  Address i 

    
Post code     
  

Phone number __ Pa Date of Birth at 2. Cheque/credit/debit card 

UK £32 for |2 issues Europe £45 for |2 issues World £56 for |2 issues 

Cheque (£’s sterling made payable to Paragon Publishing Ltd) 
i | Please return this order form or a photocopy of it Vi M d res Switch Del 

cm together with your cheque/PO (if applicable) to the pa angeatert a = ae 

45° 9°. 8 following address: Paragon Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST aiiinailer | 

(SWB1565), Patchway, BRISTOL, BS32 0ZZ. ek 

From time to time, Paragon sends out news about exciting new products and a | 

opportunities that are of interest to readers. If you do not wish to receive such 
Signed: 

information, please tick this box  



     
    

   

    
   

   
    
   
   

    

    
   
    

  

    

   

   
    

  

     

    
       

    

    
    

       

     

          

   
   

    
   
   
   

  

    

    

    

    
   
   
   
    
   

    
    
     

        
   

XBM #2 XBM #4 
Reviews Reviews 
= Dead or Alive 3 = Max Payne ® RalliSport 
* Fuzion Frenzy * Tony Hawk's 2X = NBA Live 2002 
= Halo = Blood Wake ® NHL Hitz 

= Jet Set Radio = Amped = Star Wars: = Championship 
Future * Project Gotham Starfighter Manager 01/02 

= GunValkyrie Racing ® Airforce Delta * Simpsons 
* Azurik ® Oddworld ® TransWorld Surf * Tony Hawk's 3 
Features Features Features 

= Xbox Hardware = Oddworld } m ©) Allard 
* Munch's Inhabitants : * 50 reasons to buy Interview 
Oddysee * TOCA Race Driver an Xbox = Top 20 games 

= X-Treme Sports for 2002 ® SEGA on Xbox 5 = Video-Games > 

         
    
   

    

   

   
   
   
    
   

   
   
    

  

       
        

  

   

  

   

    
   

    
            

   

   

XBM #5 XBM *6 XBM #7 XBM *8 Reviews Reviews Reviews Reviews * Obi-Wan = Bumout * Spider-Man = Commandos 2 * Dave Mirra 2 * 2002 FIFA = SSX Tricky * Hunter * Batman Vengeance World Cup = MX 2002 * Star Wars: * Crash Bandicoot #1SS2 * SpyHunter Jedi Starfighter =F1 2002 *Azurik = 007: Agent = Moto GP * Blood Omen 2 = Deadly Skies Under Fire * Mike Tyson Boxing ® Shrek =GunValkyrie Features Features Features Features : = Enclave = Xbox: * Turok Evolution = Lore Lanning * Jap Xbox The Second * Yager = TransWorld : = Geoff Coming 
* The History of Snowboarding Crammond's = Panzer Dragoon 
the World... = Box Office Grand Prix 4 * Game of Gulf 

        

       

  

  

      

  

  

      

XBM #9 XBM #10 
Reviews Reviews 
* Buffy the = Conflict Desert 

Vampire Slayer parser 
* Enclave * Splashdown 
* Prisoner of War . — Inline 

Slam Tenni = Crazy Taxi 3 . . . papal = Morrowind (] Missed an issue of XBM? Then don't delay, pick up your phone 
Features grees Lee: Quest of and order your back issue now! Call the back issues hotline on 

i ragon . . . — Perey 01454 642442 or write to: Paragon Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST (SWB 
The Emperor's Tomb * The iba 1565), Patchway, BRISTOL, BS32 0ZZ. Email: xbm@cisubs.co.uk 

Bescon = ge & a Salles Back issues cost £4.20, postage & packing included. UK only. 
Overseas prices available on request. 

ooze Saris eis”) MBM #11 XBM #12 gw oR THe xBox CONSO.E; 

LICESIVE *' anne wa * Hitman 2: Silent Assassin = TimeSplitters 2 
7.’ ~ 4 ® The Thing * TransWorld 

HALO. 2 * Turok Evolution Snowboarding HAVING TROUBLE 
Row 4° Silent Hill 2: Inner Fears = FIFA Football 2003 GETTING THROUGH 

Por ts = Mat Hoffman 2 * Rocky : HALO ON LEGENDARY? 
ey > om va oo . sie = OR MAYBE YOU'RE . = Madden 7 occer Slam tees. ar OE ia ‘a anemone e iin = Colin McRae = Dead To Rights > 

9 i Ps | * Advertising Xbox = LMA Manager 2003 MAX PAYNE? 

  

\\\u3 IF SO, THEN CHECK OUT 
. =_ THESE GUIDES; SOLELY 

Ze — DEDICATED TO MAKING 
rowee , YOUR LIFE EASIER...         
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TAXI 
Daniel’s specially modified car is so fast 
even police radar can't spot him. When he 
gives a high-speed ride to a police officer, 
he's forced to accept a deal to keep his 
license: a stint as a police car driver. He 
becomes the mastermind behind an 
investigation into German bank robbers. 
An action tour-de-force. Written by Luc 
(Leon and The Fifth Element) Besson. 

  

MEN BEHAVING BADLY - uncte 8s: 
It's Christmas time in the house of Gary and Tony and 
what could be better than Christmas dinner, presents and 
lots and lots of beer! Will the anticipation live up to their 
expectations? (Probably not!) This special Christmas edition 
includes hilarious out-takes and bloopers. 

  

CALIGULA 
A lustily faithful cinematic depiction of the historical 
events unfolding during the reign of Caligula - one of the 
most cruel and evil Emperors ever to rule Rome. Caligula 
is a full blown exercise in flamboyance and has faced 
hysterical hostility from would-be censors. Unmissable! 

  

BENNY HILL - povste netpincs: 

Join the saucy, madcap and hilarious world of Benny Hill 
with these two fantastic programs. Enjoy the crazy sketches, 
hysterical characters and wacky disguises that have made 
Benny Hill a worldwide legend. This unique collection 
brings together the pick of his very best moments. 

 



  
HURLY BURLY 

Sean Penn is on the verge of a lifestyle crisis and fuelling 
his insecurity, along with his cocaine habit, are his three best 
friends. Three women enter their self-obsessed universe to 
shatter what little cool reserve they have left. A compelling 
all star cast including Kevin Spacey & Meg Ryan. 

  

LEGEND OF THE MUMMY 
When Margaret finds her father near death she is about to 
enter the most frightening night of her life, as lying silently 
near to where Abel has fallen is the mummified corpse of 
Queen Tera. What of Trelawny’'s past deeds has reached out 
to the ancient spirits and unleashed the curse of centuries? 

AT £5. 

   

          

CHOPPER 

Eric Bana stars as Mark "Chopper" Read, a 
legendary criminal who wrote his best-selling 
autobiography while serving a murder 
sentence in prison, documenting the brutal 
carnage and wicked sense of humour of a 
man who supposedly committed nineteen 
vicious killings. 

ou liked True R 
Another Day in 

will be right 
   

ANOTHER DAY IN PARADISE 
In a retro-hip 1970's, a typically explosive James Woods 
plays a hood with a habit and his eye on making it in the big 
time. Melanie Griffith excels in a tour-de-force performance as 
the mother figure watching over Woods and his adolescent 
cohorts: the archetypal dysfunctional family. 

top dog for music: video-games  
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I'VE GOT WHAT YOU NEED!       

  

    
   

    

   
       

         
       

        

      
        
      

      
      

      
        

            

      
    
    
            

       
         

      
    
    

          
        
      
      
        

          
      

      

      

      
      
      
      

        
     
       

        
      

        
      
        
      

          
         
       

      
      
      
      
      
      

   

FAST ACCESS TO 
CHEATS & GUIDES 

- TOP WALKTHROUGHS PLUS OVER 

OTHER\CONSOLES 
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AGED 16 OR OVER, CALL THIS NUMBER NOW 

7812-9 09066) 097/178)" AVAILABLE: 
e THE LATEST CHEATS AGED UNDER 16, CALL THIS NUMBER 

yorum O9066 O97 409 « GOMPILED BY GAMING 
EXPERTS: CALLS TO THE ABOVE NUMBERS COST ONLY 60p PER MINUTE 

WAUKTHROUGH GUIDES NNON-UK CALLERS:+44 700 590 7575 
« 1005 OF QUAUTY 

Please ensure you have permission from the bill payer before calling. Each call to the under 16’s number will cost no more than £3.00, and will end at 5 minutes. Mobile phone call 
charges may vary. Please put any comments or questions in writing to Interactive Telcom Ltd, 8 Grants Walk, PL25 5AA, or email: custserv@cheatsunlimited.com, or call our 

24hr Customer Service: (Freephone) 0800 081 6000    
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